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Overview

This book records public good science research into possibilities for the future of tourism 
in New Zealand. It is intended for planners and policy-makers who wish to improve the 
resilience of their journey into uncharted times, but it is also to stimulate anyone interested in 
tourism and long-range planning to think about how one of New Zealand’s top exports could 
be sustained and improved.

If history is any guide, the future will unfold in ways that humiliate those who attempt to 
forecast it. After all, very few saw the sudden collapse of the Cold War and the onset of 
the global financial crisis (GFC). Instead of forecasting, Tourism2050 relies on scenarios to 
portray plausible future situations. These can then be used to challenge whether current plans 
are robust enough to withstand future risks and uncertainties and flexible enough to exploit 
favourable social or technological developments that might arise in the future.

Readers who wish to delve into the nature and application of scenario analysis and planning 
are directed to Chapters 2 and 3. These two chapters describe new theory-derived criteria that 
have been developed during the Tourism2050 Project and applied to traditional scenario-
building techniques to ensure that they deliver justified outcomes. These chapters are also 
intended to improve the rigour and success of the scenario methodology in corporate and 
policy environments where the provenance of decision support tools and techniques is vital. 

Survival is just as important to tourism’s small and medium businesses as it is to their corporate 
cousins and they also need to plan for the future. Each of the four behavioural Contexts in 
Chapters 4 to 7 outlines different perspectives of tensions that might arise between society, 
individuals and the resources they require and show how these tensions might influence 
the future of tourism in New Zealand. Each Context also contains easily applied processes 
that embed the theory-derived criteria. These processes guide practitioners towards plausible 
improvements and actions that would make their organisations, whether large or small or 
corporate or public, more resilient to the uncertainties, risks and opportunities that might lie 
in the future.

In summary, no policies or plans are complete unless they benchmark themselves against 
plausible survivors that could cope with conceivable impacts and opportunities that might arise 
in the future and influence our visitors, tourism’s people and their communities throughout 
New Zealand. 

This book and its companion, Tourism2050: Scenarios for New Zealand, are comprehensive 
and provide resources for improving plans and policies for the future of tourism in New 
Zealand. Both books are also available in digital form at www.tourism2050.com. 
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Common abbreviations

CER The 1966 free-trade agreement between the governments of New Zealand and 
Australia

EU European Union of nations
GDP Gross Domestic Product – the import-exclusive outputs arising from trading 

that contribute to wages, capital and taxes
GFC Global financial crisis of 2007
Groups The category of visitors travelling as formal groups on the same itinerary for the 

purpose of a holiday
GST Taxes levied on the final value of applicable goods and services purchased by 

consumers
IFT The category of visitors travelling independently and primarily for holiday 

purposes 
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
PACRIM Pacific Rim nations that might collaborate on matters of mutual interest
SARS Severe acute respiratory syndrome 
SME Small and medium enterprises
TMT The Ministry of Tourism – functions incorporated into the Ministry of 

Economic Development and then to the Ministry of Business, Innovation and 
Employment

Tourism value-added The import-exclusive contribution arising from visitor expenditures that 
contributes to GDP

TSG Tourism Strategy Group responsible for Tourism Strategy 2015
VFR The category of visitors travelling primarily for the purpose of visiting friends 

and relations
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Chapter 1 
The Tourism2050 Project

Introduction
Tourism is one of humankind’s most universal and gregarious activities. No matter what other 
occupational pursuits we follow most of us are also part-time visitors, whether at home or abroad. 
The impact of tourism on the New Zealand economy is both significant and irreplaceable 
in the medium term. Even small reductions in annual growth quickly ripple through the 
economy and noticeably affect the fortunes of our manufacturing, agriculture, retail and 
services sectors. Nevertheless, there are many aspects of tourism that need improvement and 
the purpose of Tourism2050 is to contribute to that process.

If we could write a specification for a perfect New Zealand tourism industry it would address 
the critics who believe it to be an inefficient consumer of capital and labour. The late Sir 
Paul Callaghan (Callaghan, 2011) noted that since tourism’s revenue per employee was less 
than one-third that of the information technology sector it was hardly a worthy prospect for 
underwriting the future prosperity of the nation. Unfortunately, inefficient consumption of 
capital and labour is not confined to tourism as agriculture is similarly blighted. However, since 
agriculture and tourism account for about 70% of New Zealand’s exports, greater prosperity 
would result from continuously improving both of them.

Many improvements are obvious, but solving and implementing them are neither easy nor 
straightforward. For example, if climatic seasonality could be eliminated at a stroke the 
capital and labour efficiency of tourism would more than double and address almost all of 
the impediments currently complained of (Moriarty, 2010). Possibilities such as these, even if 
solutions are not obvious today, should inform our conversations and plans for a better future 
for tourism in New Zealand.

Even so, the industry has a history of self-help. When Tourism Strategy 2010 (TMT, 2001) 
was released in 2001 it identified over 50 initiatives that would improve visitor service quality, 
supplier prosperity, governance and policy-making. One of the keys to improvement was 
management information – the publication of an appropriate suite of value-based metrics from 
data collected by Statistics New Zealand. A second strategy document, Tourism Strategy 2015 
(TSG, 2007), was released in 2007 and built on earlier progress. Future aspirations shifted 
from volume to value, thus recognising the need for wise husbandry of natural resources, 
collaboration between communities and tourism providers, and more effective use of capital 
and labour to continue the trend of improved service quality. 

Whilst these industry-wide strategies were arguably New Zealand’s first-of-a-kind, they were 
not based on constructions of plausible future situations that might confront the world, New 
Zealand or tourism in this country. In the years before 2007, New Zealand enjoyed highly 
favourable arrival growth despite the calamity of 11 September 2001, the Iraq invasion of 
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2003 and a severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) outbreak in late 2003. New Zealand’s 
reputation as a premier destination was also enhanced by recognition and awards from 
international tourism and travel media. These successes were further underpinned by highly 
pervasive and effective international promotion under the banner ‘100% Pure New Zealand’. 
It was both comfortable and reasonable to believe that the 1999-2006 trend in visitor arrival 
growth driven by apparent 1st world prosperity would more or less continue. Indeed, there 
seemed to be little appetite within the industry to hear otherwise. 

At the same time, however, contrary evidence was emerging. The New Zealand tourism yield 
research project (TRREC, 2007), that commenced in 2004 and reported back in 2007, 
revealed the industry’s financial strength to be relatively weak. Even in times of plenty, average 
returns on capital employed from tourism’s characteristic industries, for example, hospitality, 
transport and recreation, were shown to be well below the national average. The general tenor 
of this research was that New Zealand generally benefited from tourism, but this benefit 
was unevenly distributed. The biggest beneficiaries were the non-characteristic industries, for 
example, retail, agriculture and services, where the marginal demand of visitors was highly 
profitable.

The GFC of 2007 shattered this comfort, and the possibility of little or no value-growth 
for the foreseeable future slowly became a reality. Unfortunately, this emerging reality was 
subsequent to the release of Tourism 2015, the basis of which was then out of date.

Time has now moved on to late 2012, and the vision of hindsight prompts the question – 
could the New Zealand tourism industry have been better prepared? 

Almost everyone enjoys and expects times of plenty, but it is also prudent to enquire whether 
the factors that make it so are themselves at risk? For example, many industries rely on a steady 
base level of demand. New Zealand’s domestic visitor activities, both day and overnight, 
account for about 60 per cent of total tourism demand but this does not constitute a reliable 
base level of demand. International visitor activities account for the remaining 40 per cent and 
are necessary for overall profitability. 

New Zealand also experiences high seasonality. The low season lasts for about seven months 
and demand, mainly domestic, averages about 40 per cent of the peak. The combination of 
these factors means that overall financial returns are quite sensitive to international demand in 
the peak season. The variability of this demand is all too evident. Discretionary expenditure 
on a perishable, such as travel, depends on the confidence individuals have in their current and 
future sources of income. Examples of factors that contribute to individual confidence include 
personal safety, job security, unavoidable costs and remuneration levels, as well as demands 
placed upon them by dependents. It is reasonable for any tourism strategy to enquire into 
circumstances that might exacerbate any of these factors.

One such mode of enquiry is scenario analysis, as it comprises a methodology and is the basis 
for this study. Given a seeming abundance of tools, techniques and approaches that have been 
used within the broad field of strategic planning, we need to justify why scenario analysis may 
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be a preferred way of examining factors that underpin success and whether other techniques 
might equally suffice.

Scenario analysis is a relatively new strategic planning technique that arose from formal 
consideration of possible Cold War behaviours. However, it is also a timeless technique; 
humankind is imaginative and ‘what-if ’ questions are seldom far below the surface. The origins 
of scenario analysis as a strategic planning technique are explained more fully in Chapter 2. 
However, in brief, the outcome of Cold War games was a procedural behaviour management 
technique that deliberately provoked consideration of plausible future possibilities. Scenario 
planning then assumed the task of devising plausible coping strategies if such behaviours 
materialised. 

This form of scenario analysis contrasts with techniques, such as forecasting, which are 
generally focused on quantifying future possibilities. Provided current and historical situations 
can be portrayed accurately, techniques such as input-output analysis or computer-generated 
equilibrium models can help to quantify economic changes that might subsequently occur. 
Such models are replete with assumptions about consumer behaviour and further assume 
changes to be small. However if changes are substantial, these models may not cope unless 
corresponding structural changes are also made. As we have all experienced in the past, 
significant environmental changes do occur, and sometimes they are quite unexpected. 
Even over the past 50 years there have been large and non-linear shifts in social, political, 
environmental, economic, technological and legal situations. It is the sheer diversity of future 
uncertainty that challenges model designers. 

Where opportunities for substantial change are believed to be constrained, as may be the case 
within specific industries or situations, then risk or likelihood-based models have been used 
to quantify future possibilities. This is largely the case, for example, with current models used 
by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), and was also the case with one 
of the early examples of scenario analysis developed for the French nuclear power sector. Both 
of these models are referred to in Chapter 2. 

The underlying simplicity of the scenario approach is appealing. Conceiving the possibility 
of some plausible future situation is a far easier task than devising a general purpose model 
that might forecast its occurrence. Similarly, if a future situation is suggested to be plausible, 
the task of devising a model that quantifies differences from the status quo is also likely to be 
easier. 

Another reason for considering the scenario approach for the future of tourism in New Zealand 
was precedent. In 2002, Visit Scotland embarked on a scenario-based examination of future 
possibilities for its tourism industry (I. Yeoman & Lederer, 2005). These scenarios examined 
four possible future situations and Visit Scotland decided that one of them offered the best 
way forward for the basis of strategic planning. 

There was also a deeper reason that emerged. The 2007, the New Zealand Tourism yield 
research project also found that no-one really knew much about the financial viability of 
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the tourism industry or how to distinguish between successful and unsuccessful efforts to 
improve matters. Tourism is very complex; it is unwise to overlook that there will always be 
an intrinsic uncertainty in its behaviour. Although this point was understood, its impact was 
not. New Zealand fared better than many other countries during the turbulent period of 
2001-2006, but it was arguably a case of preparation meeting opportunity. Consumption was 
debt-driven and travel was a popular first world activity. New Zealand appeared safe and was 
well promoted. 

However, at the same time, the highly-valued Japanese visitor market was in a state of collapse. 
Nobody quite understood the extent to which debt-ridden Japan provided one of the early 
signals of looming austerity. The GFC continues to demonstrate that no-one really knows 
how global financial markets behave or how they should be reformed to safeguard those 
reliant upon them for productive purposes. An apt after-the-fact expression that describes this 
notion of intrinsic uncertainty and lack of knowledge was given by Wilkinson et al. (2010) in 
their scenario study that looked beyond the financial crisis: “to what extent can organisations 
appreciate, let alone address, socially constructed ignorance?” Scenarios are particularly 
applicable to the study of any future situation where the highest priority is survival, ignorance 
notwithstanding.

The Tourism2050 Project commenced in August 2009 with the objective of establishing a suite 
of scenarios that could assist with planning for the future of tourism in New Zealand. In this 
case, the scenarios were intended to encourage engagement in strategic conversations about 
future possibilities that might affect the survival or sustainability of the tourism industry. As 
such, tourism’s public and private organisations and its individuals are all potential users of 
the scenario method as they are similarly dependent on continuously satisfying visitors, whose 
continuance they all depend upon for the resources they require. 

As a corollary, although Tourism2050 focuses on the New Zealand tourism industry, its 
chosen methodology is sufficiently generic to be of value to national and regional tourism 
organisations beyond this country. In addition, the project has embraced two different 
approaches. Indeed, the project has examined future possibilities for the industry in two 
different ways, each starting from the same basis.

The first perspective, Tourism2050: Scenarios for New Zealand (I Yeoman, 2012), is a conventional 
application of storylines or narratives to portray a particular aspect of life in four possible future 
worlds. These selected narratives arise from interpretations that portray potential visitors, their 
particular reasons for visiting New Zealand, the technologies they might use, and the social 
environment they might find themselves in at some future time between the present and 2050. 
In this perspective, scenarios are all about the future. Users immerse themselves in each of these 
future worlds and ask themselves what it would mean and how they might react if aspects of that 
world were to materialise. 

The second perspective, described in this book, is a related but new methodological development 
that arose from Tourism2050 research. It views scenarios not as selected narratives, but as 
entire Contexts of behaviours and behavioural characteristics that could arise at some future 
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time, examples of which have also occurred in the past. These behaviours follow a set of four 
criteria that strive to ensure plausibility. In this perspective, scenarios are all about the present 
from which they plausibly arise. Users consider these potential behaviours in the light of 
their current situation. They are then guided through a process that highlights changes that 
could be made within their current plans to improve their adaptability to future shocks or 
opportunities.

The combination of these perspectives offers Tourism2050’s users a range of approaches to suit 
their individual needs. 

This book examines the second perspective in detail. It is recommended to corporate planners 
and policy-makers who wish to amalgamate their specialist views of future possibilities within 
their own areas of interest with Tourism2050’s behavioural framework. What the future might 
hold for specialist areas such as aviation, social policy, information technology, surface transport 
and energy production are difficult enough to forecast and attempts to do so by non-specialists 
may not help. If we reflect upon history, we see many situations where innovation is largely 
independent of Context, but subsequent deployment is highly dependent on it. Technological 
innovations such as facsimile, radar, cellular telephony, computers, codes and encryption bear 
this out. Tourism2050’s Contexts help to fuse specialist views with the different behavioural 
tensions arising between society, individuals and the resources they consume to sustain them.

Chapter 2 makes the case for the application of criteria to guide the formation of any future 
perspective. All conjecture about the future has the common denominator of fiction! Since we 
are denied certainty about the future, the very least we can expect is for fiction to be plausible. 
Conventional scenario methods are numerous and have been formed by the processes of trial 
and error. Without exception, they are expressed as a set of procedures for users to follow. 
Unfortunately, such approaches have limitations, the most serious of which is that they do not 
address the risk that outcomes may be deemed infeasible. Chapter 2 is aimed at practitioners 
who might lead a scenario analysis and planning project. It provides the background for the 
application of these criteria and the selection of models and processes that help to improve the 
plausibility of outcomes.

Tourism2050 is founded upon: the opinions of many individuals with specialist expertise; 
consensus arising from participants in industry workshops conducted around New Zealand; 
views and feedback from Tourism2050’s Advisory Panel; literature research; and current 
trends. All of the information gathered from these sources has been crystallised into a two-
dimensional framework that captures the ‘driving forces’ that might influence the future of 
tourism in New Zealand. Chapter 3 examines this framework in the light of the criteria 
developed in Chapter 2. The outcome is a robust framework of encompassing behaviours 
that can be applied to any strategic planning process that wishes to improve its resilience by 
considering plausible future possibilities.

A chapter is dedicated to each of Tourism2050’s four Contexts. The earlier developed behaviours 
expose plausible situations that could occur in the future and would merit consideration in 
any strategic plan. As such, Chapters 4 to 7 advance the case for treating each Context as 
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plausible and worthy of consideration in any strategic planning exercise. During industry 
consultations there was a noticeable tendency for participants to succumb to the temptation 
to rank Contexts in terms of desirability. It is quite natural to prefer an apparently buoyant 
possibility over one that is evidently gloomy, but this would be unwise. Each Context is also 
shown to have had a historical basis or provenance over the past 50 years. Accordingly, there 
are good reasons to treat the different behaviours represented in each of the four Contexts as 
plausible possibilities at some future time. 

There is also a further reason. Each Context emphasises that an important goal of strategic 
planning is to improve the resilience of current plans for the future – where all improvement 
occurs. Each Context highlights different threads of improvement that would be accentuated 
or promoted by its associated behaviours. In a sense, these highlighted improvements 
benchmark the resilience of current plans. This is the key difference that Tourism2050 confers 
on planners; scenarios are about improving the present based on plausible behaviours that 
could conceivably occur tomorrow. Consideration of chance events is another aspect of 
resilient strategic planning. Each chapter also contemplates the different behavioural responses 
that might occur in the aftermath of serious earthquakes, such as those in Christchurch, New 
Zealand during 2010 and 2011. 

In the concluding chapter, Tourism2050’s key learning issues are gathered and summarised. 
The improvement threads that were drawn from Context behaviours are shown to represent 
a comprehensive set of desirable challenges or benchmarks that any organisation should 
consider and include in its strategic plan. There is an overall conclusion. The Tourism2050 
approach is not essential for identifying some of the generic initiatives one might expect 
to see in any strategic plan, but its procedures can be relied upon to improve the success 
of identifying and responding to any or all of the challenges that apply to an organisation’s 
particular circumstances.
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Chapter 2 
Improving the utility of tourism scenario analysis

Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the need for providing scenario analysis and 
planning with a suitable theoretically underpinned framework that improves the plausibility 
of outcomes. The chapter is recommended to those who are leading a scenario-based exercise 
as its rigorous approach will provide mechanisms that help to justify outcomes. Justification 
is based on the outcome of four easily applied criteria: cogency, coherency, governing purpose 
and simplicity. Justified scenarios have provenance and are defensible inputs to a strategic 
plan.

At the start of the Tourism2050 Project it appeared that an interdisciplinary approach that 
had also been applied to tourism would be appropriate. This approach is known as the driving 
forces method, with its procedures most clearly stated by Goodwin and Wright (2004) but 
also described by others (van der Heijden, Bradfield, Burt, Cairns, & Wright, 2002). The first 
two columns of Table 4 tabulate Goodwin and Wright’s procedural steps for the driving forces 
method of scenario construction. 

Future studies often rely on highly intuitive and diverse perspectives from numerous 
participants. Tourism2050 proved to be no exception. It is often difficult to justify outputs 
derived from the diverse intuitional perspectives of individual participants or researchers, 
interviewed experts, industry representatives and literature. For Tourism2050 to maintain a 
sense of consistency or cohesion there appeared to be the need for a theoretically underpinned 
framework to harmonise the mass of intuitive and historical data that had been collected. 
Consistent and cohesive outputs were also required by the project’s Advisory Panel who were 
removed from this data, and only experienced project outputs at particular milestones. 

The rationale behind the driving forces approach to scenario construction is typical of many 
approaches found in organisational studies. Over time, the apparently successful efforts of 
practitioners have been codified into sets of procedures and offered as a basis for subsequent 
implementation. This is known as ‘praxis’ as the procedures are grounded in historical practice 
rather than derived from theory. Praxis-based approaches are not uncommon. For example, 
organisational benchmarking has over 50 different procedural approaches to choose from. 
How would you know at the outset which of them will deliver a successful outcome? History 
has shown that the success of any one of them in a particular situation cannot be relied upon 
to be successful in another situation. Fortunately, organisational benchmarking has now been 
provided with a theoretical basis and practitioners can determine in advance whether or not 
outcomes are likely to be successful (Moriarty, 2011b).

Tourism2050 also experienced these kinds of issues and it became necessary to seek a way 
to resolve them. Great value can arise from praxis-based approaches such as benchmarking, 
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scenario analysis and planning. However the potential for this value is jeopardised if outcomes 
provoke scepticism or aversion by potential users – the proverbial “we cannot help them out 
if they will not come in.”

Although driving forces approaches collect and structure information, identify situations 
of potentially high impact or likelihood, and ultimately reduce them to two fundamental 
drivers, there are no theoretically-derived criteria that explicitly underpin the behaviours of 
subsequent outcomes. This intuitively reasonable process may still break down if subsequent 
outputs prove unacceptable to those who might benefit from them as there are no criteria that 
might help resolve matters. In essence, driving forces scenarios are generated by processes of 
interpretation or intuition by practitioners claiming “skills behind the curtain” (Selsky, van der 
Heijden, & Ramirez, 2010). 

Perhaps tourism, with its implicit diversity, was a good laboratory for addressing what some 
regard as the weakness of scenario analysis and planning. This helped to trigger two new 
research questions:

1. Although we can only conjecture what the future might possibly be, what criteria should 
we apply to the development of scenarios so that our proposals are both rational and 
helpful to those who might rely upon them?

2. What steps might practitioners take to apply these criteria? 

Tourism2050 also recognised that the needs of its stakeholders differed, for example, policy-
makers and commercial strategic planners operate within highly interlinked environments. 
Any future representation of these environments has to be sufficiently detailed if planners are 
expected to offer sensible responses to any ‘what if ’ questions that might be levelled at them. 
Others are interested in the social impacts of particular phenomena that might develop in the 
future and may prefer a series of narratives describing how people might behave under such 
circumstances. In either case, the objective of scenario analysis and planning is to improve the 
resilience of existing plans, or those under development, by considering how they might be 
affected by future possibilities. Unless these possibilities are both plausible and well-framed 
they may not lead to improvements in current plans. 

This chapter addresses four questions − 

1. What is scenario analysis and planning? 

2. Why are criteria needed? 

3. What are these criteria and how are they constructed?

4. What practical steps can be taken to apply these criteria in practice?

The chapter concludes by offering a criteria-based variant of the driving forces approach, one 
that was used in Tourism2050’s workshops with its industry stakeholders.
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What is scenario analysis and planning?

Although the concept of ‘what-if ’ approaches to improved decision-making is probably 
timeless, modern approaches had their roots in the military analyses of the post-1940s Cold 
War (Kahn, Wiener, & Bell, 1967). Subsequently scenario usage within all disciplines, 
including tourism, became diverse and the meaning of the term ‘scenario’ and the meaning 
and methods of ‘scenario analysis’ and ‘scenario planning’ vary widely. For example, the 
IPCC’s climate models that structurally inform many tourism future studies are essentially 
quantitative, and seemingly systems-based, drawing on meta-analyses. 

Similarly, the well-known success of Shell Oil’s preparedness for the 1970s oil shock (van der 
Heijden, 1997, 2005; Wack, 1985) used a driving forces based method earlier described as a 
popular interpretive approach for future planning in any discipline. Finally, generic tourism 
planning and community participation methods (Getz, 1986; Gunn & Var, 2002; Simmons, 
1994) are also evident, but to a lesser extent than other approaches. Table 1 illustrates the 
diverse use of scenario studies in tourism. Sometimes the scenario approach is uncited, but 
usually there remains some evidence of the approach taken by the authors. 

Table 1: Examples of scenario usage in tourism (Moriarty, 2012)

Examples of scenario studies in tourism

Topic Examples & [approach]

Tourism and climate change Amelung & Viner (2006), [IPCC scenarios – no formal method]; 
Dubois & Ceron (2007), [IPCC]; Müller & Weber (2008), [no 
formal method cited but their model emphasises driving forces]

Tourism resource management Daconto & Sherpa (2010) [cites Evans et al (2006) using the 
driving forces model of Goodwin & Wright (2004)]

Tourism destination planning Yeoman & Lederer (2005) [nominally Shell]; Taylor & McGlynn 
(2009) [no formal method cited but a driving forces approach is 
evident]; Formica & Kothari (2008) [driving forces approach]

Tourism planning Haywood (1988), [draws on numerous tourism planning and 
community participation frameworks; also cites Shell]; Badr et al 
(2009) [systems dynamic model based on extremes]; Forum for the 
Future (Draper, Goodman, Hardyment, & Murray, 2009) [driving 
forces model for UK outbound travel]; Tourism2050 (I Yeoman, 
Moriarty, & Davies, 2010) [driving forces model initially based on 
Shell but modified by Moriarty (2012)]

Long-term tourism forecasting van Doorn (1986), [normative and descriptive approaches 
contrasted, cites Godet (1983) ‘not one method, but many 
techniques’]; Prideaux, Laws, & Faulkner (2003) [generic use of the 
term ‘scenario’, cites examples of a learning-based approach (Senge, 
1990) and Shell (van der Heijden, 1997)]

Tourist behaviours Yeoman (2008) [nominally Shell]
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What is also evident is the diverse use of the term ‘scenario’. Its usage might refer to a range of 
‘obvious’ options open to decision-makers, parametric options applied to quantitative models, 
or highly constructed ‘world’ views from panels of knowledgeable people or combinations of 
all of these.

In their most common form, scenarios are possible representations of future situations. 
Although often treated otherwise, scenarios are neither forecasts nor predictions. The purpose 
of scenarios is to rationalise and challenge current mental frames, admit surprises, avoid bias 
in estimating probabilities, address denial, treat the future with equanimity, exploit near-
certainties about the nature of the future, distinguish the known from the unknown, and 
identify uncertainties having the greatest potential impact (Wright & Goodwin, 2009). The 
emphasis on ‘current’ is important. Scenarios are not solely about the future; they provide a 
basis for considering how current plans might be impacted or improved if subjected to some 
plausible situation in the future. After all, every improvement lies in the future.

The overall perspective of the scenario analysis and planning environment is shown in 
Figure 1. The assumptions are not onerous, but they often challenge organisations. For 
example, does your state of affairs or situation really exist? If it does, can you describe the 
way it operates with confidence and accuracy? For instance, there is a growing suspicion 
that the global financial market does not behave in accordance with the criteria that are 
currently assumed to govern it. The second assumption is more incisive. Can you describe 
the relationships you currently have with those you depend upon to operate and survive? 

Figure 1: The scenario analysis and planning environment (Moriarty, 2012)
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Quality organisations can do this, but many cannot, and it would be wise to address any 
shortfalls before raising too many expectations about other forms of improvement, including 
scenario analysis or planning. 

There is a distinction between scenario analysis and scenario planning. Analysis is the process 
of building possible future environments and planning is the process deploying your state of 
affairs or situation within each of them. The distinction is important because the continued 
operation of your situation depends on satisfying its environmental dependencies and it useful 
to establish how these might behave – beforehand!

Figure 1 also recognises that there should be sets of criteria that govern the analysis and 
planning phases. Fortunately, these criteria will be shown to be the same in each case, but 
their focus is different. Also, there is no reason why existing approaches, such as driving forces, 
cannot be used in conjunction with these criteria because their purpose is to ensure that 
outcomes are both grounded and plausible. 

Why is rigour needed?

In the academic world, organisational studies literature criticises scenario methodologies for 
a variety of reasons. The common denominator for the least criticised practices might best 
be summarised as ‘rigorous is righteous!’ The rigorous includes the class of statistical (Godet, 
1986) meta-analytic or system-based approaches where derived relationships determine future 
impacts. Examples include the historical IPCC scenarios (Girod, Wiek, Mieg, & Hulme, 
2009), the RAND Wonderland ‘LXMR’ approach (Lempert, Popper, & Bankes, 2003), 
system dynamics models (Maani & Cavana, 2000; Sterman, 2000) and complexity/chaos 
models of behaviour (Smith, 2002). Qualitative factors may also be incorporated into this 
scenario class, for example, new IPCC scenarios integrate behavioural adaptation, climatic, 
radiative and human systems usage factors (Moss et al, 2010).

Also deemed methodologically rigorous, and currently more common, are cogent and causally 
coherent interpretive approaches where future impacts portend relationships. Examples 
include the ‘extreme worlds’ and driving forces methods applied nationally or globally where 
impacts are sourced from the views of a broad group of prescient people (Goodwin & Wright, 
2004). Of lesser rigour, replicability and reliability are substantially interpretive, intuitive or 
artful scenario processes reliant on experienced practitioners such as van der Heijden (1997) 
claiming “skills behind the curtain” or special competence in future studies. Fortunately such 
reliance has been tempered, even if only recently, by the recognition of the need for better 
causal textures in such processes (Emery & Trist, 1965; Selsky et al, 2010; van de Ven & Poole, 
1995). Table 2 illustrates the principal criticisms levelled at the scenario approach to future 
studies. These criticisms also provide the basis for improving the rigour of scenario analysis 
and planning. 

An obvious barrier to the acceptance of scenario analysis in corporate or political sectors is 
whether there is any risk in doing so. ‘Extreme worlds’ scenario analysis can be highly useful, 
but also highly risky. Proponents of this technique could risk ridicule if media, directors, 
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Table 2: Criticisms of the scenario approach to future studies (Moriarty, 2012)

Critical factor Criticisms of the scenario approach Citation

Naïve realism
Accepting current social realities as 
simple extant structures complete 
with dysfunctions and inequities.

(Beck, 1999; Slaughter, 
2002)

Solely empirically-driven Non-empirical factors precluded – an 
extension of naïve realism.

(Beck, 1999; Slaughter, 
2002)

Silo-based/consultant capture

Practitioners seldom venture 
beyond their chosen framework or 
deem ‘experience’ to be a necessary 
condition for methodological 
acceptability.

(Bishop, Hines, & Collins, 
2007; Bradfield, Wright, 
Burt, Cairns, & Van Der 
Heijden, 2005; Martelli, 
2001; Selsky et al, 2010)

Definitional variation

The interchangeable use of terms 
such as ‘scenario [analysis, planning, 
building, thinking]’ and ‘alternative 
future’. Conflation of terms, methods 
and techniques.

(Bishop et al., 2007; 
Bradfield et al, 2005; Varum 
& Melo, 2010)

Misattributions of causality

Inappropriate attribution of causality 
limits scope. Causal properties 
may be numerous with a poorly 
understood relational framework. 

(Tversky & Kahneman, 
1983; Wright & Goodwin, 
2009)

Cognitive/motivational bias
Incrementalism, optimism, 
judgemental vacuum, hindsight-
driven foresight.

(Fischhoff, 2003; Wright & 
Goodwin, 2009)

Entertainment or ‘pop futurism’

Relevance, coherence, likelihood 
and transparency are all claimed as 
necessary conditions for the scenario 
method.

(Godet & Roubelat, 1996; 
Slaughter, 2002)

Lack of standardised process
Basic structures exhibit some 
commonality, but there is no cohesive 
rationale for these structures. 

(Postma & Liebl, 2005)

politicians or shareholders disavow extreme narratives. Even the less controversial driving 
forces technique faces the same obstacle if conservative stakeholders believe its outcomes to 
be implausible. Another risk for scenario developers is potential trivialisation of specialist 
complexity that corporate and political decision-makers often claim is fundamental to current 
and future progress. For example, airlines claim expertise and insight into matters aeronautical 
and policy-makers claim insight into the ‘art of the possible’, and both are unlikely to embrace 
generic scenario outcomes that trivialise their specialties.

This begs the question as to whether there is a basis for encompassing scenario analysis within 
a theoretically-derived framework. The objective of such a framework would be satisfaction of 
myriad criticisms attending the use of scenarios, offer corporate scenario users a sounder basis 
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for including them in their planning repertoire, apply intellectual rigour to outcomes, and still 
retain the quality of richness within this future-planning method. 

How are these criteria constructed?

This section examines the theoretical foundations of a set of criteria that would improve the 
plausibility of scenario analysis and planning. It may be challenging, and can be set aside 
without compromise by those who prefer far lighter reading by continuing at the next section.

Criteria that improve the plausibility of scenario analysis and planning
Two pieces of a framework that would improve the approach to future studies arise 
from the contributions of the American polymath Charles Peirce (1839-1914) to our 
understanding of cause and inference. Peirce founded the existential (or ontological) 
framework known as pragmatism, later defined by philosophers William James (1898, 
pp. 290-291) and Karl Popper (1996) in terms of dependence and acceptability – “truth 
or belief ” is acceptability by those dependent upon its consequences. 

Peirce’s theory of causation holds that all action is subordinate to purpose and that action is 
always moderated by chance (Hulswit, 2002; Peirce, 1935, VI, 101f ). In living situations, 
survival is the prime purpose; pursued without assurance of attainment through the 
mechanism of continuously satisfying all dependencies relied upon for the supply and 
maintenance of resources (Peirce, 1935, VI, 144ff, 156; Pfeffer, 1997; Pfeffer & Salancik, 
2003; Trout, 2010).

Nature’s situations also appear to demonstrate purposefulness – the observed tendency 
of all natural processes to “wind-down” or as Peirce observed, to be “finious” – a term 
he coined to describe the apparently purposeful behaviour expressed in the second law 
of thermodynamics (1935, VII, 471). Peirce’s chance is a natural characteristic, “acting 
always and everywhere, restrained within narrow bounds by natural laws that produce 
infinitesimal departures from law always and great departures with infinite infrequency” 
(1893/1998, V1, 308). This was Peirce’s metaphysical underpinning of modern chaos 
theory. In his theory, chaos is purposeful, provided it is subject to nature’s “finiousness” as 
the term is otherwise utterly without meaning (1935, I, 220). 

Peirce also explained that the processes of deduction (logic supporting truth or universally 
agreed facts) and induction (logic supporting cogency or convincing reasoning) were 
complemented by conjecture (also called abduction or hypothesising) – a basis of 
knowledge extension where cogency or reasonableness supports further cogency or 
reasonableness (1935, VI, 469-473). We all engage in conjecture when things go wrong. 
We conjecture what plausible precursors might have contributed to a present or perhaps 
future faulty situation, for example, the TV does not work, perhaps there is no power, 
perhaps a setting is wrong and so on. Future studies are entirely dependent on conjecture. 
Plausible future situations that are supported by plausible reasons can spark useful 
discussions that might lead to improvement. For example, if household income security 
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falls in the future would it lead to domestic travel being preferred over international travel 
or would all travel decline? Peirce also added the condition that where reasons might be 
numerous, the simplest and most economical should be preferred – ‘Occam’s Razor’.

We may apply criteria that test the strength of any form of inference by having regard 
to the rules and properties relied upon to describe the situation. Peirce (1935, VI, 469 
& 556) and Popper (1987) advance a pragmatic definition of an acceptable conjecture 
or theory; outcomes or consequences must be acceptable to those who are dependent 
upon them. Acceptability may be further strengthened by two logical or rule-based tests 
– entailment and supervenience. 

Entailment tests the conjecture ‘A involves B’ by examining whether the properties of ‘A’ 
entail (are a subset of ) the properties of ‘B’. If there is entailment between the properties 
of A and B there is a measure of consistency or coherence between them. Coherence is 
important in establishing whether a scenario’s future properties are in some way consistent 
with those of the present. 

For example, if the properties of aircraft were conjectured to vary in the future we would 
expect coherence between current and future properties. It would be coherent to say that 
current aircraft design has not fully exploited the properties of aviation fuel and that 
improved exploitation is plausible in the future. However, it might not be coherent to say 
that future travel could be hypersonic if it were known that this decreased the exploitation 
of fuel properties in the absence of a better explanation. This coherence test addresses 
the invention of purely fictional properties; a lack of entailment is a lack of coherence 
and implies implausibility. Coherence is necessary but there is also the issue of cogency – 
whether the rules that bind the present to the future are themselves plausible. 

The concept of supervenience addresses the difficulty of understanding rule-like 
relationships. Supervenience refers to a type of relationship where phenomena depend on 
properties and changes in properties result in changes in phenomena (Kim, 1984). In a 
supervenient relationship between A and B you do not have to know the exact rules, but 
you do have to know whether a change in A’s properties can or cannot occur without a 
change in B’s properties. 

Supervenience may also be expressed as strong or weak, depending upon the extent 
of the domain in which it applies (Blackburn, 2007; Kim, 1984). By way of example, 
we may hold that the world’s financial system (or tourism) supervenes or depends on 
environmental properties as changes in these properties, for example, climate, resources, 
certainly result in changes to financial and economic (or visitor) phenomena. However, 
the rules associated with environmental properties, principally those of physics, are not 
necessarily appropriate for financial (or visitor) analysis. Moreover, the reverse may not 
necessarily be the case. For instance, force supervenes upon mass and acceleration, as force 
could not otherwise change. However mass and acceleration do not supervene upon force 
as changes to these can leave force unchanged. The properties of mass and acceleration 
also entail those of force.
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Supervenience helps with the cogency or reasonableness of arguments. For example, if 
we conjectured the future to be characterised by cooperative behaviours between nations 
then any future situation in New Zealand would be expected to somehow harmonise 
with changes in levels of cooperation. It would seem unreasonable if New Zealand’s 
future situation was then conjectured to defy this harmonisation. In this example, the 
supervenience test would fail and should lead to the conjecture being challenged and 
improved. 

Deduction and induction are still very relevant to future studies, but they are applied in 
the form of formal criteria embodied in entailment and supervenience relationships. 

Inference based upon conjecture suggests two tests or benchmarks that guide the cogency 
(reasonableness) and coherence (consistency) of scenarios. Peirce’s causation is also an 
important test of sustainable purpose and the principle of simplicity or economy becomes 
the final test.

A more extensive description of these criteria, their derivation and application to examples 
of tourism scenario analysis and planning have been published as a part of the Tourism2050 
Project (Moriarty, 2011a, 2012).

Criteria that improve the plausibility of scenario analysis and planning

The qualities that address the plausibility of scenario analysis and planning are cogency, 
coherence, sustainability and economy or simplicity. The criteria that give rise to these qualities 
are now stated and then explained by way of examples:

1. A supervenient relationship extends from the present into the future (cogency).

2. The future entails the present (coherency). 

3. Actions that extend from the present into the future are subordinate to purpose and 
subject to chance. The nature of ‘purpose’ is the pursuit of continuance (sustainability 
or survival) in organisational situations and ‘finiousness’ in natural situations (causality).

4. Occam’s principles of economy or simplicity should apply (pragmatism).

These criteria may also be expressed by way of examples:

1. Cogency: refers to relationships between properties – attributes or characteristics that 
establish the fabric of something or a situation. Some relationship, pathway or explanation 
extends from today’s properties to those of tomorrow,

2. Coherence: refers to properties themselves. The fabric of tomorrow is also the fabric of 
today. Although we may not be able to exploit today’s fabric, it still exists and may be 
exploited in the future.

3. Sustainability: refers to motivations that trigger actions. Life is about the continuance 
of life – the highest priority or purpose of any organisation is to survive, even if only to 
purposefully merge or wind-up. Actions, whether conscious or unconscious, continuously 
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occur in pursuit of this purpose but success is not guaranteed. Actions that arise in support 
of this purpose remain subject to the vagaries of chance. This rule is particularly pertinent 
to social systems and organisational behaviour.

4. Pragmatism: complexity is unsustainable if outcomes can be achieved in simpler ways.

These criteria apply to any outputs arising from future studies and help address a fundamental 
criticism of praxis-based approaches – indistinction between successful and unsuccessful 
efforts. Clearly all scenarios are fictional but, to be useful, they should still be plausible. The 
intention of these criteria is to avoid the creation of implausible fiction. It is important to 
note that intuitive and imaginative conjectures about the future are not excluded, but they 
do require justification. Early application of these criteria in any future study improves the 
provenance of outcomes and strengthens the engagement of those who might use them. 

What steps can be taken to apply these criteria in practice?

Although the basic forms of scenario analysis fall into the two broad categories of quantitative 
and qualitative construction, each is likely to include elements of the other. Qualitative 
approaches may still include economic or trend analysis and quantitative approaches may 
include narratives to interpret behaviours arising from their models.

Because of its relative simplicity and similarity with the useful diagnostic tool of ‘root cause 
analysis’, the driving forces method is a popular choice for future studies in most disciplines 
and serves as a good example for justifying and applying the criteria in practice. 

It remains common to all methods of scenario analysis or planning that practitioners must 
engage in lengthy and increasingly fraught chains of conjecture. In the driving forces method 
practitioners conjecture: possible future trends; how such trends might be clustered; their 
clustering into the two dimensions of ‘impact’ and ‘likelihood’; the underlying driving forces 
behind principal clusters; the final selection of two mutually independent (orthogonal) 

Figure 2: The ‘driving forces’ scenario framework
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driving forces; future behaviours; and, finally, possible future environments and express them 
in narrative form. After that, the scenario planning phase can commence! 

Figure 2 shows the intermediate stage of the driving forces method before it leads to the 
establishment of plausible behaviours and narratives describing possible future environments. 

Although the driving forces method is popular, it can be challenging to ensure rewards 
outweigh risks. Rewarding scenarios initiate strategic discussions and foil linear thinking – 
“the future may not be a linear extension of the present” (van der Heijden, 1997). Narratives 
are this method’s usual technique for describing future situations, but they risk the further 
criticism of irrelevance if they are not audience-specific. Narratives can be highly susceptible 
to the earlier more general criticisms of silo thinking, consultant capture, incoherence and 
implausibility. There is a final risk – the highly tenuous implication that an entire Context 
(with its myriad possibilities) either can be, or should be, expressed as a single interpreted 
narrative. These risks are best recognised and addressed if participation and acceptability is 
expected from corporate and public policy users. A good starting point for risk mitigation is 
to examine the scenario analysis framework.

In each of the four Contexts of the scenario analysis framework shown in Figure 2, the scope of the 
driving forces may be represented by broad sets of behaviours, characterised by rules and properties 
that might plausibly vary from one extreme to another. However, in every possible permutation 
of them they must always remain both cogent and coherent with respect to the driving forces. For 
example, if Driving Force 1 was ‘Energy’ and Driving Force 2 was ‘Technology’, then Context 1 
represents all permutations of increases in ‘Energy’ and the application of ‘Technology’. Future 
behaviours that could be conjectured within these permutations are clearly numerous. Even so, 
each of them must remain consistent with an environment that is characterised by increased 
‘Energy’ and the application of ‘Technology’. However, until these behaviours are established, 
there is a strong possibility that any narrative might not offer a cogent representation of the 
myriad possible situations in any of the four Contexts. 

A further value in emphasising behaviours over than narratives is a reduction in the risk of 
irrelevance or inappropriateness to users, such as corporate planners and policy-makers. With 
conjectured behaviours already established as plausible and meaningful, scenario analysis and 
planning becomes a ‘user’s journey’ rather than a ‘researcher’s story’. Moreover, the criteria may 
also be applied to specialist corporate or policy-maker behaviours within each Context. In this 
case, specialist behaviours could also complement the earlier established general behaviours to 
form a larger cogent and coherent set of behaviours from which improved strategies or policy 
options can then be planned (Figure 3). 

But how might tourism practitioners ensure they develop appropriate coherent and cogent 
behaviours for driving forces? A solution compatible with the criteria shown earlier is to use 
a guiding framework or model. Models and frameworks are representations of rules and 
properties so it remains to ensure that they are appropriate for the task of future studies. 

Quantitative approaches to scenario analysis are not necessarily more appropriate than their 
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qualitative counterparts, but they may have the advantage of meeting the plausibility criteria 
shown earlier. Quantitative models can demonstrate cogency by characterising the present 
before addressing the future and they should demonstrate coherence because model properties 
for the future generally entail the present as a consequence of design. Sustainability is a much 
more difficult criterion to apply to quantitative than qualitative models, so what sorts of 
models might lend themselves equally to quantitative or qualitative approaches?

One such model is the so-called ‘trilemma’ framework shown in Figure 4. Trilemmas have been 
used to develop, explain and evaluate behaviours involving multiple Contexts. A trilemma 
formally encompasses a situation or environment with three desirable Contexts where the 
pursuit of any one of them involves sacrifices for one or more of the others. 

For example, an economic trilemma exists where the criteria of exchange rate stability, monetary 
independence and capital market openness are all equally desirable but attainment of any two 
is at the expense of the third (Obstfeld, Shambaugh, & Taylor, 2005). A further example is a 
political trilemma where globalisation, political democracy and independence of the nation state 
are all mutually desirable (Rodrik, 2000) but unattainable. Shell Oil Limited (Van der Veer, 
2005) used two trilemmas to both form and evaluate scenarios for 2025. Shell’s criteria were 
[Community, Market incentives and Regulation] and [Efficiency, Security and Social cohesion]. 

Trilemma frameworks also enhance rigour because their design Contexts emphasise cogency 
(properties supervene) and cohesiveness (properties entail). The trilemma may also provide 
alternative perspectives on sustainability, emphasising where the ‘purposes’ of the three Contexts 
compete with one another and where any consequential actions may more easily be tested for 
plausibility. The intrusion of ‘chance’ is also easier to accommodate, as purpose-driven actions 
might be subjected to chance-like natural phenomena, for example, eruptions, earthquakes, 

Figure 3: Sets of general and specialist behaviours 
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pandemics and solar storms, or chaotic behaviours arising from poorly understood prevailing 
rules, for instance, financial market behaviours, weather patterns and regional conflicts. 

In Tourism2050, the trilemma that encompasses not only tourism’s stakeholders, but also 
the resources needed for continuance can be modelled with the three Contexts of society, 
individuals and resources shown in Figure 5. Note that any references to individuals also 
apply to organisations. We may assume that any pre-eminence of society lessens the role of 
individuals and diverts resources for collective rather than personal benefit. On the other hand, 
pre-eminence of the individual might be expected to exploit resources for narrower benefit 
leaving society highly stratified. In such circumstances, the prioritised protection of resources 
from exploitation moderates the purpose or aspirations of both individuals and society.

In practice each behavioural Context – some possible future situation – in Figure 3 is subjected 
to consideration of the conflicting satisfactions between society and individuals together with 
the resources depended upon for their continuance or sustainability. Behaviours contributing 
to a Context’s set of behaviours may each be assessed for coherence and cogency in satisfaction 
of the Context’s driving forces. The criterion of economy or simplicity – the pragmatic test – 
can also be applied even if there are numerous or incommensurate behaviours that arise for 
the same conflict.

Thus the driving forces approach can be used to greater effect if aligned with or embedded 
within a framework that represents or models credible relationships between the principal 
actors that we expect to prevail in each Context. The outcome is an approach like that shown 
in Figure 6 where the trilemma is used as a lens and applied separately to each Context 
to isolate the ranges of behaviours that might be expected to arise from each of the four 
combinations of driving forces. 

Figure 4: The trilemma framework Figure 5: A trilemma for tourism behaviours
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As such, sets of behaviours can be accumulated for each Context. Each set reflects the 
perspective of resources, society and individuals interacting with each other. It may then be 
assumed, given an acceptable resolution of trade-offs within the trilemma, that each Context 
has sufficient behavioural resources to support the next step – proposing or conjecturing 
credible or justified future situations. Once such future situations have been proposed, the 
final step is to determine whether these have any implications for the current strategic plan. 

For example, in each Context, the behavioural template might take the form shown in Table 
3. For descriptive simplicity suppose only two sets of behaviours are identified under society’s 
possibilities for each of the two driving forces. In practice there would be numerous behaviours 
for each trilemma Context and the resultant behaviours combine them all according to the 
plausibility criteria. The resultant could also include specialist behaviours applicable to the 
user’s environment, such as those from the aviation, public policy and finance sectors. The 
trilemma should also help to draw attention to and create behavioural convergence between 
society, individuals and resources in each Context since each pair of driving forces constrains 
possible choices. 

Practitioners would then be able to identify behaviours that might arise separately from 
the two forces influencing society, individuals and resources from expert opinion, Delphi 
processes, literature search, stakeholder workshops and so on. A synthesis of these two sets 
is then formed by applying the plausibility criteria described earlier. Once a resultant set 
of rule-based behaviours is formed, there is a basis for describing future possible operating 
environments consistent with that entire Context. The same process is followed for each of the 

Figure 6: Trilemma-driven model applied to the driving forces method
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remaining Contexts. However, practitioners will also need to keep the number of behaviours 
in mind, as there is ample opportunity for an explosion of possibilities to arise from this 
analysis. An excessive number of behaviours might seem rigorous, but could make the process 
unnecessarily complex. If this tendency arises, the approach is to cluster similar behaviours to 
reduce dimensionality. The appendices in Chapters 4 to 7 present the trilemma behaviours 
developed for Tourism2050.

If a narrative is also used to describe a situation within a Context, it should be grounded in the 
prevailing behaviours for that Context. 

Summary

The objective of future studies in tourism planning is a prescience that can usefully inform 
today’s decisions affecting the satisfaction of relationships with customers, communities, 
organisations, products or policies. Rigorously constructed systems-based techniques have 
the inherent theoretical advantage of coherence because the model’s function should entail 
its design. This does not imply that such techniques are cogent, evidently so if they cannot 
account for the present, that is, reality supervenes upon the model. The nature of intuitive 
or interpretive techniques confers no such inherent methodological advantages and each 
element of their implementation process can present an opportunity for departure from 
each of the plausibility criteria described earlier. The risks associated with either technique 
are compelling enough to warrant attention to these tests if they are to be embraced as 
contributors to the strategic planning processes within tourism’s corporate and policy-
maker organisations. 

Table 3: Behavioural template for trilemma behaviours

Context 
1

Society 
(possibilities)

Resources 
(possibilities)

Individuals 
(possibilities)

Driving Force 1+
For example, suppose there are 

just two behaviours 
A and B

Same approach as that 
used for society with 

Driving Force 1+

Same approach as that used 
for society with Driving 

Force 1+

Driving Force 2+
For example, suppose there are 

another two behaviours 
X and Y

Same approach as that 
used for society with 

Driving Force 2+

Same approach as that used 
for society with Driving 

Force 2+

Resultant 
behaviours

Suppose there are two resultant behaviours, J and K that arise from consideration 
of A, B, X and Y. Then each of them has the following properties:

1. J and K both follow the same rules as A and B as well as X and Y.
2. J and K’s properties are also found within those of A, B, X and Y.
3. J and K both pursue the purposes of Driving Forces 1+ and Driving Forces 2+ 

and their actions are also consistent with all of the rules governing A, B, X  
and Y.

4. J and K can be prioritised and neither is patently obscure.
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Undue focus on highly intuitive final outputs from any scenario analysis method may reduce 
its value to specialist audiences. Reliably grounded and early introduced specialist knowledge 
improves the likelihood of cogent and coherent behaviours underpinning the plausibility 
of future conjectured situations without destroying useful qualities such as richness, non-
linearity or contrariness.

The purpose of scenario analysis and planning is critical thinking, strategic conversation, 
reflection and insight about the suitability of today’s plans for tomorrow. Each step in the 
construction of plausible future situations offers an opportunity for enhancing stakeholder 
engagement. The advantage of early stakeholder engagement arises from the nature of 
improvement; all improvement lies in the future but the journey can only begin from an 
understanding of today’s situation. Posing ‘what if ’ questions to stakeholders may appear 
pointless if the scenario giving rise to such questions is either implausible or infeasible from 
their current situation. Of course, this observation does not apply to nature’s chance-like 
events such as floods, earthquakes and tsunami because they are independent of (that is, do 
not supervene upon) organisational status. 

The final task is to outline the actual processes deployed by Tourism2050 indicating where 
interactions with the industry helped to validate and test its theoretically-derived criteria.

The Steps in Tourism2050’s approach are contrasted with the Goodwin and Wright (2004) 
driving forces method shown in the second column of Table 4. Numerous industry workshops 
and consultations helped to guide the validation process.

This process has strengthened Tourism2050’s analytical provenance. It has also improved the 
potential for major tourism industry stakeholders to engage in the scenario research as their 
individual needs, for reasons of commercial or political sensitivity, are often unable to be aired 
or shared with others.

Conclusion

Tourism2050’s journey towards possible future situations and their effects on the New Zealand 
tourism industry has been a blend of old practices and new ideas. Charles Peirce’s theories of 
cause and inference have led to the establishment of new criteria for improving the plausibility 
of outcomes from scenario analysis and planning. Although Tourism2050 used the driving 
forces approach, the plausibility criteria developed during this project may also be applied to 
any future studies methodology. 

During the course of the project, there were a number of opportunities to apply and test the 
practicality of the plausibility criteria at industry workshops and seminars. These opportunities 
lead to the establishment of the procedures in Chapters 4 to 7 that can help practitioners to 
apply the criteria within their planning processes. 

By addressing the qualities of plausibility, feasibility and provenance these criteria strengthen 
the role of scenario analysis and planning as a contributor to a more resilient future for tourism 
in New Zealand and elsewhere. 
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Table 4: The Tourism2050 process contrasted with its plausibility criteria overlay and the basic driving 
forces method

The driving forces scenario approach applied to Tourism2050
Step The driving forces approach The Tourism2050 approach Plausibility criteria overlay

1
Identify the issue of concern 
and the horizon year that will 
be captured.

The future of tourism in 
New Zealand up to 2050 
commencing 2007.

2 Identify elements that appear related to the issue of concern. 
Workshops and expert opinion determined elements of issue/concern.

3

Cluster the elements into 
the categories of (more/less) 
predictability and (more/less) 
impact.

Workshops, the Advisory 
Panel and researcher iterations 
clustered these elements into 
categories.

4

Examine the high impact/
low predictability cluster to 
determine inter-relationships 
by further clustering those 
evidently related to each.

Workshops, literature analysis, 
expert commentary and the 
Advisory Panel contributed 
to the process. At this stage 
the coherence and cohesion 
assumed by the process 
encountered difficulties.

Identification of gaps between 
Advisory Panel and researcher 
perspectives prompts; the 
desirability of criteria or theory-
based principles to guide scenario 
development.

5

Search for underlying driving 
forces that link uncertainties 
within the high impact/low 
predictability clusters and 
prioritise these forces by level 
of impact. The top two driving 
force priorities are the base 
scenarios.

Iterations between sets of 
driving forces and earlier 
feedback.

Development of theory and 
application via coherence and 
cohesion criteria to rationalise 
driving forces. Causal criteria 
also assisted with testing the 
independence (orthogonality) 
of the top two driving forces – 
resources and social cohesion.

6

For each driving force, identify 
the range of outcomes by two 
extremes.

Researcher rationalisation via 
iteration and consultation with 
Advisory Panel.

Use of a trilemma to apply the 
plausibility criteria to the Context 
extremes of social cohesion 
[cooperation/rivalry] and 
resources [scarcity/abundance].

7

Combine elements in other 
three Context clusters if 
they could fit into any of the 
scenarios.

Testing behaviours and draft 
narratives against the industry 
using Advisory Panel members. 
Economic analyses (static and 
Monte Carlo) used to estimate 
Context impacts.

Development of sets of 
behavioural tables for each 
Context.

8

Create storylines for each 
scenario, ensuring that there is 
coherence between the elements 
in the clusters associated with 
the selected driving forces.

Workshop with major 
tourism stakeholders forming 
behavioural properties and rules.

Workshop with public 
and private sector tourism 
representative stakeholders 
examining policy imperatives 
for the future. 

Reservoirs of coherent and 
cohesive behaviours are available 
to inform narrative examples 
from each Context. Procedures 
for applying the plausibility 
criteria developed and tested in 
strategic planning workshops.
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Chapter 3  
Analysing the behaviour of Tourism2050’s  

driving forces

Introduction

Future Studies is a paradox; it probes for future possibilities but its purpose lies firmly in the 
present. Although we can never ‘know’ the future, we can plan for tomorrow’s possibilities, and 
the more rigorously so the better. Scenario analysis and planning techniques have the objective 
of engaging their audiences and triggering critical thinking and strategic conversations to 
improve the resilience of current planning processes. 

The New Zealand tourism industry has a history of strategic planning as seen by its two 
most recent publications – Tourism Strategy 2010 (TMT, 2001) and Tourism Strategy 2015 
(TSG, 2007). These strategies did not use scenarios but were constructed from industry-
wide consultation. Tourism2050 was established to help subsequent strategy development 
by creating a reservoir of resources for the New Zealand tourism industry. Sector planners, 
large or medium-scale businesses, industry associations, central and local government are its 
principal audiences. 

Tourism2050’s scenario framework was derived from a lengthy chain of interpretations that 
reduced an accumulation of factors that were believed to influence the future state of the 
world, New Zealand and tourism in this country over the next 50 years. These factors arose 
from the views of experts, workshop participants from New Zealand’s tourism industry, 
environmental scanning and a variety of publications expressing opinions on the future of 
technology, demography, energy, travel, social preferences and visitor expectations between 
2020-2050. 

Participants were asked to consider future possibilities by applying the popular ‘PESTEL’ 
behavioural model.1 This model proved consistent with the plausibility criteria explained in 
Chapter 2 and suits the complex interrelationships that abound in tourism. In practice, the 
‘PESTEL’ model helped participants to foster holistic reflections and their contributions were 
easier to resolve into ‘rules and properties’ frameworks that became basis of the Contexts 
described in Chapters 4 to 7.

The accumulated contributions of participants were organised into related clusters and the 
final stage of interpretation by the researchers resulted in the selection of two independent 
principal factors reflecting social cohesion and the relative availability of resources. These 
principal factors became the basis of Tourism2050’s scenario narratives and Contexts.

1 Situations (states of affairs) are examined from the perspective of the political, economic, social, technological, 
environmental and legal dependencies they must satisfy in order to exist.
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Feedback from the project’s Advisory Panel and long-range planning literature emphasised 
the need for methodological rigour. In addition, scenarios must be consistent and plausible 
if they expect to be accepted and used by industry. Organisational Studies scholarship insists 
on coherence – future situations and their provenance must be internally consistent. Potential 
users, such as tourism’s major capital providers, emphasised plausibility – scenarios must be 
feasible and derivable from the present. 

Applying the criteria to Tourism2050 

The object of scenario analysis is not an attempt to forecast a particular future, but to propose 
possible future situations based on interactions between multiple behaviours and phenomena 
over time. Thereafter the objective becomes one of planning – how to adapt current plans to 
exploit near certainties and adjust to favourable or unfavourable possibilities that might arise. 
Scenarios are also more beneficial if their users can apply them to their current situations. This 
is particularly so if users are specialists in large corporate or public sector organisations where 
generic narratives may not satisfy their needs. For this to occur, scenario consistency and 
plausibility become essential qualities as they assist the legitimisation of the scenario analysis 
technique in organisational settings that are frequently focused on short-term actions.

In summary, the four plausibility criteria that guide the formation of effective scenario analysis 
and planning discussed in Chapter 2 are rephrased as:

1. Some relationship, pathway or explanation extends from the present into the future 
(reasonable).

2. The properties of a future situation include or reflect those found in current situations. 
The future entails the present (consistent). 

3. Actions that extend from the present into the future are purposeful and outcomes are 
always subject to chance. The nature of ‘purpose’ is the pursuit of sustainability or survival 
in human and organisational situations and the ‘laws of thermodynamics’ in natural 
situations.

4. Occam’s principles of economy should apply – where multiple explanations are possible, 
simplicity should be preferred over complexity (pragmatism).

Although all scenarios are fictional, these criteria help to avoid implausible or unjustified 
fiction.

The Tourism2050 framework

Tourism2050’s scenario framework was reviewed by the project’s Advisory Panel and their 
feedback helped to ensure that clusters of driving forces were independent of each other. These 
driving forces were resolved into two independent clusters. The first cluster represented ‘social 
cohesiveness’, best described as the spectrum of possibilities bounded by cooperation and 
rivalry. The second cluster represented ‘resources’, best described as a spectrum of possibilities 
lying between relative resource abundance and relative resource scarcity. The term ‘relative’ 
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relates to and emphasises linkage with the present so that future perspectives relate to current 
resources rather than their (unknown) absolute levels. These two driving forces are shown in 
Figure 1. 

The vertical axis reflects a spectrum of social or behavioural ‘cohesion’. The extremes range 
from highly cooperative behaviours to those that are highly competitive or rivalrous. Similarly, 
the horizontal axis reflects a spectrum of available resources – from relative abundance to 
relative scarcity with respect to the world of 2000-2007. Although these ranges allow numerous 
possible futures within each Context, plausibility criteria require that all possibilities must 
reflect coherence and cogency within their Context. For example, there cannot be evident 
resource abundance in Contexts 2 and 3, and neither can there be evident resource scarcity in 
Contexts 1 and 4. 

The criterion of ‘purpose’ is a further requirement to improve the usefulness of possible future 
environments. Chapter 2 described the ‘trilemma’ model as a practical way of ensuring that 
the criterion of purpose is embedded in different situations. In Tourism2050, the trilemma 
framework may highlight or reveal tensions that exist between the aspirations of individuals or 
organisations acting individually, the common wealth that societies seek through the collective 
actions of their natural persons and organisations, together with the common dependence 
both of them have on resources necessary for their survival or sustainability.

Based on Tourism2050’s principal driving forces, the processes that follow develop possible 
behaviours at appropriate levels of detail within each Context. The level of detail can be 
much broader than that required of a single scenario narrative that focuses on aspects of 
any single Context. This is the case because the intention is to create a coherent framework 
that could be used to model the breadth of possibilities within an entire Context. Such an 

Figure 1: Tourism2050’s principal driving forces2

2  Contexts are named in accord with mathematical convention: 1 – top right, 2 – top left, 3 – bottom left and 4 – 
bottom right.
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approach also enables the application of quantitative techniques, such as Monte Carlo analysis. 
The reservoir of behavioural details that can be and were generated in Tourism2050, by no 
means claimed exhaustive, help to inform scenario planning that has to serve the tourism 
industry’s diverse purposes and specialist divisions. Examples of the former broadly include 
public policy, community collaboration, health and safety, expenditure distribution and brand 
protection. Examples of the latter include hotels, airlines, food and beverage serving, surface 
transport, retail services and recreation. The behaviours used in this project were generated by 
the Tourism2050 team and moderated by tourism industry representatives at a workshop held 
in Wellington during September 2011.

Tourism2050 behaviours

The first step applies the trilemma and proposes the gross priorities we might expect to see 
within each Context. As Tourism2050 seeks to consider the behaviour of tourism, both within 
the world and New Zealand, behavioural analysis commences with viewpoints embracing 
the world, nation states and the individual as each of these influences visitor dynamics. The 
trilemma highlights stresses between the driving forces, but the question in each Context is 
whether these stresses are dominated or prioritised by global, national or individual behaviours? 
The response to this question is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Tourism2050’s trilemma – society, individuals and 
dependent resources
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For example, in Context 1, where the driving forces reflect high levels of cooperation within 
an environment having relatively abundant resources, global behavioural priorities dominate. 
These are then the adopted policies of state, which are manifested as laws that moderate 
individual and organisational behaviour. 

Whilst priorities might reflect the weight and direction of interactions these driving forces 
would have within each Context, there is still the need to define the properties of resulting 
behaviours. These resulting behaviours can be regarded as ‘tendencies’ or ‘dispositions’, the 
non-categorical properties that arise from some underlying essence or cause (Armstrong, 
1969; Mackie, 1973). Fara (2006) and Rozeboom (1973) provide further examples of 
dispositional properties – “fragility, striving, responsibility, solubility, courageous and agility” 
are dispositional properties as opposed to “massiveness and triangularity” which are categorical 
properties.

In Tourism2050, the underlying behavioural essence of a Context arises from its principal 
driving forces. The set of dispositional properties associated with each Context would then 
ensure the requirement for coherency between the present and future possibilities. If these 
properties are evident in today’s situations, then our premise would be that we would also 
expect them to be evident in future situations. Moreover, any such premises or rules governing 
changes from the present to a future situation should be cogent. 

If a change in the properties of a present situation was associated with certain observable 
outcomes then we would expect these relationships to endure in the future or an explanation 
provided as to why not. For example, national policies influence the behaviour of tourism 

Figure 3: Tourism2050’s behavioural priorities
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today. Changes in policies such as personal taxation rates, visitor taxes or visa rules are 
associated with changes to visitor flows. We would also expect similar behaviours to occur in 
the future. Again, conflicts between states also influence tourism, usually adversely. Changes 
in aggressive behaviours such as terrorism and inter-regional wars also alter social cohesion, 
and often resources such as oil, and are associated with changes to visitor flows. We would also 
expect these behavioural characteristics to apply in the future.

The combination of driving forces and relative importance of the influences of the world, the 
state and the individual resulted in four sets of plausible tendencies that reflect the overall 
tenor of each Context. For example, in Context 3 the priority of the individual (I), the state 
(S) and then world (W) within a rivalrous and resource-constrained environment might be 
further reflected in broad tendencies such as ‘Darwinian’, ‘tribal’ and ‘fractious’. In contrast, 
Context 2 where the priority of the state, the world and the individual within a cooperative 
and resource-constrained environment might then respectively be reflected in tendencies such 
as ‘austere’, ‘concordant’ and ‘compliant’. 

The summary of these principal dispositions is shown in Figure 4 below. 

Figure 4: Tourism2050’s behavioural dispositions

Each Context then has the potential to generate or reflect a broad range of detailed behaviours 
that are both consistent with its principal drivers and the tendencies that give rise to behaviours 
of individuals, nation states and the whole world. This second step of the scenario analysis 
process provides a framework of plausible behaviours that inform models and narratives 
describing possible future situations within each Context. As such, this step is also the starting 
point for creating a reservoir of future behavioural possibilities that New Zealand’s tourism 
organisations may use in scenarios addressing their particular situations.
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Tourism2050 plausibility 

Each of the four Contexts represents viewpoints where rivalry and cooperation interact 
with greater or lesser resource abundance. These Contexts may be further contrasted with 
possibilities exemplifying behaviours that might reflect greater or lesser extremes within them. 
The centre of the Context framework represents, by its definition, the current situation we 
find ourselves in today. Future situations that might arise are driven by positive or negative 
changes from the way we currently view our social cohesion and access to resources relative to 
that centre. For example, in Context 1 situations could range from unchanged social cohesion 
coupled with some possible breakthroughs that render resources such as energy and food 
sufficiently abundant to satisfy everyone’s needs. However, the other extreme could be a stasis 
of resources and global engagement in the type of harmony that would fulfil the objects of 
say the United Nations. Contexts 2 and 4 could also share some of these characteristics, but 
Context 3 could not. 

Users wishing to construct their own narratives, or use Tourism2050 for the basis of strategic 
planning, may make their own interpretations but these should be consistent with the 
behaviours outlined in the following chapters where each Context is examined in detail. For 
instance, in Context 1 it would be neither plausible nor consistent for any narrative or future 
possibility to accentuate either resource scarcity or rivalrous behaviours. Even if transient 
instances of either arose, it would be inconsistent if they were thought to prevail. Indeed, 
‘anti-behaviours’ are a good way of examining the plausibility and resilience of the Context. 
For example, if cooperative behaviours were to emerge in Context 3 there is the likelihood that 
they would be regarded as naïve and quickly exploited.

A further example of this might be found in Context 2 where global insistence on efficiency 
could impose the apparently rivalrous condition of ‘tough-love’ on non-conformists seeking 
to free-ride in a cooperative world. At present, late-2012, we might interpret European Union 
(EU) behaviour to be reflective of a shift from Context 4 to Context 2. The priority of a 
common currency (concordance) amidst dwindling resources has seen historical consumptive 
and profligate behaviours within some Euro-states result in Union-wide insistence on 
concordance. The effect of this has been insistence on member state austerity and individual 
compliance for transgressors. 

Sub-dominant behaviours might also arise. For example, in Context 4 rivalrous behaviours 
are portrayed to exist between groups of nations but this might not preclude apparently 
cooperative actions that may increase dominance in regional affairs, trade or the pricing 
of intellectual property. A current example of this is claimed by critics of the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership Agreement who fear that increased inter-bloc rivalry is being fostered under the 
guise of a cooperative trade arrangement that currently disadvantages one of them (Fergusson 
& Vaughn, 2011).

Modelling Context behaviours

Although each Context could support untold future situations, it is time-consuming and 
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difficult to examine more than a few of them in any detail. Fortunately, there are techniques 
that help model ranges of possibilities without too much effort, and particularly so where the 
economic implications of entire Contexts are important. 

Tourism2050 developed a tourism economic model that estimates the contributions arising 
from the behaviours of New Zealand’s visitors – Domestic (Day and Overnight) and 
International (Oceania, Americas, Asia and Europe/Africa). This model has been calibrated or 
reconciled to the Tourism Satellite Account and Statistics New Zealand’s Supply-Use tables for 
the base-year of 2007. The model’s purpose was to provide an indication of how 2007 might 
look if it were subjected to the behaviours of visitors and other sectors within New Zealand’s 
economy that might prevail in future situations. Chapters 4 to 7 illustrate the outcomes from 
this model for each Context that arise from behaviour-based estimations of the upper bound, 
most likely and lower bound of factors that quantify visitor activity, GDP performance, 
population growth, consumption tax, and costs as well as non-tourism sector growth rates. 

A Monte Carlo evaluation process was then used to simulate at least 50,000 random possibilities 
within each Context. The result in each case was an estimate of a range of economic outcomes 
that contrasted with the base year of 2007. In principle, any plausible situation conjectured to 
lie within its own particular Context should have its economic impact positioned somewhere 
within the output range of that Context’s Monte Carlo simulation. 

Summaries of these economic outcomes may be used to contribute to the discussion on each 
Context, and also to complement the behavioural possibilities for tourism in New Zealand 
over two future periods – 2007-2025 and 2026-2040+. 

Using the scenarios

None of the scenario Contexts represents a preferred pathway from the present to the future. 
Each Context draws attention to situations, whether favourable or unfavourable, that could 
conceivably occur in a planning horizon of say five to 10 years. Consequently, organisations 
recognising such possibilities should be better able to cope with them in the future. Those 
wishing to integrate Tourism2050’s scenarios into their own planning processes should first 
reflect on the behaviours that differentiate each of the four Contexts. No matter what process 
is used for constructing a scenario narrative or future possibility, its behavioural themes should 
remain broadly consistent with those in the appended tables for each Context and similarly 
encapsulate their influence on the world, New Zealand and tourism in this country.

Since chance and uncertainty are unavoidable phenomena that could occur in any Context, 
their effects are not explicitly described in any behavioural table. It is also noteworthy that 
very little in nature is truly random, even though we behave as though it is. 

For example, as we have recently seen in Christchurch, New Zealand, earthquakes can occur in 
the least expected places, disturbances in the financial creditworthiness of one or two nations 
or large institutions can have global implications, and long-running behaviours can result in 
‘bubbles’ that suddenly burst.
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However, incorporating chance on the basis of historical likelihoods is a good first approximation 
to natural uncertainties and the corresponding impacts that lie in wait for us in the future. 

Chance is also a good substitute for humility – humankind often does not know what it does 
not know about much of what it depends upon. 

For example, our climate and financial systems are known through various experiences but 
our models of them do not explain this experience, let alone provide reassuring predictions 
for the near future. 

Similarly, the abandonment of commodity-based monetary standards was assisted by the belief 
that global credit could otherwise be expanded and controlled reliably. Historical experience 
demonstrates that there is still an apparent lack of knowledge to foresee and prevent some of 
the economic crises that have occurred over the past 30 years. 

There is also the question of equilibrium. In historical times the world was fragmented and local 
social and economic stasis could endure for long periods. The modern world is considerably 
more interconnected and global situations, whether for good or ill, seldom remain static for 
periods longer than perhaps a decade. Expect the future to be highly dynamic!

Chapters 4 to 7 describe the processes planners can follow to integrate Tourism2050’s Contexts 
with their own plans for the future of their organisations.

Conclusion

Criteria that improve the plausibility of scenario analysis and planning have been applied 
to Tourism2050 via a practical trilemma framework. Quantitative perspectives of visitor 
and sector economic performance have been calibrated and grounded in the 2007 Tourism 
Satellite Accounts and Supply-use tables for the New Zealand economy. A Monte Carlo process 
extended this quantitative evaluation by estimating how spectrums of behaviours representing 
entire Contexts might affect the future economic performance of tourism in New Zealand. 

The Tourism2050 approach focuses on how to develop sets of behaviours that might be 
expected to arise from a framework of driving forces. The resulting behaviours are now 
described in detail in the following chapters and users wishing to draw upon more detail may 
find it in chapter appendices. 
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Chapter 4 
Context 1: A world of cooperation and  

resource abundance

Pathways to this Context

Today, we are planning for the future. In addition to all of the expected elements of our 
corporate, political or social entity, its people, products/policies, markets/sectors, customers/
stakeholders, environmental resources and the value we hope to create, there is also the 
possibility that the future operating environment might not be the same as it is today. Ideally, 
we would have prepared ourselves and should be able to create benefit if situations prove 
amenable and be able to cope more effectively if they do not.

In Context 1, we consider ‘what if ’ our world became much more cooperative and resource 
abundant than it is today. What difference would this make to our current planning? Which 
of these differences should we take seriously enough to meld into our plans? 

The pathway from today and the broad priorities and tendencies that shape this scenario’s 
possibilities is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Planning for Context 1

Over the centuries there have been numerous attempts to install global and regional institutions 
promising a more cooperative climate for international affairs. Each has failed in some way to 
achieve the ambitions of its founders, the League of Nations and the United Nations being 
recent examples. Happily, some legacies have endured. It is noteworthy that up until 2012 
there has been a 67-year respite from global conflict. There have also been cooperative attempts 
to remediate greenhouse gas emissions and address the apparently declining abundance and 
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increasing risk of using essential fossil fuels. These attempts have paradoxically sometimes 
found greater resonance amongst individuals than with their nation states. 

Pathways to this Context are shown in Figure 1. The priorities are the world, followed by the 
nation state and then the individual. Norms established at the global level would be adopted 
by nation states and individuals find them agreeable. These priorities were also expressed as 
tendencies (or dispositions) towards inclusiveness in global affairs, pragmatic adherence at the 
nation state level and equity at individual levels. 

The future world painted by this Context is not necessarily entirely harmonious, but it tends 
to be more cooperative than today and more easily so because it also envisages no pressing 
restraint on resource availability. This Context sounds very appealing but there are two obvious 
questions. Is such a world possible? What changes would be needed to sustain our situation?

To answer these questions we note that compared with earlier times there is much wider 
dispersion of technological and energy resources, greater diversification of international trade 
and superior dispute resolution. Some levels of friction also provide evidence that the limits of 
cooperation are often tested. There are many common examples of some of these tendencies, 
even if apparent at different levels of intensity. These include New Zealand’s Closer Economic 
Relationship with Australia, the intentions of the Trans-Pacific Partnership, APEC, free-
trade agreements, visa-free travel, international patents and so on. There are also weak signals 
that greater global cooperative efforts might be needed in the future. Here are two political 
examples:

Global: the GFC of 2007 has brought into question the reliability of current financial 
systems and the credibility of accepted economic models – famously challenged by HM 
The Queen on 5 November 2008 whilst being briefed at the London School of Economics: 
“It’s awful – why did nobody see it coming?” Changes to financial and economic systems 
are only possible at global levels. Financial contagions within the United States or the 
Eurozone are also difficult to quarantine, so the possibility of new rules arises from the 
aftermath of the GFC and more so if future prosperity proves to be elusive for both the 
nation state and individual levels.

Federal: the EU’s progress in welding numerous cultures together with rising commonality 
in legal, economic, political and social affairs has been steady. Progress has been not 
without problems and more evidently so in recent times. In 2011, the nominal GDP of 
the EU’s 500+ m population stood at about $US18 trillion, approximately 20 per cent 
greater than that of the United States. The EU is also the largest economic cooperative on 
earth and is not overtly resource constrained. Its production of non-hydrocarbon energy 
continues to improve and waste management policies and practices are amongst the 
world’s best. Whilst not the perfect exemplar, the EU demonstrates some of the attributes 
of Context 1 – a tendency towards more cooperation, some solutions to the problems of 
resource availability, rising prosperity and modest growth. Some of the behaviours that 
have recently arisen within Italy, Spain, Greece and Ireland also illustrate the cooperative 
imperative – insistence on local austerity measures in exchange for financial resources 
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to ensure that the Union survives. Some of these behaviours would also be common to 
Context 2, but in this case there is optimism that adequate resources will be available.

These current and historical examples simply illustrate the possibility of behaviours that 
associate with a more cooperative and resource abundant world, but what possible actions 
might tourism organisations need to consider if they are to prosper?

What might we expect in Context 1?

In Context 1, the world and New Zealand would steadily move towards situations that value 
and prioritise cooperation over rivalry in satisfaction of humankind’s needs. This Context 
also envisages that current trends towards resource scarcity might be reversed. This could 
happen through substitution by successful global cooperative efforts on efficiencies, research 
and development, waste reduction, and new sources of energy, perhaps via new geothermal 
techniques or hydrogen. Within New Zealand, we might expect to see a more pragmatic 
balancing of the economy to ensure that energy production, mineral extraction, tourism, 
agriculture and local research and development are both carefully developed and clearly 
beneficial to society. Political behaviours are likely to emphasise contribution via consensus. 
Any international benchmarks developed through global institutions, such as a more effective 
United Nations, would be taken seriously within all 1st world countries and there would be 
cooperative efforts to ensure they permeate the developing world as well. 

We might expect individuals to become more assertive in voicing and defending their opinions 
and become fierce watchdogs against hypocrisy, but we might also expect them to support 
fully restorative resource exploitation. What might differ in Context 1 from the present is a 
justified optimism that everyone should work together and also play their part in making the 
world more prosperous! Accordingly, we would expect individual behaviours to harmonise 
with societal norms and trends where both emphasise the pursuit of sustainable efforts. For 
individuals, their self-interest may be expected to be satisfied via access to the increasing value 
that could be generated by such a cooperative global society. 

The appendix to this chapter used the trilemma model to establish tables of plausible 
behaviours for the Context’s global, national and New Zealand tourism situations. These 
behaviours also established the parameters for a Monte Carlo simulation of New Zealand’s 
tourism industry showing possible progression from 2007-2025 and then from 2026-2040+. 
Some of the highlights of these potential behaviours and their possible impacts on the New 
Zealand tourism economy are examined below:

International governance: possible global behaviours arising from Context 1 include 
political consensus on the rules of trade and money flow, an easing of inter-bloc tensions 
and greater international freedom for individual travel. In comparison with present times, 
lessons would have been learned from the GFC and historical resource shocks so a more 
ethical framework could be expected to prevail. Context 1 behaviours would promote 
sharing. We would expect global expertise to be more readily available so that research 
and development became broadly applied and helped to improve marginal states more 
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progressively than the policies of the 20th century, which by comparison would have been 
exploitative. Evident depletion of currently known resources would be expected to trigger 
safe globally cooperative efforts to establish substitutes. 

Energy: we might expect geothermal, hydrogen, solar, wind and wave technologies to 
develop to the stage where hydrogen and electricity could become significant alternatives 
for surface transport fuels. This would enable the demands of air travel to be satisfied 
from fossil fuels but using technologies with greatly improved efficiencies. Overall, there 
would likely be less reliance on fossil fuels. 

Wealth: in Context 1 we would expect greater national and individual humility in terms 
of wealth. The concept of wealth would extend beyond its historical monetary status and 
balanced with both words and actions that improved community well-being. We could 
expect productive value to be prioritised, individuals to recognise their debt to society 
for their well-being and prosperity, and willingness to assist those whose genuine efforts 
prove insufficient to maintain society’s pace. Individuals would be expected to behave 
more equitably and education, a form of personal wealth, would be valued and self-
improvement the norm.

Social norms: Context 1 also describes a world that could be quite tough on non-
conformance. At its best, it would be fair to the honest but conceivably ruthless in 
addressing rivalrous behaviour, especially amongst smaller nations and individuals! Expect 
uncooperative or profligate behaviour to be deplored and free-loading individuals (or 
states) pressured to change their ways. Perhaps institutions such as the United Nations, 
the International Court of Justice and the World Trade Organisation might achieve this 
through the leadership of the current permanent members of the United Nations Security 
Council. 

Trade: New Zealand’s historical tendencies might suit this Context. This country has 
generally sought to exemplify efficient agricultural production, harmonise with its 
neighbours, operate reasonably free borders, and be earnest in its promotion of and 
contribution to global agencies such as the United Nations. We might expect to see 
improvements in and new opportunities arise from historical expertise in agriculture, 
geothermal energy, community-building, education and food technologies. This would 
be because of their more equitable treatment by customer nations, as trade barriers 
declined and the international monetary system became more grounded in the value 
of production than financial trading. New Zealand would be expected to continue to 
champion societal engagement at all levels, which would confirm the nation’s status as a 
global contributor and good global citizen. Under this Context, we would expect New 
Zealand’s GDP growth to improve significantly after 2025.

What of tourism in New Zealand? The period up until 2025 has been modelled (Figure 2) 
as steadily improving business-as-usual where the period after the GFC of 2007 enjoys a 
progressive resolution of its causes. Annual visitor volume growth is scarcely more than a 
few per cent per annum and expenditure growth even lower. Tourism’s contribution to GDP 
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would be expected to decline in relative terms as the rest of the economy fared slightly better. 
Beyond 2025 (Figure 3) the full impact of the Context becomes evident but the behaviours 
(Figure 4) are quite different. In this more open, affluent and responsible world we would 
expect to see domestic and international visitation grow rapidly in volume and value.

Visitor characteristics: we might expect visitors from our largest trading bloc, Asia, 
and nearby Australia to dominate as those from United States and Europe become 
comparatively less numerous. Visa-free travel, more effective point-to-point travel and 
greater personal confidence from greater stability in employment prospects and incomes 
would be expected to improve the popularity of international and domestic travel. We 
would also expect to see the visitor age groupings begin to trend downwards as the 
proportion of baby-boomers declines post-2026.3 Even so, improvements in lifestyle 
and health management would likely ensure that significant numbers of older travellers 
continue to arrive as this Context also portrays a comparatively affluent post-2026 world.

Visitation: post-2026 the model suggests the number of international visitors to be in the 
range of 3.5 million to 7 million per annum – growth averaging 100% compared with 
2007. The model also reports tourism’s contribution to the economy rising to a greater 
degree than that of the primary and manufacturing sectors. The model reported total 
tourism output to be between $55 billion and $85 million, on average 226% higher 
than that of 2007. New Zealand’s GDP growth was reported to rise from $166 billion in 
2007 to over $445 billion by 2040. In this Context the modelled contributions from the 
primary and manufacturing sectors would underpin growth but the contribution from a 
buoyant visitor industry would rise from 5.2% of GDP in 2007 to about 6.3% by 2040. 
Post-2026, growth in the largest tourism sector, water and air transport, would reflect 
improvements in visitor arrivals and product pricing. Clearly, this Context is not without 
challenges for tourism in New Zealand.

Seasonality: if visitor nights from domestic and international visitors were to increase by 
100% over current levels, some solutions to seasonality would be necessary, otherwise 
capital inefficiency in the accommodation divisions would preclude such behaviour 
(Moriarty, 2010).4 We might also expect increased a-seasonal activities such as education 
or perhaps international centres of excellence on resource development, for example, 
agriculture, geothermal power, hydrogen production and aquaculture. An increased 
proportion of longer-staying Asian visitors would also require considerable adjustment to 
our current products in terms of accommodation, food and beverage and communications.

Quality: this is not a Context of indifferent quality. Cooperative behaviours would 
be expected to respect visitor requirements. The numbers of older and less traditional 
visitors would likely increase over the early and middle stages of this Context and 

3  The mid-point of the global baby boomer period was 1955 (1953 in New Zealand). In 2026, the average age of 
international visitors within this cohort will be 71.
4  The utilisation of accommodation in New Zealand is currently low. Average annual occupancy scarecly exceeds 50%, 
so boosting the peak does little for efficiency if prices cannot compensate.
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we would expect their needs, for example, mobility and auditory, to be well attended 
to. This suggests significant industry-wide attitudinal changes would be needed over 
the present. New Zealand’s future tourism industry in this Context would continue 
to have a relatively high labour content, rely on surface transportation and continue 
its recreational focus. However, the prevailing behaviours would likely demand the 
imposition of appropriate quality standards on its participating organisations. Safety 
and quality would reflect the inclusive and equitable behaviours expected within this 
Context. There would also be little excuse for inattention to these factors. We would 
expect the value of tourism to be higher than that of today, and the cost of poor quality 
also to be extremely high. 

People: in parallel with expectations of higher quality and standards, Context 1 behaviours 
would also emphasise the need for industry staff to possess tertiary qualifications in tourism, 
hospitality, hotel management, recreation, communications, cultural interpretation, and 
food and beverage serving. This profile also carries the expectation of higher remuneration 
and professional career development within the sector. In similar vein, the quality and 
safety theme could be expected to extend to outdoor activities, transportation and personal 
services. In comparison with today’s theme of self-regulation for some of the industry’s 
riskier activities, we could expect the norms and behaviours associated with Context 1 to 
be consultative and inclusive in the development and deployment of regulatory regimes 
that seek to improve customer safety and satisfaction. 

Many phenomena such as baby-boomer ageing, natural disasters and technological innovations 
are somewhat independent of Context and their effects would be qualified by prevailing 
behaviours. For example, what behaviours might we expect to emerge after the impact of a 
natural disaster such as an earthquake?

Figure 3: Monte Carlo simulation 2026-2040+Figure 2: Monte Carlo simulation 2007-2025.
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Figure 4: Monte Carlo simulation of Context 1 (all percentages relate to 2007)
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If a natural disaster, such as an earthquake, occurred under Context 1 conditions, the 
prevailing behaviours could include significant external assistance from global and 
national sources. We could also expect a vigorous reconstruction programme, pragmatic 
and rapid remediation of surviving structures having inadequate strengthening, 
effective social support services, strong community spirit and emphasis on the rapid 
restoration of business and social life. There could also be a very sober assessment 
as to whether reconstruction should be elsewhere. For example, in Christchurch, 
New Zealand this Context could boldly decide that the resilience of the city’s social 
and commercial fabric would improve if reconstruction was undertaken in the less 
susceptible north-west areas of the city. Radical relocation could minimise future 
instabilities and avoid the liquefaction that has rendered much eastern suburban land 
unsuitable for future construction.

Some planning issues for tourism in New Zealand

Strategic plans reflect the best considered way of achieving an organisation’s objectives – the 
first of which is sustainability or survival. Survival requires the continuous satisfaction of 
whatever is depended upon for the supply and maintenance of resources. Generic dependencies 
include customers, staff, the community, technology, materials, capital and utilities (energy, 
air, water and the like). Even though most organisations could identify similar dependencies, 
the mechanisms for continuously satisfying them are not necessarily similar. Moreover, 
satisfaction is often elusive and seldom static. 

Context 1 offers an opportunity to reflect on some of these satisfactions – those that might 
arise from behavioural changes in global cooperation and resource availability and affect 
current strategies. This Context accentuates the social components of tourism. The Context 
also paints resources as being less constrained compared with the present. If that is accepted 
as a basis for ‘what if ’ discussions, attention moves to the Context’s cooperative framework. 
Arguably the present is more rivalrous than envisaged within this Context, and this raises 
challenges that might affect the resilience of strategic plans that simply assume otherwise.

Some topics pertinent to today’s planning that could be triggered by Context 1 include:

Quality: if future trends suggest that customer relationships will be subjected to greater 
compliance with respect to service standards, for example, what aspects of this make sense 
now? When did your organisation last formally ask a statistically representative sample 
of customers what they thought about service quality? Could advantage be gained from 
better benchmarking, resource utilisation, process efficiencies or standardisation? 

Seasonality: New Zealand’s arrival patterns are highly seasonal, yet the Context suggests 
future annual visitor flows could increase significantly. Whilst small increases in peak 
visitor flows might be accommodated at little marginal cost, large increases usually 
require substantial investment. Unless peak pricing can also cover the cost of low off-
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peak utilisation, the efficient solution is to address seasonality – somehow. Apart from 
improving profitability, reduced seasonality would address the current problem of staff 
retention and career development within the industry. Whilst this might not be easy to 
achieve on a national basis, there may well be specific initiatives that could improve your 
organisation’s utilisation of people and capital. Should consideration of these initiatives 
begin immediately? 

Professionalism: if customer expectations rose dramatically would current skill-sets 
cope? Professional development and workforce up-skilling are important quality factors. 
Although staff costs are important, could customer and operational advantage be gained 
by having greater skills deployed? Would such skills be self-justifying through better 
service quality and higher customer satisfaction?

Communication: most tourism businesses can only expect a small share of any visitor’s 
expenditure, but might this improve through better communications? Communication 
with customers in their own language can improve satisfaction and expenditure levels. 
For example, a hotel in Rotorua, New Zealand reported significant improvements in their 
restaurant sales when their Korean group customers were served by Korean students who 
were undergoing industry placement as part of their Applied Hospitality and Tourism 
Management degree course. In this case, ‘effective communication’ was the root cause of 
increased customer satisfaction and business improvement.

Cultural adaptation: economic monitoring of the New Zealand tourism industry 
started with the publication of the 1995 Tourism Satellite Account. Since that time the 
industry has undergone many changes in terms of visitor mix and purpose. Stereotypical 
benchmarks that have come and gone illustrate these changes – Japanese visitors for 
personal expenditure, Korean visitors for rapid growth of group markets, German 
backpackers for length of stay, Australian visitors for consistency and more recently 
Chinese visitors for rapid market growth. Acculturation of products to target markets is a 
dynamic process and should be monitored. Again, this is a quality factor, but this time it 
touches on product design rather than solely on sales. What dependencies are there on old 
product designs? When was the last time the appropriateness of current product designs 
was critically examined? How quickly could changes be made to adapt and deliver more 
culturally appropriate products?

Age adaptation: for the next 10-15 years baby boomer needs will remain important. Issues 
such as mobility access, the needs of those with visual and auditory impairments, product 
timing, accessibility and immediacy of first aid, for example, defibrillators, are highlighted 
by this Context. If products were adapted to accommodate the needs of ageing visitors, 
would one expect to attract more of them? If this is already being done, are there any 
improvements that might generate greater satisfaction and profitability from this cohort? 

Length of stay behaviours: this is particularly relevant in regional or destination planning. 
Are there opportunities for extending visitors’ length of stay or generating return visits 
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through cooperation amongst suppliers? Repeat visitation is a highly desirable objective 
for any tourism business. It relies on generating unrequited but favourable satisfaction for 
a region and its products. Could there be efficiencies and greater satisfaction in the future 
through cooperative efforts? This might also follow on from a benchmarking exercise 
where the attributes of exemplars might suggest clustering opportunities that improve 
everyone’s business opportunities and raises overall visitor satisfaction. A domestic 
tourism example of clustering can be found in Otaki, New Zealand where the town’s 
common theme of ‘outlet’ clothing stores situated along the main thoroughfare, in strip 
mall fashion, successfully attracts visitors on weekends.

These topics are examples of the planning issues that could conceivably arise from Context 1.  
Although they might not need scenario analysis to be identified or to prompt their 
consideration, the scenario approach has the benefit of systematically or methodologically 
identifying the behaviours that would make planning responses much more durable.

Applying Context 1

The objective of strategic planning is to develop and deploy a resilient pathway into the future. 
However, an effective plan also focuses on factors that truly satisfy dependencies. This chapter 
has considered one set of behaviours arising from a world that embraces cooperation and 
begins to solve currently pressing concerns about resource scarcity or depletion. For some, 
Context 1 may appear to paint an overly optimistic perspective of the future of tourism 
in New Zealand. Some might regard the assumption of near-future solutions to fossil fuel 
dependence or a retreat from global warming as dangerously optimistic, but that does not 
deny the real purpose of Context 1. Organisations should consider what might happen ‘if ’ 
behaviours were other than expected, as well they might, on any trajectory that takes more 
than a few years to unfold. 

The pathways to all Contexts in Tourism2050 are quite similar between 2007-2025. All start 
from today, but each of them raises different strategic issues as the timeframe proceeds towards 
2050. It would be a risk to ‘bet’ the future of an organisation on the likelihood of any particular 
Context. Scenario analysis should ensure that such risky decision-making is less likely. Indeed, 
we would expect that strategic planning would improve and risks would reduce if the most 
pertinent factors arising from all Tourism2050 Contexts were considered. 

The following process applies this approach and identifies the pertinent strategic planning 
factors applying to an organisation that might arise from Context 1.

In summary, the value of scenario analysis is how it triggers strategic consideration of present 
behaviours ‘if ’ the future behaves in particular ways. The complementary role of scenario 
planning is the selection of justified actions for implementation in the near future that arise 
from scenario analysis. Once these actions have been identified, but not until they have been 
successfully implemented, is it realistic for organisations to assume that a strategic plan could 
simply be ‘dusted-off’ and implemented if one of its considerations subsequently arose?
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Applying Context 1 to a strategic plan 
Cooperation and resource abundance

Step Action Outcome

1 Consider social and commercial situations where there 
is high dependence on cooperative relationships that 
are not particularly resource constrained, for example, 
customers, staff, key suppliers, shareholders and the 
local community.

A list of concisely stated dependencies 
necessary for future success. 

2 Consider any high risk, low likelihood phenomena 
that might influence you situation, for example, 
earthquakes, floods, land subsidence, intrusions, 
weather.

A list of conceivable risks that can 
be linked to the discontinuance of 
necessary operations.

3 Rank the Outcomes of Steps 1 and 2 in terms of 
potential impact. Prioritise day-to-day dependencies 
ahead of the others. 

A list of priorities that can be traced to 
specific dependencies that determine 
the future of your situation. 

4 Consider the first priority in Step 3. Ask the question: 
‘what if ’ greater levels of dependent cooperation were 
demanded in the future? Where might they arise from 
and what might these look like? How would they 
affect our situation in the future?

Use the tables in the chapter 
appendix to trigger ideas about how 
more cooperative behaviours might 
influence your situation. List these 
ideas and their effects. 

5 Re-consider the first priority in Step 3. Ask the 
question: ‘what if ’ greater levels of dependent 
resources were available in the future? What might 
these look like? How would it affect our situation in 
the future?

Use the tables in the chapter appendix 
to trigger ideas about how more 
resource abundant behaviours might 
influence your situation. List these 
ideas and their effects.

6 Combine the outcomes of Steps 4 and 5 by reducing 
duplications or commonality. Settle on a list of two or 
three different influences.

A manageable list of the ideas and 
their effects that best capture the 
essence of Steps 4 and 5.

7 Consider each of the ideas (and their effects) in Step 6. 
Propose feasible remedial actions that would address 
them in the very near future. Ensure that the remedial 
actions remain consistent with the Context’s theme of 
cooperation and resource availability.

Actions that are feasible and 
consistent with the Context are now 
defensible and the best of them can be 
added to the strategic plan (the best 
way of achieving future success).

8 Repeat Steps 4 to 7 with the subsequent priorities, 
ensuring that duplications or commonalities from 
earlier steps are removed. This will very quickly 
converge to a small number of highly relevant actions.

A justified list of the most important 
actions for the present strategic plan 
that were triggered by considering 
‘what if ’ Context 1 shaped the future.

Appendix: Behavioural tables for Context 1
These tables were compiled by Tourism2050 in 2011 with the assistance of tourism industry 
workshops.

Global situations: using a trilemma framework of ‘society’, ‘resources’ and ‘individuals’ for 
possible rules and properties. This Context envisages the world to become steadily cooperative 
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with greater recognition that inclusiveness stimulates and more evenly distributes prosperity. 
Resources are used wisely and their abundance is the result of both husbandry and improving 
technologies. 

Context 1 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Cooperation •	International consensus on 

the rules and ethical practices 
of trade, money-flows.

•	Lessening of inter-bloc rivalry.
•	3rd world issues treated more 

equitably (that is, exploitative 
or developmental projects are 
even-handed).

•	Territorial disputes handled 
more objectively – more 
trust residing in genuinely 
international bodies such 
as UN and its agencies, 
International Court of Justice, 
WTO etc.

•	International standardisation 
(ISO) increases to abet 
prosperity.

•	Lessening of intra-country 
protectionism (that is, 
primary sector protections in 
US, Europe etc).

•	Broader agreement 
(fewer exclusivities) on 
an international exchange 
mechanism. 

•	Modern democratic practices 
prevail.

•	Improved religious tolerance. 
•	Emphasis on corrective rather 

than punitive recourses to 
societal conflicts. 

•	Closer economic ties, trade 
agreements.

•	Integrated coordination.
•	Openness and tolerant 

behaviour regarding religions 
– utopian.

•	‘Free skies’ policy.
•	Free democracy-inclusive 

(referenda). 
•	China is a pluralistic society.

•	Resource decline matched by 
international cooperation on 
replacement R&D.

•	Greater awareness of the need 
to address global externalities 
arising from rising standards 
of living everywhere.

•	Broader resource base for 
provision of essential energy, 
for example, heat, light, 
movement/production 
and communications. For 
instance, geothermal, solar, 
tidal, wind and hydro systems 
supplied across-borders where 
necessary.

•	Food production seen as an 
ethical/moral issue to sustain 
people everywhere.

•	Efficiency is deemed a moral/
ethical production factor as 
it improves intergenerational 
equity.

•	A wealthy world.

•	Cognisance of equitable 
obligations to others 
everywhere.

•	Education respected and 
expected as a contribution to 
personal and societal welfare.

•	Wealth creation reflects a 
balance between societal and 
individual needs.

•	A global perspective – more 
worldly, less introspective 
behaviour.

•	Volunteerism increasingly 
important for those able to 
do so.

•	Work and recreation equally 
valued. 

•	Harmful practices (privacy, 
technological exploitation, 
socially irresponsible practices 
– drugs, personal excesses that 
impinge on society, harmful 
non-conformism) increasingly 
seen as undesirable and 
necessarily remedial.

•	Harmful, but unintended, 
consequences arising from 
novelty trigger rapid and 
effective remedies.

•	Visa-free travel and 
accessibility with trust.

•	Good global standards of 
education.

•	More confidence within 
oneself.

•	Tolerance towards things.
•	Political solutions – not 

warfare.
•	Intolerance unwelcome.
•	Cultural acceptance.
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New Zealand situations: using a trilemma framework of ‘society’, ‘resources’ and ‘individuals’ 
for possible rules and properties. This Context envisages New Zealand to be an advantaged 
disciple of world trends, made possible because its historical progress has been broadly 
correspondent with cooperation and resource abundance.

Context 1 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Resource 
abundance

•	Societal recognition that 
relative abundance is an 
intergenerational obligation.

•	You can have anything you 
desire, provided it is patently 
sustainable (socially) to do so.

•	Resource utility is important 
– status accrues from 
competent and efficient use 
not merely from ownership.

•	Dealing with climate change.
•	A world court on commerce 

and resource issues.

•	Used wisely, international 
cooperation on substitute 
technologies/processes/end-
uses so that everyone might 
benefit.

•	Global agreement on resource 
shortages and measures to 
ensure a progressive future – 
early hedging on current vs 
future resource needs.

•	Self-help fostered in 
preference to aid hand-outs. 
Work distribution improves 
3rd world prosperity.

•	Free flow of labour, that 
is, Australia and France/
Germany.

•	Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.
•	 Resources used sustainably.
•	Open knowledge access.
•	Technology/problems freely 

discussed.

•	Personal contribution to 
efficient use of resources is 
more widely accepted as part 
of a global ‘equity’ contract.

•	Increasing recognition that 
compromises may need to be 
made with respect to time, 
money, resource use. 

•	Increasing recognition that 
abundance becomes also an 
intergenerational obligation.

•	No free lunch!
•	Market efficiency is important 

– inefficient practices are 
encouraged to improve. 
Possibly a more constructive 
complaint system than 
currently the case.

•	Citizenship becomes more 
globally than nationally-
driven.

•	Enough resources for a 
plentiful life.

Context 1 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Cooperation
(NZ generally 
keeps up with 
international 
trends)

•	Smaller nations such as NZ 
fare better as tariff barriers 
ebb away but our voice is 
small.

•	Better export potential for 
primary produce, but prices 
may be tempered in favour of 
volumes (that is, exploitative 
pricing declines).

•	Increased Oceania cohesion 
with NZ seen as a cooperative 
exemplar.

•	Fewer refugees (via better 
global equity), more balanced 
recognition of obligations to 
society vs earlier insistence of 
differences amongst societal 
groups.

•	Primary sector R&D world 
class.

•	Energy R&D in geothermal 
and biotechnology world 
class.

•	Broader resource-base for 
provision of essential energy, 
for example, heat, light, 
movement/production 
and communications. For 
instance, geothermal, solar, 
tidal, wind and hydro 
systems expertise valued 
internationally. 

•	Food production also seen 
as an ethical/moral issue to 
sustain people everywhere.

•	Cognisance of equitable 
obligations to others 
everywhere.

•	Education respected and 
expected as a contribution to 
personal and societal welfare. 
Education incorporates basic 
understanding of Spanish and 
Chinese as well as continuing 
to prioritise English. Maori 
language seen as optional 
because it is increasingly 
distant from the workplace.

•	Tolerant of visitors, have 
basic communications skills 
that access 90% of visitors – 
English, Chinese, Spanish.
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Context 1 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Cooperation
(continued)

•	NZ seen as an exemplar in its 
treatment of global issues and 
a contributor to international 
jurisprudence, aid, problem-
solving etc.

•	Quality practices become 
a vital component of 
production. The old guard 
ideas replaced by fundamental 
business excellence processes

•	NZ a welcoming country 
for contributors. A ‘Swiss 
Canton’ approach to would-
be residents from abroad 
– “prove your worth please 
and you can stay as a citizen, 
otherwise stay at our pleasure 
as a self-supporting visitor”.

•	Exchange rates less relevant 
as prices are set in a global 
currency.

•	Modern democratic practices 
prevail – NZ moves to STV 
and less polarisation in terms 
of race-based politics.

•	Improved social safety nets, 
but stricter criteria enforced 
and supported by all. Better 
education improves equality 
and opportunity. 

•	Emphasis on corrective rather 
than punitive recourses to 
societal conflicts.

•	Borderless free travel-easy.
•	Strong relationships and 

connections with Asia-Pacific.
•	Competition with other easily 

accessible countries.
•	Similar selling parameters.
•	Similar governance and 

contribution to broader 
government.

•	Close links to Australian 
government.

•	Efficiency is deemed a moral/
ethical production factor as 
it improves intergenerational 
equity.

•	NZ happy to share its 
resources, but under 
pragmatic conditions.

•	NZ’s distance to other 
places is compensated for by 
efficient and effective modes 
of transport. NZ is an early 
adopter in these areas of 
transportation.

•	Food technologies that 
maximise its reconstituted 
value improve the efficiency 
of exports and differentiates 
products.

•	Modern ‘hydrogen from coal’ 
technologies add to energy 
diversity and export potential. 

•	Biodiversity improves as 
historical pests are brought 
under control.

•	Well-preserved scenery.
•	Clean technology.
•	Clean water.
•	Great national parks.
•	Emerging technologies and 

health, IT, carbon-free air 
travel

•	Numeracy revitalised.
•	Whole-of-life learning more 

widely accepted.
•	Wealth creation reflects a 

balance between societal and 
individual needs.

•	A national perspective – more 
inclusive, less introspective 
behaviour.

•	Volunteerism increasingly 
important for those able to 
do so.

•	Work and recreation equally 
valued. 

•	Harmful practices such 
as privacy, technological 
exploitation, socially 
irresponsible practices – 
drugs, personal excesses 
that impinge on society, 
harmful non-conformism 
– are increasingly seen as 
undesirable and necessarily 
remedial.

•	Harmful, but unintended, 
consequences arising from 
novelty trigger rapid and 
effective remedies.

•	See themselves as Oceania 
citizens who domicile in NZ.

•	A NZ culture develops that 
is a homogenous blend of 
today’s ethnic mixtures. Being 
a ‘Kiwi’ is more important 
than historical genealogies, 
although these are still greatly 
respected.

•	Welcoming, inviting, friendly.
•	Sporting codes supporting the 

national team.
•	Education essential, NZ is a 

knowledgeable society and 
highly informal.

•	An ethical place.
•	High relative wealth.
•	Eradication of genuine 

poverty
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Context 1 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Resource 
abundance
(NZ could 
proceed faster 
than world 
trends)

•	Societal	recognition	that	
relative abundance is an 
intergenerational obligation.

•	You	can	have	it	all,	provided	
it is patently sustainable for 
NZ to do so

•	Natural	resources	‘clean	and	
green’.

•	Excellent	scenery,	tolerant	
culture.

•	Potentially	enjoying	a	positive	
climate change impact.

•	Adequate	water.

•	Used	wisely,	international	
cooperation on substitute 
technologies/processes/end-
uses so that everyone might 
benefit.

•	Steady	and	measured	
introduction of equitable 
taxation on use of threatened 
resources to stimulate 
alternatives.

•	Collaborative	and	efficient.
•	Resource	usage	subject	to	a	

very efficient but controlled 
market.

•	High	awareness	of	resource	
issues, but has the ability to 
absorb rising costs of scarce 
resources through efficiency 
and fairness.

•	Personal	contribution	to	
efficient use of resources is 
more widely accepted as part 
of a global ‘equity’ contract.

•	Increasing	recognition	that	
compromises may need to be 
made with respect to time, 
money, resource use. 

•	Increasing	recognition	
that abundance is also an 
intergenerational obligation.

•	No	free	lunch,	but	always	a	
good-natured helping hand to 
those deserving of it!

•	Market	efficiency	is	important	
– inefficient practices are 
encouraged to improve. 
Possibly a more constructive 
complaint system than 
currently the case.

Tourism in New Zealand situations: using a trilemma framework of ‘society’, ‘resources’ and 
‘individuals’ for possible rules and properties. This Context envisages tourism in New Zealand 
to develop and grow confidently but tempered with the sobriety that growth and prosperity 
should not be taken for granted. Accordingly, the traditional warmth towards visitors is 
tempered with an expectation of cooperation, respect for the resources we have to offer and 
willingness to pay fairly for them. The visitor experience might be enhanced by New Zealand’s 
individuals and society successfully investing in better global citizenship. Visitors would arrive 
from a broad range of countries, prioritised by Australia and Asia, for moderate lengths of stay.

Context 1 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Cooperation •	Tourism is seen as a key 

element in ensuring the world 
recognises our contribution.

•	Genuineness is a cultural 
objective.

•	Public willingness to invest 
in global understanding 
via curricula in schools, 
particularly language or 
language technologies.

•	Transport systems made 
more efficient and effective 
through positive access to 
technologies.

•	Recreation is seen as an 
essential, but ‘has to be 
earned’ part of a balanced 
society.

•	Resource husbandry now 
seen as a national competency 
as to do otherwise evinces 
uncooperative behaviours.

•	Still predominantly a two 
seasons tourism industry 
with increasing diversity 
into hybrid offerings of high 
quality to balance capacity, 
people and cash-flows. The 
historical tourism business is 
a blend of retail and specialist 
products to improve financial 
yield.

•	See tourism as a reciprocal 
act: “I welcome them here, 
they welcome me there”.

•	Respect for respectful 
practices, intolerance for 
disrespectful.

•	Embrace a more balanced 
lifestyle that includes 
recreation, better health and 
more effective travel at home 
and abroad.

•	Proudly see NZ as a much 
smaller but nice place to 
travel around, see overseas as 
a necessity every few years, 
proud to be a contributing 
citizen of Oceania and the 
world.
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Context 1 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Cooperation
(continued)

•	Wasteful practices are 
unacceptable (that is, public 
investment in highly efficient 
water, waste and safety 
utilities is affordable and 
integral to district planning).

•	Visa-based travel is obviated 
by intergovernmental 
cooperation. Personal travel 
is based on one’s (global 
biometric) passport status: 
open = all countries; restricted 
or none may limit departures 
from country of residence 
(due to historical health, or 
behavioural issues).

•	‘Free skies’ policy.
•	Visa-free (pragmatic) travel 

–more relaxed.
•	Tolerance via association.
•	More competitive with other 

destinations.

•	Fewer individual operators. 
More evidence of well-run 
franchised or similar types 
of services providers for 
domestic and international 
visitors.

•	Capacity issues addressed 
by improved home-stay, 
b&b, and hostel-like 
accommodation during the 
peak.

•	Free market dictates resource 
use and allocation.

•	Global currency.
•	Better solution to world 

economic issues.
•	New technologies 

arise enabling carbon 
sequestration.

•	Visitors see NZ as a 
microcosm of recreational 
and social opportunity – 
‘excellence can also be small’. 

•	Visitors respect NZ.
•	Home-stay hosting may be an 

option for older citizens with 
available accommodation.

•	Improved tolerance.
•	Better experience of other 

cultures.
•	More Asians on a 

proportionate basis due to 
regional proximity.

•	The world has become 
‘smaller’ easy to reach, and 
free travel –restrictions are 
eased.

Resource 
abundance

•	Societal recognition that 
relative abundance is an 
intergenerational obligation.

•	You can have it all, provided 
it is patently sustainable to 
do so.

•	Universal travellers tax on all 
arrivals anywhere on earth – 
to fund reciprocal access to 
health, public utilities etc. 

•	Tourism is an economic 
driver – assuming NZ’s 
uniqueness.

•	Used wisely, international 
cooperation on substitute 
technologies/processes/end-
uses so that everyone might 
benefit.

•	People generally arrive by air, 
can afford to stay at least 18 
days and travel widely during 
the months of November to 
April.

•	More efficient and 
comfortable aircraft flying 
more point-to-point routes 
eliminate stop-over delays and 
cut the worst-case Europe-
Oceania travel time to much 
less than 24 hours. 

•	Energy efficient.
•	Population increase – 

permanent or temporary) 
– and the impact on scarce 
resources.

•	Resource allocation – there 
are tensions but solutions are 
found.

•	Personal contribution to 
efficient use of resources is 
more widely accepted as part 
of a global ‘equity’ contract.

•	Increasing recognition that 
compromises may need to be 
made with respect to time, 
money, resource use. 

•	Increasing recognition 
that abundance is also an 
intergenerational obligation 
and needs to be earned.

•	No free lunch, but always a 
good-natured helping hand to 
those deserving of it!

•	Market efficiency is important 
–inefficient practices are 
encouraged to improve. 
Possibly a more constructive 
complaint system than 
currently the case.
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Chapter 5  
Context 2: A world of cooperation and resource scarcity

Pathways to this Context

In comparison with earlier times, the past 50 years has been a period of great abundance 
for 1st world countries. Relative improvements have also occurred throughout the rest of 
the world, but that is not to suggest that they have been satisfactory, as the abundance has 
not been distributed equitably. If the 1st world’s consumption was the global benchmark, it 
is unlikely that sufficient natural resources would have been available to satisfy everyone’s 
needs. There is another side to consumption – it has flourished through a resurgence of 
capitalism, the apparently softer elements of which are seen in the competitive behaviours 
of our marketplaces that have spurred innovation and improved living standards throughout 
the developed world. However, there has also been a darker side. Examples of aggressive 
behaviours remain common. The pursuit of natural resources in Africa and the Middle 
East has all too frequently been associated with the politics of regional destabilisation and 
control.

This Context examines a world where resources are less evidently abundant and the political 
and social behaviours recognise that humankind’s best interests are served through cooperation 
rather than aggression.

Whether such a future occurs or not, it is fruitful to examine what might happen at the 
international, national and individual levels if the behaviours associated with Context 2 
were to dominate. What would this mean for tourism? Are there lessons that arise from such 
possibilities that might be integrated into current strategic plans? As in the other Tourism2050 
Contexts, generic strategic planning issues arise from these behaviours and they can be 
customised to the situation your organisation currently finds itself in and wishes to improve 
upon.

The priorities for this Context shown in Figure 1 are the nation state, the world and the 
individual. The nation state was portrayed as austere – living within its means, adopting 
conservative policies towards its own natural resources, engaging in constructive diplomatic 
efforts to improve the equitable usage of resources around the world, and reliant on effective 
international forums for trade regulation, financial settlement and dispute resolution.

International behaviours were portrayed as concordant – recognition that humankind’s 
progress requires positive contributions from nation states and acceptance that its future 
depends on the equitable consumption of resources, wherever they may be. In this Context 
there may still be conflicts, but they are likely to be contained and defused through effective 
and equitable interventions.

Individual behaviours are portrayed as compliant – recognition that each has to play their part 
to maintain an acceptable standard of living in a resource constrained world. We might not 
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expect individual behaviours to be clone-like; personal aspirations are unlikely to be suppressed 
but more likely to be tempered with goodwill towards the genuine efforts of others. This is 
very much a world where interdependency is acknowledged and respected.

The pathways from today, the driving forces and the broad priorities and dispositions that 
shape this Context’s possibilities, are shown in Figure 1. 

At first sight, this Context might appear idealistic or platonic in comparison with the 
behaviours we have grown accustomed to during our lives. It might seem overly optimistic to 
expect humankind to set aside conflict in the pursuit of national aspirations and live in a more 
harmonious world, more so if resources are becoming relatively scarcer than before. Perhaps 
not! It is wise to treat resources as if they are scarce and to understand how we should respond 
to that situation. 

Figure 1: Planning for Context 2

As for the notion of a cooperative world, we need but consider the Purposes and Principles 
of the United Nations written in 1945 and shown in Table 1. These aspirations reflect the 
cooperative aspect of Context 2. Reference to the resolution of ‘international disputes or 
situations that might lead to a breach of the peace’ further suggests that resource imbalances 
lie at their root.

The world still struggles to achieve the United Nations’ Principles and Purposes, but that is 
not to say they are either without merit or impossible.

There are also other historical instances of behaviours that reflect some of the characteristics of 
this Context. It is useful to consider some of them to assist with a more practical application 
of this Context to strategic planning. Historical examples do not provide predictions of what 
the future might be as there are the all too frequent phenomena that appear, and sometimes 
disappear, rapidly. Phenomena can be difficult to imagine or predict, but behaviours are less 
problematic. Once behaviours are established it is somewhat easier to envisage consequences 
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Table 1: The Principles and Purposes of the United Nations

The United Nations 
1. To maintain international peace and security, and to that end: to take effective collective 

measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace, and for the suppression of 
acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace, and to bring about by peaceful means, and 
in conformity with the principles of justice and international law, adjustment or settlement of 
international disputes or situations which might lead to a breach of the peace;

2. To develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights 
and self-determination of peoples, and to take other appropriate measures to strengthen universal 
peace;

3. To achieve international cooperation in solving international problems of an economic, social, 
cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights 
and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion; and

4. To be a centre for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment of these common ends.

that might arise from possible phenomena and plan accordingly. The following examples from 
political, commercial and community situations reflect Context 2 behaviours:

Global: international well-being cannot be isolated from the fortunes of either Europe 
or the United States. The aftermath of the GFC has seen an intensification of efforts to 
stabilise global markets and promote a return to consumption – capitalism’s route to 
survival. The austere behaviours that have been imposed on EU member states requiring 
bail-outs from the burden of their indebtedness also reflect this Context. For example, 
the austerity measures imposed on Spain and Greece in return for refinancing maturing 
bonds reflect the cooperative behaviours in this Context. Austerity has also reduced 
consumption as individuals struggle to maintain employment and the enjoyment of 
earlier debt-driven lifestyles. Individuals have certainly protested, often vigorously, at 
the effects of these measures on their lives but have so far generally complied with them. 
Even so, there are indications that perceived unequal treatment amongst or within 
member states could be highly destabilising. Context 2 could transition into Context 3 
if sufficient defiance developed amongst individuals. This was the dilemma that faced 
Greece in its June 2012 General Election – whether to stay or go – and the outcome 
was to stay.

Federal: the EU is an example, similar to that of the United Nations, where the aspirations 
of the peoples of its member states might enjoy preservation and development of their 
common values. This entails respect for the diversity of the cultures and traditions of the 
peoples of Europe as well as the national identities of the Union’s member states and the 
organisation of their public authorities at national, regional and local levels. The Union 
seeks to promote balanced and sustainable development and ensure free movement of 
persons, goods, services and capital, and the freedom of establishment. In comparison 
with many others, the Union’s member states have been early disciples of sustainable 
practices. Policies have been implemented that deplore waste, tax resource-consumptive 
practices highly and promote renewable energy sources.
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Information technology: this sector experienced highly rivalrous behaviours for the 
supply of hardware and software until the late 1980s when complexities increased to 
such an extent that vertically integrated suppliers struggled to remain credible. The 
concept of circumstance-driven cooperation and competition, coined as ‘coopertition’, 
began to arise when customers understood that integrated solutions were likely to 
be superior to the increasingly compromised solutions available from sole suppliers. 
Although suppliers with similar products tended to compete amongst themselves, they 
would cooperate with complementary suppliers if opportunities arose that enabled such 
a consortium to devise a well-engineered solution. This behaviour triggered a decline 
in vertical integration and its rivalrous goal of customer capture. Similar behaviours 
also prevail in the automobile market, but in this case for the purposes of resource 
efficiency. Alliances between the United States, European and Japanese manufacturers 
have reduced resources and improved customer satisfaction through better quality 
products. 

Local government: the concept of sustainable communities also reflects the behaviours 
of the Context. The Kaikoura District Council (KDC) in New Zealand is the territorial 
authority for a small community on the north-east coast of the South Island. Kaikoura’s 
permanent population slightly exceeds 2,200 and its dependent industries are agriculture 
and tourism. The combination of a small tax base, the impacts of about one million annual 
visitor arrivals, and increasing stresses on land and waterways from agriculture prompted 
the KDC to revisit its approach to providing improved services to its community. It chose 
to implement a ‘Green Globe’ benchmarking programme to improve its environmental, 
sociocultural, quality, health and safety performance. This programme benchmarks 
numerous resource-dependent criteria against international best practice and recognises 
achievements through an award structure. Resource-dependent criteria such as energy 
consumption, carbon footprint, waste per capita, waste recycling, water usage and 
habitat protection are benchmarked and inform the policy processes within the KDC 
and also local agricultural and tourism organisations. The KDC situation is an example 
of a cooperative community initiative directed towards improvements in the quality and 
resilience of its limited local resources. 

Tourism is also replete with cooperative behaviours towards its dependent resource –visitors. 
Common-good destination marketing programmes, structured itineraries and the sharing 
of publicly supplied resources with visitors are examples. Similarly, tourism is also highly 
dependent on natural resources, the iconic of which are generally susceptible to impairment 
by the intensity of visitation.

This has given rise to concepts such as Limits of Acceptable Change (LAC) (Stankey, et al, 
1985).

LAC management techniques have been applied to situations where visitor intensities 
in wilderness areas, often driven by highly seasonal flow, are limited to levels that meet 
established environmental objectives – the most extreme of which might be ‘indifference’. 
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In that extreme, the resource would be exposed to no more pressure or damage from 
visitor behaviours than could naturally be expected. In practice, limits take into account 
multiple criteria that strive to balance access with behavioural changes that ensure the 
resource’s characteristics are preserved. Such limits can be controversial as ‘acceptability’ 
can be difficult to gauge, particularly so if the objectives that frame these limits are biased. 
Resistance to the imposition of limits can also arise from tourism operators. Commercial 
viability within tourism is commonly driven by visitor numbers as reliance on visitor 
value is difficult when there is over-capacity and ample choice. This is particularly so in 
highly seasonal situations where returns on capital employed must be generated during 
narrow peak periods.

In Context 2, we might expect to see the greatest attention paid towards the conservation and 
preservation of scarce natural resources.

These examples illustrate the behaviours that shape Context 2. This Context could arise as 
a consequence of behavioural and resource reversals, such as those arising from a collapse 
of Context 4. However, it also describes pragmatic behaviours towards resources that defy 
exclusivity.

Tourism offers such an example. Operators supplying Visiting Friends and Relations 
(VFR) and Independent Free Travellers (IFT) markets cannot expect to receive a visitor’s 
total expenditure, but they must cooperate to maintain the integrity of the destination. The 
earlier information technology example also reflected defiance of exclusivity and support for 
cooperation between complementary suppliers pursuing customers’ needs. 

The next consideration is the likely effect of Context 2 behaviours on New Zealand’s tourism 
industry.

What might we expect in Context 2?

A useful way to proceed in any of our Contexts is to consider the future effects of significant 
current behaviours.

For instance, the aftermath of the GFC has raised awkward questions as to the reliability, and 
perhaps appropriateness, of global financial and economic systems. Commented on in other 
Contexts, nobody saw the coming of the GFC and the damage it subsequently caused.

Financial: it is now 2012: five years have now passed yet there remains an unrequited 
suspicion that the world may not be able to return to its earlier debt-driven rivalrous ways. 
There seems little doubt that the world’s current mountain of debt cannot be repaid and the 
system continues so long as there is no demand to do so. This prompts reconsideration of 
the tenets of capitalism. Any belief that we can rely on innate disciplines arising from the 
market’s so-called ‘invisible hand’ now seem quite optimistic, perhaps even unfounded. 
Is there a better-regulated, value-oriented approach that might deliver more ethical and 
sustainable outcomes? This, of course, would require cooperation. If productive value 
matters, global financial resources could be expected to cope. But if productive value does 
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not matter, such as through increasing ‘hot money’ or ‘prop’ trading5 to boost financial 
institutional returns, global financial resources have been demonstrated to be capable of 
instability and collapse. Recent tax-payer funded bailouts to impaired financial institutions 
have generally been on the basis that they will desist from engaging in these types of 
transactions as they can undermine their prudential obligations to deposit holders.

So far, the lingering effects of the GFC have seen economic growth rates decline in the western 
world. This bodes ill for visitor expenditure and we might also expect prices to fall in an effort 
to rekindle demand. 

The tables in the appendix to this chapter present many of the behaviours that might be 
expected from this Context. These behaviours were also used to establish the parameters 
for a Monte Carlo simulation model of possible economic implications for tourism in New 
Zealand. Figure 2 shows the highlights of the modelling for the pre-2026 period and Figure 3 
covers the post-2026 period. Figure 4 shows a more detailed view of the simulated portrayal 
of the tourism sector for the base year and the overall scenario horizon. Examples of some of 
the characteristics we might expect to see are given below:

Economic characteristics: the simulation analysis portrayed the pre-2026 period to be 
reflective of the influence of post-GFC uncertainties, particularly so with Europe and the 
Americas. The outcome was very modest growth in visitor expenditure, continuation of 
2007-2012 arrival trends and a small decline in international arrivals from Europe and the 
Americas but improvement from Asia and Australia. The analysis also portrayed growth 
in tourism output, but driven principally by price increases and imposts. Slightly better 
performance was reported from the rest of the economy, evidenced by a slight decline 
in tourism’s contribution to GDP. Domestic behaviours are portrayed as improving; the 
preference for local travel being driven by cost. In summary, the model portrays the pre-
2025 period as ‘muted business as usual’. Length of stay in Context 2 could be expected 
to decrease as visitors react to reduced disposable incomes and rising costs of international 
travel. The model shows international visitors staying for about 15 days – a significant 
change from 22 days in the base year of 2007. 

Visitor characteristics: pre-2026, visitors are likely to be influenced by transitional 
behaviours into a world of scarcer resources. Disposable income levels are an important 
characteristic that influence travel decisions, and could be curtailed in several ways. 
Declining employment security and income growth have already been experienced 
and could be expected to continue throughout this period. For those in the workforce, 
international tourism might seem possible to those having very high levels of job security, 
as might be the case just after transition to a new job or as a celebration of recent success. 
It is unlikely that employees would risk too much absence from their jobs and deplete 

5  Hot money refers to speculative international or inter-institutional money flows for the purpose of short-term profit 
from arbitrage, interest rates and so on. Prop trading refers to institutions trading with their own (non-customer) money 
to improve profitability. This type of is accentuated when the yield from customer trading, for example, commercial and 
residential financing, is likely to be lower than that potentially available from hot money transactions. 
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their cash reserves on vacations in such a world. In contrast to pre-GFC times, we might 
not expect credit-fuelled vacations. Leisure and gregariousness could be expected to 
remain important human activities – adoption of wellness programmes, reduction in 
the prevalence of consumption-driven diseases, healthier diets and more emphasis on 
satisfaction from within smaller geographical areas being possible examples.

Production: in comparison with what the world has grown accustomed to, the world’s 
post-2026 behaviours in Context 2 could appear quite radical. Universal recognition 
of foreseeable scarcity of essential resources could be expected to result in greater focus 
on mutually valuable interchanges between nations. Self-help could also be expected, 
as cooperation is at least bilateral. It is also likely that maintenance of employment 
would preoccupy nations, as too much unemployment would likely result in Context 3 
behaviours.

Energy: post-2026 we might expect considerable effort to be directed towards energy 
production from alternative and renewable sources, in New Zealand’s case geothermal, 
wave, wind and hydro. There might also be greater interest and success in achieving 
commercial hydrogen production from GHG sequestration-based processes that exploit 
coal and lignite resources. In equatorial countries we might expect solar systems, whether 
via photovoltaic or concentrated techniques, to assist with electricity generation. For 
motive power, we might also expect the proportion of electric vehicles to rise significantly 
in recognition of a trend towards shorter travel distances. However, there is little to 
suggest that long-distance transportation could easily lose its dependence on fossil fuels. 
We might expect efficiencies to improve and research into alternatives to be intense, but 
the energy density of fossil fuels currently exceeds that of any available alternative, save 
hydrogen.

Figure 3. Monte Carlo simulation 2026-2040+Figure 2. Monte Carlo simulation 2005-2025
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Urban forms: we might also expect communities to become more locally focused in this 
Context, particularly post-2026. Although it is never a rapid process, more thoughtful 
and efficient urban forms would likely develop in major population areas so that activities 
such as recreation, work and housing were clustered around transport nodes. More 
compact urban forms could also support technologies that are currently regarded as 
being compromised. For example, current electric vehicle technologies struggle to meet 
customer expectations for unplanned travel, particularly over long distances or difficult 
terrain. Context 2 envisages less and more local travel. If this were the case, even current 
electric vehicle technologies could satisfy the majority of those only requiring urban 
transport.

Isolation: New Zealand’s distance from its traditional markets might prove to be neutral if 
its contribution to the production of resource-efficient foods is offset by access to essential 
imports. In fact, the very basis of Context 2 post-2026 is that of well-orchestrated, 
worldwide re-balancing of essential resources with food, water and energy being the most 
important. 

Behaviours such as these are reflected in the simulation analysis as a further reduction in 
visitor arrivals and length of stay post-2026. Consistent with declining resources, prices rise 
and tourism’s current, ‘free’ enjoyment of public goods, such as access to national parks, 
community infrastructure, roads, libraries, galleries and museums, would likely cease and be 
replaced by access charges.

In Figure 4, the simulation analysis reports a cost-driven increase in tourism’s overall output, but 
its contribution to GDP declines. Another outcome of the analysis is a reversal of contributions 
from tourism’s characteristic industries (DTVA in Figure 4) and the indirect contributions of 
others (InTVA in Figure 4). Comparison between the pre-2026 and post-2026 components 
of tourism’s value added illustrates this shift, brought about by economy-wide price increases 
and elimination of visitor subsidies. We might also expect overnight trips to be both fewer 
and of reduced duration. The effects of Context 2 behaviours are likely to reduce the need for 
accommodation, but maintain the levels of expenditure on other contributors to the tourism 
satellite accounts as costs rise.

Post-2026, international travel is unlikely to be a consumer priority, but sufficient to enable the 
industry to maintain its relevance. We might expect an increased focus on quality, efficiency, 
tight itineraries, surface transport and recreation. Apart from VFR travel, some of which is 
scarcely ‘holiday-focused’, we might expect to host a younger and relatively more affluent 
group of travellers who are in relatively secure employment and have budgeted for their travels 
abroad. We would expect to see the older-aged cohort travel less often and for shorter periods 
as few of them are expected to carry sufficient cash-wealth into the post-2026 period. State-
funded pensions are likely to support only a modest standard of living amongst the aged, with 
little surplus for expensive international travel.

We might also expect the post-2026 era to be well served with technologies, resulting from 
increasing urgencies to maintain acceptable standards of living. Indeed, more pervasive 
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Figure 4. Monte Carlo simulation of Context 2 (all comparisons relate to 2007)
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technologies might continue to reduce the need for VFR and some IFT travel, particularly so 
if they can convey much of the realities of being there. Self-improvement, pursuit of life-long 
learning and an active physical life would also be consistent with cooperative and resource-
constrained conditions. 

Even though Context 2 is disposed towards austerity, many new phenomena could still arise 
in such a world. An urgent ‘necessity’ for new invention could be stimulated by the need to 
moderate Context 2’s historically unstable imposition of austere behaviours. Re-establishment 
of labour intensive improvements to infrastructure, new forestry plantations, improved waste 
processing, and so on, might not only create more employment opportunities but also spur 
new inventions. 

Again, the possibility of a natural disaster is Context independent, and the prevailing 
behaviours of Context 2 suggest compromise between the desire to remediate and the 
means of doing so. 

What might we expect if a natural disaster, such as an earthquake, occurred in Context 2? 

If a natural disaster, such as an earthquake, occurred under Context 2 conditions, 
prevailing cooperative behaviours would likely see ample support at individual levels, 
with family, friends and community groups to the fore. We might also expect some basic 
material support from our international neighbours or dependent trading partners, but 
a scarcity of resources would likely fuel the expectation that we ‘dust ourselves off and 
start all over again’ without fuss. This is not a Context where debt levels could get out 
of hand, so the New Zealand’s Earthquake Commission would likely be the principal 
source of recourse. Restoration of destroyed infrastructure could prove problematic, 
as the resources that would be needed to deliver historical similarity might not be 
available. 

With the announcement in 2012 of the construction of a so-called ‘cardboard’ Anglican 
Cathedral in Christchurch, New Zealand also hints at realities that might attend city 
reconstruction. This novel building is expected to last about 50 years yet costs but a fraction of 
like-replacement. It is conceivable that Nordic or Japanese minimalist architecture styles might 
prevail, as has been the case in the past. Notably, post-World War II where reconstructions 
were often driven by considerations similar to Context 2.

We might also expect sober abandonment of locations that demonstrate ongoing natural 
risks and would likely become difficult to insure such as cliff precincts, shorelines, reclaimed 
swamps, riverbanks and so on. Costs associated with restoring reticulated utilities and 
transportation might be deliberately reduced through preference for a high-density urban 
form that is balanced by ample recreational space. Central government’s austere policy-makers 
would likely prevail on Context 2’s urban planners to make virtue out of necessity and design 
a new resource-minimal city. 
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Some planning issues for tourism in New Zealand

Context 2 behaviours are less evident globally than they are at individual and organisational 
levels. This is a Context where many of the behaviours we experience in New Zealand’s 
relatively compact tourism environment have contributed towards the destination’s successes. 
The attributes of an accommodating attitude towards visitors, low population density, common 
promotional programmes, homogeneous standards and infrastructure are consistent with the 
behaviours expected in Context 2. But if greater resource scarcity prevailed, we might not 
expect small business operators to survive unless they were well insulated from competition 
and achieved a low energy footprint. Many recreational products fit this profile but hospitality, 
transportation and transport-related activities currently do not and might be expected to re-
group, perhaps into franchises where the effort needed to achieve common improvements and 
efficiencies could be shared and afforded.

We might also expect to see greater focus on the elimination of duplication. For example, 
the nature of local government in New Zealand has seen the establishment of well over 20 
regional tourism organisations (RTOs). In Context 2, austerity might easily give rise to 
further amalgamation of local government organisations with corresponding reductions in 
the number of RTOs. It is also conceivable that the need for RTOs could disappear. If visitor 
numbers declined, capable technologies might be more effective and provide all of the highly 
duplicated information and promotional services currently offered. 

If length of stay also declined, its effects might include refinement of itineraries and a 
preponderance of well-run tour options that cater for a variety of tastes. This might also include 
some level of independence, for example, the ability to opt in and out of itineraries run by 
the same supplier. We might expect a high level of quality to prevail, with particular emphasis 
on the efficient use of energy and careful attention to water usage and waste management. 
Visitors would be expected to pay for the remediation of their impacts on natural spaces and 
would likely pay for many publicly available facilities, many of which are currently gratis. New 
Zealand visitors to Rome or Venice quickly realise that nothing is gratis, as might well be the 
post-2026 situation if this Context applied.

These examples highlight some of the challenges provoked by Context 2. They also have 
relevance to strategic planning in today’s situations:

Collaboration: An effective approach to business improvement is collaboration amongst 
complementary suppliers to common customers. There is already evidence that visitor 
growth, whether via volume or value, is unlikely to return rapidly to the heady levels of 
over six per cent per annum, as experienced between 2000 and 2005. Tourism is also an 
industry where exclusivity is hard to maintain, despite periodic attempts to the contrary 
in Asian group markets. Collaboration can be difficult; everyone wants its benefits, but 
few are willing to forsake their own recourse to independence if there is the possibility 
of advantage. Collaboration also requires effective communication and relationship 
building so that trust replaces suspicion and the fear of inequity. Another question raised 
by Context 2 is – could there be opportunities for improved business if two or more 
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products combined in a complementary fashion? 

Benchmarking: Context 2’s emphasis on resource scarcity only highlights what is often 
at the heart of any strategic plan – can more be done with less? The best way to gauge 
performance objectively is to integrate benchmarking into all areas of the business that 
depend on external resources. Electricity, gas, water, wastage, re-work, preventative 
maintenance and the use of consumables are examples where performance short of 
best practice should be sufficient motivation for improvement. Unfortunately, few 
organisations actually measure resource usage or consider whether the resulting trends 
support improvement initiatives. Even if this were done, it would still be insufficient 
if competitors or potential collaborators achieved higher levels of performance. Just as 
considering the future is an important aspect of strategic planning, so is consideration of 
current performance. Benchmarking is one of the best ways to combine knowledge of, 
and improvement in, the effective deployment of resources. So, the question is this – are 
strategic planning objectives underpinned by appropriate benchmarks?
Consolidation: there can be very good reasons for duplicating resources but they should 
be explicit at the outset. Electricity continuity, alternative roads or bridges, and diverse 
communications links are but a few examples of essential duplication. However, the 
austerity presaged by Context 2 would expect convenience to be subordinate to necessity, 
and collapse duplications to essential levels. In earlier times, New Zealand’s university 
system saw specialisation occur for necessary professional qualifications in agriculture, 
mining, engineering, medicine and architecture. Many of these necessities have now 
multiplied, arguably unnecessarily, in such a small country. Similarly, New Zealand’s local 
government structure and its associated RTO network arguably contains more duplication 
than necessary, but historical liabilities such as debt and accustomed convenience make 
amalgamation hard to sell to those who might be disadvantaged. A similar example is to 
be found in the number of regions seeking to establish international airports. With over 
95% of inbound travel arriving at Auckland, Christchurch or Wellington, accountability 
for the pursuit of a slice of the remaining market share does not remain local as associated 
customs, immigration and biosecurity costs are met by all taxpayers.
Commercial organisations are generally less sympathetic to duplication, although they 
can often be slow to recognise it. For example, duplication is likely where apparently 
different functions follow the same process. Consolidation is not a new concept. It is 
famously known as ‘Occam’s Razor’, an ancient heuristic that warns against duplication 
without necessity, or preferring complexity over simplicity. Again the strategic planning 
question is this – can service quality improve if functions or processes are consolidated?

Although these examples of strategic planning issues arise from the Context’s behaviours, 
they are also quite generic. The advantage of scenario analysis and planning is that they also 
arise through its consistent methodological approach towards an organisation’s journey from 
the present to the future. These Contexts also provide a way to apply Tourism2050 research 
to individual organisations or policy institutions. The next section shows how to apply the 
behaviour tables in the chapter appendix.
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Applying Context 2

If the Principles and Purposes of the United Nations, set out earlier in the chapter, truly reflect 
a sound pathway to the future then Context 2 behaviours harmonise with them. Resource 
scarcity need not reach crisis levels. Indeed, if this occurred, cooperation is likely to be an early 
casualty and Context 3 behaviours would more likely describe situations. The real purpose of 
this Context is to consider what might happen ‘if ’ current dependent behaviours are replaced 
by those of greater resource scarcity and cooperation. 

As with its three other counterparts, Context 2 starts from today and is not portrayed as 
differing significantly from them until after 2025. ‘Betting’ the future of an organisation on 
the assumption that rivalrous behaviours are a safer option defies situations where customers 
believe otherwise. In any case, we should always act as though resources are scarce as it 
can promote efficient and innovative habits. Strategic planning should also be an exercise 
in creating and enhancing resilience. Considering how to operate in each Context provides 
insight about those factors that can improve resilience.

The following process adopts this approach and helps practitioners to identify the pertinent 
strategic planning factors applying to their organisation that might arise from, and reflect, the 
perspective of Context 2.

Applying Context 2 to a strategic plan 
Cooperation, collaboration and apparent resource scarcity

Step Action Outcome

1 Consider social and commercial situations where there is 
high exposure to cooperative or collaborative relationships 
that are associated with apparent resource scarcity. For 
example, customers, staff, key suppliers, shareholders, the 
local community, other states.

A list of concisely stated 
dependencies necessary for future 
success. 

2 Consider any high risk, low likelihood phenomena that 
might influence you situation. For example, pandemics, 
earthquakes, floods, land subsidence, intrusions, weather.

A list of conceivable risks 
that can also be linked to the 
discontinuance of necessary 
operations.

3 Rank the outcomes of Steps 1 and 2 in terms of potential 
impact. Prioritise day-to-day dependencies ahead of the 
others. 

A list of priorities that can be 
traced to specific dependencies 
that determine the future of your 
situation. 

4 Consider the first ranking priority in Step 3. Ask the 
question: ‘what if ’ greater levels of cooperation or 
collaboration were necessary in the future? Where might 
these behaviours arise and how might they appear? How 
could these behaviours affect situations in the future?

Use the tables in the chapter 
appendix to trigger ideas about 
how formal relationships or 
collaborative behaviours might 
affect your situation. List these 
ideas and their effects. 
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Step Action Outcome

5 Re-consider the first ranked priority in Step 3. Ask the 
question: ‘what if ’ apparent resources became scarcer or if 
specialisation was required? What resources? How could this 
affect situations in the future?

Use the tables in the chapter 
appendix to trigger ideas about 
how resource scarcity might 
influence your situation. List 
these ideas and their effects.

6 Combine the outcomes of Steps 4 and 5 by reducing 
duplications or commonality. Settle on a list of two or three 
different effects. 

A manageable list of the ideas and 
their effects that best capture the 
essence of Steps 4 and 5.

7 Consider each of the ideas (and their effects) in Step 6. 
Propose feasible remedial actions that would address them in 
the very near future. Ensure that the remedial actions remain 
consistent with the Context’s theme of cooperation and 
resource scarcity. 

Actions that are feasible and 
consistent with the Context 
are now defensible and the best 
of them can be added to the 
strategic plan – the best way of 
achieving future success.

8 Repeat Steps 4 to 7 with the subsequent priorities, ensuring 
that duplications or commonalities from earlier steps are 
removed. This will very quickly converge to a small number 
of highly relevant actions. 

A justified list of the most 
important actions for the present 
strategic plan that were triggered 
by considering ‘what if ’ Context 
2 shaped the future.

In summary, and reflecting on what has evolved in Context 2, the value of scenario analysis is that 
it triggers reconsideration of present plans ‘if ’ the future is influenced by different behaviours. 
Scenario planning complements this by identifying justified actions for implementation in 
the near future. Prior and successful implementation of these actions is essential, because it 
is unrealistic for organisations to assume that a strategic plan could simply be ‘dusted-off’ in 
response to different behaviours if they subsequently arose in the future.

Appendix: Behavioural tables for Context 2

These tables were compiled by Tourism2050 in 2011 with the assistance of tourism industry 
workshops.

Overall the suggested priority is ‘The state, the world and the individual’.

Global situations: using a trilemma framework of ‘society’, ‘resources’ and ‘individuals’ for 
possible rules and properties. This Context envisages the world to gradually resolve that a 
foreseeable scarcity of resources requires cooperative social and political change in order to 
maintain order and improve advancement. 
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Context 2 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Cooperation •	International consensus 

on basic rules and ethical 
practices to ensure some 
equity in access to essential 
resources. The imperative is 
global survival founded upon 
national responsibility. Inter-
bloc rivalry is tempered.

•	3rd world issues treated 
contextually, that is, 
exploitative or developmental 
projects essentially bilateral. 
You have to ‘bring something 
to the table’.

•	Territorial disputes involving 
resources must be handled 
more objectively lest there 
be open conflict – some 
trust residing in genuinely 
international bodies such 
as UN and its agencies, 
International Court of 
Justice, WTO etc.

•	Urgent international 
standardisation (ISO) of best 
practices.

•	 Some extra-bloc 
protectionism to maintain 
local equity. Intra-country 
protectionism, that is, 
primary sector protections in 
US, Europe etc, to maintain 
order.

•	Broader agreement – 
less exclusivity – on an 
international exchange 
mechanism.

•	Modern democratic practices 
prevail but go through 
stressful times balancing 
societal vs individual and 
global pressures.

•	Religious tolerance at 
individual levels but not 
at national levels where it 
impinges on the resources of 
others.

•	Resource decline not matched 
by international successes 
on replacement R&D. 
Global realisation that ‘less is 
necessary for survival’.

•	Greater awareness of the 
need to address global 
externalities arising from 
attenuated standards of living 
everywhere. Learning to be 
‘rich with less’.

•	Narrower resource-base for 
provision of essential energy, 
for example, heat, light, 
movement/production, 
and communications. For 
instance, geothermal, solar, 
tidal, wind and hydro systems 
supplied across-borders where 
necessary, but their growth is 
insufficient to satisfy historical 
demand rates without 
technological breakthroughs.

•	Food production seen as an 
ethical/moral issue to sustain 
people provided they agree to 
stem their growth.

•	Efficiency is deemed a moral/
ethical production factor as 
it improves intergenerational 
equity.

•	Climate refugees may 
exacerbate matters and strain 
resources where they remain 
relatively available. 

•	Your desires must be 
responsible; they must be 
patently sustainable – socially.

•	Resources become the 
new ‘money’. Perhaps the 
$ becomes pegged to the 
renewable kilocalorie.

•	Cognisance of equitable 
obligations to society in 1st 
world, but you must help 
yourself too. 2nd and 3rd world 
more ambivalent because 
they lag.

•	Education respected and 
expected as a contribution to 
societal welfare.

•	Ostentatious wealth creation 
attracts the attention of 
the state. 1st world taxation 
increases to improve average 
living standards at the 
expense of upper quartiles. 2nd 
and 3rd world issues remain as 
incomes stay muted.

•	A more nationalist 
perspective; frustration 
when other nations do not 
take sustainability seriously, 
intolerance for open 
profligacy – cooperation 
implies ‘equalisation’ – 
creating difficulties. 

•	Overcoming envy between 1st 
and 3rd world – ‘things ‘ain’t 
what they used to be’.

•	Volunteerism – less evident as 
costs rise and personal needs 
prevail. Perhaps a greater 
awareness of self-dependency 
grows. Unemployment is the 
‘elephant in the room’.

•	Harmful practices such 
as privacy, technological 
exploitation, socially 
irresponsible practices – 
drugs, personal excesses 
that impinge on society, 
harmful non-conformism 
– increasingly seen as 
undesirable and necessarily 
remedial. Possible constraints 
on profiteering from alcohol, 
tobacco gambling as these 
have social externalities that 
bleed resources.
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Context 2 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Cooperation 
(Continued)

•	Whilst there might be an 
emphasis on corrective 
recourse between nations, 
intransigence threatening 
others may raise the 
possibility of punitive 
restoration. For example, the 
US, no ‘state may exit the 
Union’; or Greece, ‘Comply 
with austerities because you 
cannot leave the Eurozone’).

•	Multilateral approaches.
•	Collaborative information 

provision to IPCC.
•	Less emphasis on sovereignty.
•	Innovative and inventive.
•	Technology reigns supreme 

but technology transfer 
ubiquity is required.

•	Technologies that 
reduce energy are 
favoured. Ubiquitous 
telecommunications, 
cheaper entertainment, 
telecommuting.

•	Greater % of income spent 
on food and energy than 
before.

•	Community coops. Public 
green spaces used for 
food production. Self- 
sustainability targets for 1st 
world households.

•	Demand for well-being vs 
wealth.

•	Knowledge specialisation and 
sharing.

•	Education – how do we work 
with others? Technology and 
resources provide a solution.

•	Sustainability for future 
generations motivates people.

•	Greater government emphasis 
on research and development, 
maybe not market models.

Resource 
scarcity

•	International agreements 
on resource quotas evolve. 
Enforcement in 1st world but 
difficult in 3rd world.

•	Energy resource pricing 
mechanisms attempted but 
with leakages. 

•	Climate change emphasis on 
carbon pricing in 1st world; 
technology upgrades vital for 
3rd world.

•	3rd world may say – ‘So what, 
what is in it for us; we never 
had it in the first place?’ 
Difficult to see 1st and 3rd 
world cooperating fully, but 
can see improvement over the 
present.

•	Population control targets to 
reduce future demands.

•	Collective agreements, for 
example, CFC reduction.

•	International cooperation 
on substitute technologies/
processes/end-uses prioritised.

•	Global agreement on resource 
shortages and measures to 
ensure a progressive future; 
early hedging on current vs 
future resource needs. 

•	Pre-emptive measures 
to preserve resources 
are exported as a new 
source of contribution 
= old world wealth. 
Effective biotechnologies, 
nano- technologies, food 
technologies that are more 
efficient are likely to be 
prioritised.

•	Resource efficiencies are as 
important as novelty from 
R&D perspective.

•	Waste has a value. 

•	Personal contribution to 
efficient use of resources 
is essential. Taxation on 
consumption rises to abate 
demand for non-renewables.

•	1st world resigned to fact that 
significant compromises must 
be made with respect to time, 
money, resource use. Use of 
re-manufactured goods is seen 
as nouveaux.

•	Full recognition that 
resource sustainability is an 
intergenerational obligation.

•	No free lunch, indeed, you 
are expected to help make the 
lunch!

•	Market efficiency is important 
–inefficient practices are 
encouraged to improve. 
Possibly a more constructive 
complaint system than 
currently the case. 
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Context 2 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Resource 
scarcity 
(Continued)

•	Collective system for 
extremes efficiency.

•	Recycling and re-
manufacturing capabilities 
increase dramatically. This 
assists employment, but at 
lower standards of living.

•	Workers may be scarce?

•	Individual standards of living 
in 1st world cease to rise as 
before. Growth in economic 
terms is less important than 
societal well-being.

•	Individual standards of 
living in 3rd world might 
rise if labour diversion into 
recycling is deemed ethical 
and valuable. Contiguous 
borders determine 
relationships more than ever 
as transportation costs matter.

•	Preparedness to work with 
others and forego individual 
freedoms or material 
advantages in doing so.

New Zealand situations: using a trilemma framework of ‘society’, ‘resources’ and ‘individuals’ 
for possible rules and properties. This Context envisages this country to be affected by 
increasing hydrocarbon prices, but somewhat insulated from the worst of climate change, 
water availability and food production issues. It envisages New Zealand embracing a change 
in lifestyle where well-being is more important than purely monetary wealth, and that well-
being arises from its cooperative abilities as a small productive nation supplying its ideas and 
production surplus to PACRIM countries. 

Context 2 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Cooperation •	Smaller nations such as NZ 

fare better as tariff barriers 
ebb away.

•	Better export potential for 
primary produce, but prices 
are tempered in favour of 
volumes, that is, exploitative 
pricing declines.

•	Increased Oceania cohesion 
with NZ seen as a cooperative 
exemplar.

•	Increased economic/climatic 
refugees from Pacific Islands, 
more balanced recognition 
of social obligations to 
society vs earlier insistence of 
differences amongst societal 
groups. Immigrants conform 
or leave.

•	Primary sector R&D world 
class.

•	Energy R&D in geothermal 
and biotechnology world 
class.

•	Broader resource-base for 
provision of essential energy, 
for example, heat, light, 
movement/production, 
and communications. For 
instance, geothermal, solar, 
tidal, wind and hydro 
systems expertise valued 
internationally.

•	Food production also seen 
as an ethical/moral issue 
to sustain people in NZ 
and Oceania first and then 
PACRIM.

•	Cognisance of equitable 
obligations to society. Our 
‘boat/waka’ needs everyone’s 
contribution to float.

•	Education respected and 
expected as a contribution to 
personal and societal welfare. 
Education incorporates 
basic understanding of 
key PACRIM languages – 
Japanese, Chinese and Spanish 
– as well as continuing to 
prioritise English. Maori 
language declines slowly as 
tribalism wanes.

•	Tolerant of visitors, 
school-leavers have basic 
communications skills that 
access 90% of visitors – 
English, Chinese, Spanish 
and Japanese.
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Context 2 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Cooperation 
(Continued)

•	NZ seen as an exemplar in its 
treatment of global issues and 
a contributor to international 
jurisprudence, aid, problem 
solving etc.

•	Quality practices become 
a vital component of 
production. The old 
guard ideas replaced by 
fundamental business 
excellence processes.

•	NZ a welcoming country 
for non-obligated, that is, 
non-Oceania, contributors. 
A ‘Swiss Canton’ approach 
to would-be residents 
from abroad – ‘prove your 
worthiness and you can stay 
as a probationary citizen, 
otherwise stay at our pleasure 
as a fully self-supporting 
visitor’.

•	Exchange rates less relevant as 
prices are set in an energy-
related global currency.

•	Well-being emphasised as 
health deterioration imposes 
unreasonable demands on 
scarce resources such as 
pharmaceuticals and energy.

•	Modern democratic practices 
prevail – NZ moves to STV 
and a positive movement 
away from polarisation in 
terms of race-based politics or 
tribal identity.

•	Social safety nets have 
stricter criteria enforced 
and supported by all. 
Expectations of a welfare state 
–‘what can my country do 
for me?’ – change to those of 
cooperative state¬ – ‘what can 
I do for my country?’.

•	Emphasis on early corrective 
rather than retrospective 
punitive recourses to societal 
conflicts.

•	Efficiency	is	deemed	a	moral/
ethical production factor as 
it improves intergenerational 
equity.

•	NZ	positively	share	its	
intellectual and terrestrial 
resources, but under very 
pragmatic conditions.

•	NZ’s	distance	to	other	places	
is not compensated for by 
efficient and effective modes 
of transport. NZ is an early 
adopter in non-hydrocarbon 
technologies.

•	Food	technologies	that	
maximise its reconstituted 
value improve the efficiency 
of exports and differentiate 
products.

•	Modern	‘hydrogen	from	coal’	
technologies add to energy 
diversity and export potential. 

•	Biodiversity	improves	as	
historical pests are brought 
under urgent control.

•	Key	resources	are	brought	
under state control, not 
necessarily ownership, to 
regulate against rivalrous 
behaviours.

•	NZ	might	be	a	food	basket	
but may also face the dilemma 
of how to treat population 
inflows

•	What	becomes	scarce	–	food	
or space?

•	Numeracy revitalised.
•	Whole-of-life learning more 

widely accepted.
•	Wealth is reflected in 

well-being, exemplary 
resource habits, community 
contribution. Overt 
materialism indicates 
profligacy, selfishness and 
non-conformism. Things 
need to last longer as our 
earning capacity is focused on 
imported essentials such as 
energy, materials etc. 

•	A national perspective, more 
inclusive, less introspective 
behaviour.

•	In NZ, volunteerism 
increasingly important for 
those able to do so.

•	Work, contribution and 
recreation equally valued. 

•	Harmful practices such 
as privacy, technological 
exploitation, socially 
irresponsible practices 
– monopolistic powers, 
drugs, personal excesses that 
impinge on society – harmful 
non-conformism seen as very 
undesirable and necessarily 
remedial.

•	Harmful, but unintended, 
consequences arising from 
novelty trigger rapid and 
effective community-based 
remedies.

•	See themselves as NZ citizens 
domiciled in the Pacific.

•	A NZ culture develops that 
is a homogenous blend of 
today’s ethnic mixtures. Being 
a ‘modern Kiwi’ is more 
important than historical 
genealogies, although these 
are still greatly respected.
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Context 2 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Cooperation 
(Continued)

•	Willing partner, multilateral.
•	Active and engaged citizens 

of the world.
•	NZ is close Australia and the 

Pacific but not as a bloc.
•	Migration inflows.
•	China-US rivalry not a 

problem
•	Highly urbanised.

•	NZ might be a food basket 
but may also face the 
dilemma of how to treat 
population inflows

•	What becomes scarce – food 
or space?

Resource 
scarcity
(NZ could 
proceed slower 
than world 
trends)

•	NZ’s relatively under-
developed status has provided 
it with a better starting point 
for a well-being-oriented 
state. It is conscious that it 
can be economically exploited 
by global powers, but within 
PACRIM it safely negotiates 
itself into a position of being 
a wholly reasonable and 
contributing partner for its 
survival.

•	Societal recognition that 
resource parsimony is an 
intergenerational obligation.

•	You cannot pursue a 
materialistic lifestyle 
anymore; social and 
environmental responsibility 
is everyone’s business.

•	Regulations governing supply 
of essentials – controls 
affecting energy, basic foods, 
housing, health and transport 
– the objective is ‘fairness’.

•	Sharing out resources.
•	Primary production becomes 

even more efficient.
•	Technology becomes efficient 

at using resources at true 
costs.

•	An equitable distribution 
despite trade-offs between 
basic needs and needs beyond 
the basic.

•	Used wisely, international 
cooperation on substitute 
technologies/processes/end-
uses so that everyone might 
benefit.

•	Steady and measured 
introduction of equitable 
taxation on use of threatened 
resources to stimulate 
alternatives. 

•	Oil imports become very 
expensive as do steel, 
appliances, vehicles, plastics, 
medical supplies and 
pharmaceuticals. Import 
substitution improves and 
recycling is mandatory. Costs 
rise, but employment also 
rises to meet local needs.

•	Personal contribution to 
efficient use of resources is 
expected as part of a national 
‘equity’ contract.

•	Imperative that personal 
compromises are needed 
with respect to time, money, 
resource use. 

•	Recognition that scarcity 
creates an intergenerational 
obligation.

•	Education programmes stress 
resource parsimony.

•	No free lunch, contribution 
expected from those needing 
a helping hand!

•	Market efficiency is 
important – inefficient 
practices are encouraged to 
improve. A more constructive 
and improvement-oriented 
complaint system than 
currently the case.
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Tourism in New Zealand situations: using a trilemma framework of ‘society’, ‘resources’ and 
‘individuals’ for possible rules and properties. This Context envisages tourism in New Zealand 
to be different, tempered with a sobriety that prosperity has changed from being the pursuit 
monetary wealth to that of well-being. 

Context 2 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Cooperation •	Tourism is seen as an 

important element in 
ensuring our contribution 
to PACRIM from which we 
obtain most of our external 
resources.

•	Genuineness and well-being 
is a cultural objective.

•	Public willingness to invest 
in PACRIM understanding 
via curricula in schools, 
particularly language or 
language technologies. 

•	Transport systems become 
over 50% more efficient and 
effective through positive 
access to technologies.

•	Recreation is seen as an 
essential component of 
well-being. Simpler forms 
of recreation encouraged 
such as cycling, hiking, 
nature-watching, fishing, 
self-propelled water sports, 
photography etc.

•	Wasteful practices are 
unacceptable and monitored. 
Visitor services are specifically 
regulated to be efficient in 
accommodation, transport, 
and food and beverage.

•	Visa-based travel is obviated 
by intergovernmental 
cooperation. Personal travel 
is based on one’s global 
biometric passport status: 
Open = all countries; 
restricted or none may limit 
departures from country of 
residence due to historical 
health or behavioural issues. 

•	Holiday resort for the media 
world.

•	Resource husbandry now 
seen as a national competency 
as to do otherwise evinces 
uncooperative behaviours.

•	Still predominantly a two 
seasons tourism industry 
with increasing diversity 
into hybrid offerings of high 
quality low energy to balance 
capacity, people and cash-
flows. 

•	Licensing and enforcement 
of visitor risk factors – energy 
efficiency, health insurance, 
ability to fund the return trip. 
All of these verified before 
departure.

•	More licensed individual 
operators.

•	More evidence of well-run 
franchised or similar types of 
services providers for domestic 
and international visitors.

•	Capacity issues addressed 
by improved home-stay, 
b&b and hostel-like 
accommodation during the 
peak.

•	Less precious about other 
resource use.

•	Tourism corridors narrow.
•	Equity for tourism.
•	Multi-use of resources forest 

sinks and tourism, farming 
and tourism.

•	See tourism as a reciprocal act 
– ‘I welcome them here, they 
welcome me there’.

•	Respect for respectful 
practices, intolerance for 
disrespectful.

•	Embrace a more balanced 
lifestyle that includes 
recreation, better health and 
more effective travel at home 
and to PACRIM, particularly 
Australia, near islands, US 
and Asia.

•	Proudly see NZ as a much 
smaller but nice place to 
travel around, see beyond 
Australia as a rare luxury and 
proud to be a contributing 
citizen of Oceania to 
PACRIM.

•	Visitors see NZ as a 
microcosm of recreational 
and social opportunity – 
‘excellence can also be small’. 

•	Less likelihood of work in 
NZ for visitors.

•	Visitors respect NZ. Happy 
to pay resource taxes and pay 
their way.

•	Home-stay hosting, b&b, 
more favourable. 

•	Group travel increases via 
kindred groups expand such 
as Rotary, Elderhostel, service 
clubs and professional clubs.

•	Visitors stay much longer 
to justify the costs of 
intercontinental travel, for 
example, 30 days.

•	Students welcomed. Fees are 
high, but competitive.

•	Tourism is a less hedonistic 
experience.
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Context 2 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Cooperation 
(Continued)

•	Fitting in with other resource 
use.

•	We do not leave anything on 
the ground.

•	Use of resources for tourism 
becomes scarce.

•	More intensive tourism.
•	Tourism taxes-pay the full 

cost.
•	Ecotourism for the few.
•	Tourism as social glue 

between countries – becomes 
less exclusive.

Resource 
scarcity

•	Responsible resource 
behaviours are an 
intergenerational obligation.

•	Visitors do not import 
wasteful habits of the old 
days.

•	A permitted visitor improves 
the net worth of NZ’s well-
being in terms of resources 
and does likewise abroad.

•	Perhaps a cooperative quota 
exchange for PACRIM 
countries. For example, 
countries mutually cover 
certain risks such as health, 
fuel imbalances, certain 
resource taxes etc for ‘X’ 
visitor exchanges per year; 
excess numbers must pay 
for all of these risks by 
purchasing a visa thereby 
increasing costs. 

•	Focus on near tourism.

•	All resources used wisely – 
international cooperation 
on substitute technologies, 
processes and end-uses so that 
everyone might benefit.

•	People generally arrive by 
air, can afford to stay at least 
30 days and travel efficiently 
during the months of 
November to May – a seven 
month season.

•	Vastly more efficient aircraft 
flying PACRIM thick-routes.

•	Sea transport also seen as 
novel and educational. 

•	Substitute fuels for internal 
and international travel – 
likely bio-based.

•	Very high proportion of 
recycling in tourism.

•	Personal contribution to 
efficient use of resources 
is part of a global ‘equity’ 
contract.

•	Habitual recognition that 
compromises may need to be 
made with respect to time, 
money, resource use. 

•	No free lunch. You have to 
contribute somehow. 

•	Market efficiency is important 
– inefficient practices are 
forced to improve. Possibly a 
more improvement-oriented 
system than currently the 
case.

•	Activities are intrinsically 
energy minimal and well-
being-oriented.
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Chapter 6 
Context 3: A world of resource scarcity and rivalry

Pathways to this Context

Planning for a gloomier future is not something we look forward to! Consideration of optimistic 
futures is much more appealing where the pursuit of success is likely to be easier or at least 
appears more certain. However scenarios are not meant to be forecasts, but opportunities to 
explore what might influence current policies and plans if gloomier situations arise. Welcome 
to Context 3.

Context 3 considers ‘what if ’ the world became much more fractious and resources that seem 
sufficient for the present begin to decline seriously enough to challenge things currently taken 
for granted. What impact would this have on current operations or plans? Which of these 
changes in Context should be taken seriously enough to meld into current plans, and influence 
our modes of operation, so that if they ever materialised there was sufficient preparation to 
cope?

Chapter 3 describes the priorities for this Context as first, the individual, followed by the nation 
state and then the world. Individual behaviours are predominantly introspective or egocentric 
and often detached from national governance. Nation states exhibit internal polarisation and 
the external world appears exploitative. The nature of these priorities was also expressed as 
tendencies, or dispositions, towards a Darwinian struggle for survival at individual levels, 
tribalism within nation states and fractious exploitation by the world at large. 

The pathways from today and the broad priorities and tendencies that shape this scenario’s 
possibilities are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Planning for Context 3
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Although the bleak set of behavioural tendencies in this scenario might appear to offer little 
to inspire the future of tourism in New Zealand, some reflection will demonstrate a linear 
future to be no certain bet and that there are many instances of these tendencies, quite evident 
in 2012, that offer learning opportunities. Context 3 behaviours are evident in the following 
examples:

Tribalism: many African states would appear to exhibit some of the tendencies shown 
in Figure 1. There are numerous examples of African states where tribalism and a real 
scarcity of local resources have left citizens with little option but to look to their day-to-
day survival. The behaviours of Context 3 are further supported in situations where some 
of these states appear to distribute few local resources as their environmental wealth is 
exported, often fractiously, to benefit the 1st world. 

Revolution: since 2010 the ‘Arab Spring’ has displaced long-standing leaders in Egypt, 
Libya, Tunisia and Yemen and now threatens Syria’s ruler. Syrians are experiencing a conflict 
that is exacerbated by sectarian differences and where individual behaviours are currently 
grounded in the desperation of survival. All of Syria’s immediate neighbours lie within a 
highly fractious zone that has shown little capacity for improvement over the past 50 years. 

There are also examples of weaker Context 3 signals that arise when earnest behaviours in 
other Contexts start to fail. The aftermath of the GFC has already seen some Context 1-like 
behaviours develop to protect world financial systems, but there are also signals that remedies 
demanded to assure global harmony might tip behaviours towards individual and state 
intransigence:

Pessimism: for example, Spain and Greece have not enjoyed low levels of employment 
for some time, capital is now severely constrained, accustomed social services and welfare 
now appear unaffordable. The solutions proposed require the adoption of Context-2-like 
behaviours and include patience and long-term austerity. What if these prove unbearable? 
Neither of these countries are strangers to civil conflict.

Poverty: the resource-base of many of New Zealand’s Pacific neighbours has been 
increasingly undermined as global rivalries have shifted production elsewhere for 
commodities such as sugar and fibre. Moreover, the combination of significant levels 
of poverty and tribalism can complicate historical relationships, as new sources of aid 
carry potentially new sources of obligation or patronage. Historical relationships between 
Oceania and New Zealand and Australian policy-makers, for example, foreign aid policies, 
and enterprises – reduced trade, have been affected by these tendencies.

A more topical example of this Context might arise from behaviours ‘behind the curtain’ in 
the development of the Trans-Pacific Partnership:

Sovereignty: through PHARMAC,6 the New Zealand Government has an effective 
mechanism for pharmaceutical supply and distribution in an increasingly competitive and 

6  PHARMAC, the Pharmaceutical Management Agency, is a Crown entity established by the New Zealand Public 
Health and Disability Act 2000 and directly accountable to New Zealand’s Minister of Health.
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resource-constrained world. However, a bloc of foreign pharmaceutical manufacturers 
claim disadvantages, such as restraint of trade, arise from PHARMAC’s policies and 
advocate remedies that could make the Government liable for their economic losses. 

A further instance of Context-3’s rivalrous behaviour in difficult times is the UK Government’s 
Air Passenger Duty imposing distance-related charges on their outbound travellers:

Selective taxation: this impost (as at 2012, £13 per person for short trips and about £92 
per person for long trips) is expected to have a minor impact on tourist behaviours within 
the EU, but its influence on the choice of southern hemisphere destinations is expected 
to be much greater.

These examples illustrate the existence of rivalrous and resource constrained behaviours in 
today’s world and there is little to suggest their unlikelihood in the future. The next step is to 
consider what might happen to the New Zealand tourism industry if behaviours were shaped 
by this Context.

What might we expect in Context 3?

A Monte Carlo simulation analysis of Context 3 behaviours envisaged the continuance of 
inbound tourism but at attenuated levels, particularly so post-2026. Although Context 3 
could include the possibility of pervasive warfare or a descent into global or national anarchy, 
these were not considered because such situations would likely result in the virtual cessation 
of international and domestic tourism. Planning for such possibilities is more appropriately 
conducted from the outputs of an ‘extreme worlds’ scenario approach7 as none of Tourism2050’s 
contributors countenanced such extremes.

Summaries of the Monte Carlo simulations are shown in Figures 2 and 3. A detailed tourism 
satellite account reflecting the most likely situation for pre-and post-2026 is shown in Figure 
4. Some of the behaviours that might arise and characterise Context 3 situations are shown 
below:

Spiralling behaviours: in this Context, the world could experience friction in respect 
of international trade and money flows. Inter-bloc rivalry could further develop if 
essential resources such as oil and minerals declined, either in terms of abundance, for 
example, peak oil, or accessibility, for instance, regional conflicts within key resource-
producing areas. The effects of these behaviours would be quickly felt within nation 
states where priorities would likely turn to the preservation of essentials such as food, 
energy, communications and transportation. We might expect to experience significant 
regulation within these sectors with the objective of ensuring that individual behaviours 
were sufficiently constrained to maintain order. Indeed, we might expect considerable 
emphasis on the maintenance of order; evidently harmful practices arising from social 
under-classes or egregious behaviours being likely to attract harsh responses in an effort 
to curtail individual lawlessness. 

7  See Chapter 2.
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Counter-investment: if this Context gained momentum, we could expect to see nation 
states pursuing greater diversity of resources for export and internal use. To begin with, 
this could trigger increased research and development or re-prioritisation in an attempt 
to reduce dependence on imported resources. Examples of this could be resurgence of 
investment into coal mining, biomass, geothermal and hydropower generation, vigorous 
recycling or reprioritisation of land use. The technologies needed to realise these initiatives 
could initially come from friendlier states that might be interested in mutual exchanges 
of resources rather than money. Where this approach became impossible, as occurred 
in post-revolutionary Cuba, we could expect to see dependence on highly maintained 
older technologies. A more extreme Context 3 outcome could also see efforts directed 
internally to maintain historical social structures. Particular emphasis on food production, 
infrastructure maintenance and a preferment for less automation might help to redress 
tensions between national governance and individual aspirations. 

Individual challenges: Context 3’s individuals would likely see their wealth eroded 
by rapidly increasing prices, fewer opportunities for either work or advancement and 
increasingly stricter criteria governing access to a comparatively reduced set of social 
welfare mechanisms. Recreation would likely become much simpler and localised as 
a result of rising costs and resource shortages. We might also expect to see increasing 
volunteerism at less severe levels of behavioural change within this Context. But as the 
severity of the Context increased, individuals could be expected to depend on themselves, 
their immediate families or neighbourhood communities for safety and support. Although 
we could expect the importance of money to continue, the ability to deliver tangible 
value, perhaps in the form of access to useful resources or skills, might assume even 
greater importance. 

Figure 3. Monte Carlo simulation 2026-2040+Figure 2. Monte Carlo simulation 2007-2025
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New Zealand’s relative geographical isolation from historical sources of conflict has had many 
advantages, and tourism has benefited from them, but in the future envisaged by Context 3 
post-2026 isolation could conceivably be disadvantageous.

A shielded New Zealand: tourism seldom thrives amidst conflict, but there is historical 
evidence, such as post-September 11, 2001 that shows visitors to be amenable to 
destinations they consider to be comparatively safe and tranquil provided they can 
be accessed without much risk. Contributors to Tourism2050’s workshops concluded 
that New Zealand’s situation in Context 3, particularly in the pre-2026 period, could 
conceivably lag the rest of the world because of its relative neutrality and distance from 
the most likely sources of global rivalry. 

International opportunism: it is conceivable that under deteriorating Context 3 behaviours, 
particularly so if pre-2026 conditions continued unabated, sufficient desperation might 
result in increased threats to New Zealand’s borders. For example, increased refugees, 
persistent poaching of marine resources, or new risks from resource hegemony within 
our current exclusive economic zone, including the possibility of occupation of remote 
islands. New Zealand’s ability to defend its 200 nautical mile exclusive economic zone 
could, one day, be challenged by resolute incursions from nations possessing superior 
naval capabilities. Reliance on current dispute resolution mechanisms, international 
treaties or the historical affinity with neighbouring Australia could prove insufficient in a 
world where food and minerals became constrained. 

The Monte Carlo simulation analysis for this Context reported significantly greater outputs 
from New Zealand’s primary sectors, manufacturing, utilities and construction compared with 
2007. This contrasted with tourism’s relative decline in contribution to GDP with a greater 
proportion of it arising from the non-characteristic industries. In summary, the simulation 
analysis reported tourism to be a more modest contributor to a modest economy experiencing 
the effects of global resource shortage and rivalry.

But if New Zealand did manage to insulate itself from acute Context 3 behaviours, we could 
expect to see domestic day-tourism either slightly improve or remain similar to what it is today. 
Domestic overnight-tourism would be expected to decline slightly at first then significantly 
post-2026. The analysis of international inflows behaved in similar vein.

International visitors: could be expected to experience heightened border security, 
increased prices, brought about through scarcity and taxation, inflexible itineraries 
and higher social contrasts than evident today. For example, New Zealand’s traditional 
‘manaakitanga’ might not be evident everywhere if visitors were regarded as enjoying 
benefits unavailable to local communities or their behaviours perceived to be profligate.

Moreover, the current perception that tourism is a successful export with broad distributive 
benefits could easily be challenged under Context 3 behaviours if itineraries and visitor activities 
narrowed. In Figure 4, the simulation analysis shows that international visitor length of stay 
would decline from over 20 days in 2007 to about 17 days by 2026 and seven days by 2040. 
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The analysis also reported post-2026 international visitor numbers to range between 640,000 
and 1,740,000, which is an average decline of 54% compared with 2007. The simulation also 
suggested that international arrivals from Australia and Asia would decline but less severely so 
than those from America and Europe. These possibilities further suggest that the structure of 
tourism operations would need to change.

Business structure: if the volume, value and duration of international and domestic visitor 
activities declined significantly we would also expect the scope of tourism operations to be 
quite different from what they are today. If the perception remained that New Zealand was 
an oasis of tranquillity within a troubled world, short duration visits might only focus on 
a narrow range of options, such as spectacular landscapes like the Te Anau-Queenstown 
area, combinations of recreational/health-oriented tourism like the Rotorua-Taupo area, 
or once-in-a-lifetime visits to friends and relations. In such a specialised and declining 
market, fewer career options would emerge and the number of organisations having the 
capacity to offer high value products would likely be reduced to a select few. 

This situation might be driven by the economies of scale needed to command the capital and 
operational resources that would still be associated with a relatively short season. Domestic 
tourism would likely be an extension of day-to-day retail activities with overnight stays 
primarily driven by essential business or family needs. The infrastructure needed to contend 
with these possibilities could conceivably be less than one-half of what it is today.

It is unlikely that technological reversals would be sufficiently profound over the scenario 
horizon of 2005-2050 to preclude global communications and knowledge of situations 
elsewhere in the world, even though acquiring and distributing new innovations could prove 
difficult. Technology behaviours might be a variation on Lord Rutherford’s comment: “We 
didn’t have the money, so we had to think.”

As with other Contexts, we could expect phenomena such as baby boomer ageing, natural 
disasters and some technological innovations to be inevitable and characterised more by 
prevailing self-interested behaviours than anything else. How might these behaviours affect 
the response to a natural disaster such as a major earthquake?

If a natural disaster, such as an earthquake, occurred within Context 3 prevailing behaviours 
could preclude meaningful assistance from global sources. Support that could arise might 
include basic assistance from nearby Australia, limited support from insurers – global 
insurance could be problematic and local, self-insurance, a more likely option – or a highly 
protracted support programme from central government. Emphasis on re-use, for instance 
salvage, improvisation such as low cost shelters for accommodation, and local efforts for the 
supply of labour and equipment, would likely exacerbate this protraction. We might expect 
that outside assistance would centre on the provision of the basics; food, materials for shelter, 
energy – via coal – and tools and equipment for reconstruction efforts. Reconstruction 
would likely be extremely utilitarian with little capacity for expenditure on public amenities. 
The affected residents and local governance within an earthquake zone would likely require 
earnest transformation into Context 2 behaviours to avoid unrest or anarchy. 
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Figure 4. Monte Carlo simulation of Context 3 (all percentages relate to 2007)
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Some planning issues for tourism in New Zealand

Context 3 emphasises the resiliencies needed to survive in a world where independent 
operation is essential to secure necessary resources. The Context also raises questions that are 
often set aside or avoided altogether such as ‘are we in the right business?’ or ‘how could we 
safely exit this business?’ This Context accentuates the capital and operational risks associated 
with the tourism industry, the stability of its customers, attitudes of employees, reliance on 
cohesive relationships for survival and the policy implications for New Zealand in a more 
fractious and resource constrained world. 

The present is arguably more resource abundant and cooperative than is envisaged by Context 
3, so what are the challenges that arise from considering its possibilities? 

Risk mitigation: arguably, there is already sufficient historical evidence to undermine 
any optimistic belief that our visitor streams will enjoy continuous growth in the future. 
Recent growth in visitor volume has not resulted in comparable economic growth. More 
European travellers have become averse to both cost and distance. Global enthusiasm for 
protocols that might mitigate greenhouse gases has waned as nation states prioritise their 
own straitened economies and tax travel. Rivalry for employment is increasing throughout 
the world and capital resources require much more careful justification than before the 
GFC. Tourism’s characteristic industries are both capital and labour intensive. How might 
these intensities be mitigated if the future environment became more hostile than it is 
today? Businesses that rely upon simultaneous success in multiple tourism sectors, such as 
combinations of accommodation, restaurants, cafes, bars, transportation and retail, might 
consider whether their risks multiply disproportionately in difficult times. Organisations 
might consider the sensitivity of their profitability to visitor behaviours, whether domestic 
or international, and consider how to survive if visitor activities reduced by more than 15 
per cent, 30 per cent or perhaps even more than 50 per cent.

Business transition: the proprietors of a small or medium business usually expect to receive 
considerable value from their efforts upon sale. Compared with the other Contexts, 
business transitions in situations characterised by Context 3 are likely to be extremely 
difficult. This Context specifically envisages the possibility of unsustainable operating 
conditions confronting a significant proportion of tourism businesses in the future. There 
is little residual value if a business declines to the point of unsustainable operating cash-
flows and becomes a target for asset stripping. What are the early warning signs of such 
a situation within the tourism sector? How should a tourism business react in such a 
situation? Whilst these considerations might seem harsh they lie at the extreme range of 
a very important consideration – what are the proprietor’s plans for exiting their current 
business, either to retire or to re-invest elsewhere? 

Policy transition: in similar vein, policies that assume sustained goodwill and reciprocity 
with other nations are challenged by Context 3. What if indifference or introspection 
threatened to isolate New Zealand from its markets? What if the global institutions this 
country once relied upon for justice and security became ineffective? How independent 
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might New Zealand need to be at community levels so that social cohesion is maintained? 
For example, what resources, such as food, shelter, communications, transport and energy, 
might we revisit and be able to deploy to maintain acceptable levels of social cohesion in 
the event of political crises within our trading or security blocs? The same considerations 
might also apply in the case of human pandemics, the introduction of agricultural diseases 
or significant natural disasters in any of the country’s top five cities. 

Once again, the examples described above might not need scenario analysis to prompt their 
consideration, but this approach has the benefit of encompassing and identifying prevailing 
behaviours and consequences that would make planning responses much more durable. 

Applying Context 3
This chapter has considered a set of behaviours arising from a world that reverts to tension and 
rivalry that is spurred-on by evident resource depletion. This Context might be regarded as 
portraying an unnecessarily pessimistic or bleak future for tourism in New Zealand, but that is 
not its real purpose. Organisations should always consider what might happen ‘if ’ behaviours 
they depend upon deteriorate profoundly, as well they might, on any trajectory that takes 
more than a few years to unfold. 
All Tourism2050 Contexts start from today and are not expected to differ significantly until 
after 2025. However, each Context raises quite different strategic issues as their timeframes 
unfold. ‘Betting’ the future of an organisation on the assumption that unfavourable situations 
will never occur defies the evidence of history. Optimistic planning should always be tempered 
with the expectation that resilience improves if the most pertinent factors arising from less 
favourable situations are also examined and included.
The following process applies this approach and identifies the pertinent strategic planning 
factors applying to an organisation that might arise from Context 3.

Applying Context 3 to a strategic plan 
Rivalry and resource depletion

Step Action Outcome

1 Consider social and commercial situations where there 
is high dependence on rivalrous relationships that are 
characterised by scarce resources. For example, customers, 
staff, key suppliers, shareholders and the local community.

A list of concisely stated 
dependencies necessary for future 
success. 

2 Consider any high risk, low likelihood phenomena that 
might influence you situation. For example, pandemics, 
earthquakes, floods, land subsidence, intrusions, weather.

A list of conceivable risks 
that can also be linked to the 
discontinuance of necessary 
operations.

3 Rank the outcomes of Steps 1 and 2 in terms of potential 
impact. Prioritise day-to-day dependencies ahead of the 
others. 

A list of priorities that can be 
traced to specific dependencies 
that determine the future of your 
situation. 
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Step Action Outcome

4 Consider the first ranking priority in Step 3. Ask the 
question: ‘what if ’ greater levels of dependent rivalry or 
self-interest emerged in the future? Where might these 
behaviours arise and how might they appear? How would 
these behaviours affect situations in the future?

Use the tables in the chapter 
appendix to trigger ideas about 
how more aggressive behaviours 
might affect your situation. List 
these ideas and their effects. 

5 Re-consider the first ranked priority in Step 3. Ask the 
question: ‘what if ’ dependent resources became much scarcer 
in the future? What resources? How would their scarcity 
affect situations in the future?

Use the tables in the chapter 
appendix to trigger ideas about 
how the behaviours associated 
with resource scarcity might affect 
your situation. List these ideas 
and their effects.

6 Combine the outcomes of Steps 4 and 5 by reducing 
duplications or commonality. Settle on a list of two or three 
different effects. 

A manageable list of the ideas and 
their effects that best capture the 
essence of Steps 4 and 5.

7 Consider each of the ideas and their effects in Step 6. 
Propose feasible remedial actions that would address them in 
the very near future. Ensure that the remedial actions remain 
consistent with the Context’s theme of rivalry and resource 
scarcity. 

Actions that are feasible and 
consistent with the Context 
are now defensible and the best 
of them can be added to the 
strategic plan – the best way of 
achieving future success.

8 Repeat Steps 4 to 7 with the subsequent priorities, ensuring 
that duplications or commonalities from earlier steps are 
removed. This will very quickly converge to a small number 
of highly relevant actions. 

A justified list of the most 
important actions for the present 
strategic plan that were triggered 
by considering ‘what if ’ Context 
1 shaped the future.

In summary, the value of a gloomier set of possibilities, such as Context 3, to scenario 
analysis lies in its attention to strategic considerations that might otherwise be ignored. If 
present behaviours are not exposed to the challenges of potential adversity, the likelihood of 
an effective response ‘if ’ the future behaved that way is reduced. Gloomy possibilities further 
amplify the complementary role of scenario planning; the selection of justified actions for 
implementation in the near future that might cope with these possibilities. Identifying 
these actions is important, but not until they have been successfully implemented, is it 
realistic for organisations to assume that a strategic plan could simply be resurrected and 
implemented if one of its considerations subsequently arose.

Appendix: Behavioural Tables for Context 3

These tables were compiled by Tourism2050 in 2011 with the assistance of tourism industry 
workshops.

Global situations: using a trilemma framework of ‘society’, ‘resources’ and ‘individuals’ for 
possible rules and properties. In this Context, world order deteriorates and the efforts needed 
to maintain earlier standards of living become increasingly aggressive. This Context falls short 
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Context 3 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivalry •	Failing attempts to secure 

international consensus on 
the rules and ethical practices 
of trade, money-flows.

•	Increased inter-bloc rivalry.
•	3rd world issues become 

inseparable from opportunity, 
that is, exploitative or 
developmental projects are 
one-sided.

•	Territorial disputes handled 
more stridently – less 
trust residing in historical 
international bodies such 
as UN and its agencies, 
International Court of 
Justice, WTO etc.

•	International standardisation 
(ISO) wanes as national 
interests predominate trading 
relationships. Key resources 
have more value than money!

•	Heightening of intra-country 
protectionism, that is, 
primary sector protections 
increase in US, Europe, 
South America and Asia.

•	Narrow bilateral agreements 
– more exclusivity – on key 
resources and opportunities. 

•	Modern democratic practices 
begin to polarise. Consensus 
politics seen as ineffective. 
‘Strong’ government with 
‘strong’ policies becomes 
the catch-cry of the wealthy, 
whereas ‘equitable re-
distribution’ becomes the 
catch-cry of those – majority 
– on lower quartile incomes.

•	‘Tribalism’ trends in 
developing countries.

•	Reduced religious tolerance. 
•	Emphasis on punitive rather 

than corrective recourses to 
societal conflicts.

•	Resource decline matched 
by international rivalry on 
replacement R&D. Successful 
R&D shared with those able 
to contribute meaningfully.

•	Lesser priority on the need 
to address global externalities 
arising from declining or 
static standards of living 
everywhere in the 3rd world.

•	1st world prosperity may 
grow. 

•	Bleaker prospects for non-1st 
world nations unless they 
barter their resources.

•	Narrower resource-base 
for provision of essential 
energy, for example, heat, 
light, movement/production 
and communications. For 
instance, geothermal, solar, 
tidal, wind and hydro systems 
supplies become less effective 
than expected in coping with 
rising expectations.

•	Food production seen as 
a national interest issue to 
sustain people locally.

•	Efficiency is deemed an 
idealistic notion rather than 
a moral/ethical production 
factor, especially if it is 
avoidable in the pursuit of 
short-term solutions.

•	Intergenerational equity seen 
as an ideal. A ‘Darwinian’ 
perspective assumes greater 
currency.

•	Enhanced likelihood of 
resource-driven global 
conflict. If such conflict 
occurred it could trigger 
rapid post-conflict shift to a 
more cooperative context or a 
feudal extension of the present 
context, depending on who 
prevailed!

•	Little cognisance of equitable 
obligations to others 
everywhere.

•	Self-advancement evinced by 
access to wealth. 

•	Subliminal belief that a lack 
of wealth reflects inadequacy, 
possibly deserved!

•	Inability to contribute to 
one’s personal welfare attracts 
little sympathy.

•	Stricter criteria advocated for 
access to societal assistance by 
those ‘falling by the wayside’.

•	User-pays vs equity-pays 
debates.

•	Wealth creation reflects a 
priority towards individual 
rather than societal needs 
– ‘What’s good for the 
individual is good for society’.

•	A less global perspective; 
more locally focused and 
more introspective behaviours 
evident.

•	Volunteerism increasingly 
unimportant. Charity begins 
at home.

•	Work valued over recreation. 
Recreation requires wealth. 

•	Harmful practices such 
as privacy, technological 
exploitation, socially 
irresponsible practices – 
drugs, personal excesses 
that impinge on society, 
harmful non-conformism 
– increasingly seen as 
reflective of a non-gainfully-
participative underclass. 
Undesirable behaviours 
are increasingly dealt with 
harshly.
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Context 3 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivarly 
(Continued) 

•	Increasing fiscal drag 
on societal support of 
the sick, aged, infirm 
or circumstantially 
disadvantaged. 

•	A societal undermining 
of global institutions – 
governance – in favour of 
more narrowly self-interested 
state or regional institutions. 
No consensus on the global 
commons such as marine 
resources, climate, oil and 
water.

•	Direct and indirect exertion 
of power-economic, political 
and military.

•	The increasing trend of 
globalisation of democratic 
systems.

•	Global GDP will slow as 
standards of living decline 
and the distribution of 
growth will also change 
because currently developed 
economies will experience 
slower growth and their 
wealth distribution will 
change.

•	New alliances will form based 
on naked self-interest.

•	Borders – physical or 
economic – tighten. 

•	Fewer	societal	health	resources	
increase likelihood of 
epidemics.

•	‘Beggar	thy	neighbour’	at	state	
level.

•	Scarce	hydrocarbons,	water	
and food.

•	Redefinition	of	ethical	and	
moral behaviour with self-
centredness dominating.

•	Economic	and	environmental	
standards decline.

•	Shifting educational 
priorities-more functional 
skills, survival, protection

•	Engineering, bio-sciences, 
genetics are aimed at 
increasing productivity

•	Choice diminishes.

Resource 
scarcity

•	Societal recognition that 
relative abundance is over 
and apprehension that best 
interests are served by self-
interest as trust is increasingly 
harder to secure.

•	You can have anything you 
desire, provided you have 
enough money.

•	A ‘who you know’ society 
provides resources to the few 
rather than the many.

•	Have not been used wisely, 
international cooperation 
has failed in the medium 
term, technologies/processes/
end-uses seen as strategic 
advantages to those who 
control them.

•	Global disharmony on 
resource shortages and 
remedial measures that 
might ensure a progressive 
future; early hedging and 
game-playing on current vs 
future resource needs further 
compounds global mistrust.

•	Personal contribution to 
efficient use of resources 
is subordinate to personal 
satisfaction and continuance 
as before. Little acceptance of 
an individual’s responsibility 
to contribute towards a global 
‘equity’ contract.

•	Increasing recognition that 
compromises may need to be 
made with respect to time, 
money, resource use. 

•	Increasing belief that the 
future is less pressing then the 
present – short-termism.
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Context 3 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Resource 
scarcity 
(Continued) 

•	Societal pressure to extend 
simpler lifestyles to citizenry 
accompanied by increased 
pressures to exploit untapped 
potential in previously 
undeveloped places, even 
in 1st world countries with 
lower population densities.

•	The belief that we can ‘buy 
time’ by exploiting known 
but untapped resources at 
increasingly higher costs per 
unit of extraction.

•	Climate change appears real 
and its ‘evidence’ may trigger 
a global cooperative context 
to appear within five years.

•	Technologies	may	become	
rather static as state-of-the 
art suffices in terms of price 
and performance. Certain 
dependencies on, for example, 
rare earths, ensure that costly 
recycling extends the half-life 
of consumer technologies 
but likely leaving military 
technologies as before.

•	Intellectual	property	
rights become hard to 
secure. Espionage and 
misappropriation increases.

•	No free lunch!
•	Market efficiency is an ideal; 

inefficient practices may 
actually improve personal 
prospects through higher 
participation rates but less 
well-paid employment. 

•	Possibly a less constructive 
complaint system than before.

•	Increasing satisfaction with 
‘current’ technologies as the 
utility of novelty for its own 
sake declines.

of a decline to a state of global warfare, but local conflicts multiply and individuals and nation 
states behave introspectively in pursuit of resources.

New Zealand situations – using a trilemma framework of ‘society’, ‘resources’ and ‘individuals’ 
for possible rules and properties. This Context envisages New Zealand to be somewhat neutral 
and more sheltered from world trends, as a result of its ‘advantage’ of already having a relatively 
simpler lifestyle and starting from a position of one of the lowest – lower quartile – OECD 
performers but one of the highest ‘quality of life’ performers. This neutrality might insulate New 
Zealand from harsher behaviours in the short-term, but in the longer term, continued Context 
3 behaviours could remove the advantage of isolation and threaten aspects of our sovereignty. 

Context 3 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivalry  
(NZ generally 
lags the rest of 
the world)

•	Failing attempts to secure 
international consensus on 
the rules and ethical practices 
of trade, money-flows 
makes some NZ resources 
potentially more valuable.

•	Increased inter-bloc rivalry 
challenges NZ’s harmonious 
alignments to choose between 
near vs far trading partners.

•	3rd world issues, particularly 
in Oceania, become harder to 
engage in and may provoke 
some discontent amongst 
NZ’s Pacifika citizens.

•	Resource decline matched 
by international rivalry on 
replacement R&D. Successful 
R&D harder to protect.

•	Lesser priority on the need 
to address global externalities 
arising from declining or 
static standards of living 
everywhere in the 3rd world. 
NZ Aid reduces to historical 
lows to maintain living 
standards here.

•	NZ’s relative prosperity may 
actually increase because of its 
starting point.

•	Bleaker prospects for 
businesses dependent on 
particularly scarce resources.

•	Little cognisance of equitable 
obligations to others outside 
of Australia and dependent 
Oceania states.

•	Self-advancement increasingly 
evinced by access to wealth. 
Envy becomes a motivator 
for many.

•	Subliminal belief that a lack 
of wealth reflects inadequacy, 
possibly deserved!

•	Inability to contribute to 
one’s personal welfare attracts 
declining sympathy. NZ 
people begin to support each 
other to retain traditional 
national values of tolerance.
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Context 3 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivarly 
(Continued) 

•	Territorial disputes handled 
more aggressively; the 
dilemma about policing and 
protecting NZ’s economic 
resources, particularly 
maritime resources.

•	International standardisation 
(ISO) wanes as business costs 
rise.

•	Dilemmas arise as natural 
resources have more value 
than simply money!

•	Heightening of intra-country 
protectionism, that is, 
primary sector protections 
increase in US, Europe, 
South America and Asia 
harming primary sector 
prosperity.

•	Narrow bilateral agreements 
– more exclusivity – on key 
resources and opportunities 
challenge NZ’s effective and 
cost-saving practices such as 
PHARMAC. 

•	Intellectual property rights 
harder to enforce in small 
countries. 

•	Modern democratic practices 
begin to polarise. Consensus 
politics increasingly seen 
as ineffective. ‘Strong’ 
government with ‘strong’ 
policies becomes the catch-
cry of the wealthy, whereas 
‘equitable re-distribution’ 
becomes the catch-cry of 
those – majority – on lower 
quartile incomes.

•	‘Tribalism’ trends start to 
appear. Unionism resurgence.

•	Emphasis on punitive rather 
than corrective recourses to 
societal conflicts.

•	Increasing fiscal drag 
on societal support of 
the sick, aged, infirm 
or circumstantially 
disadvantaged. 

•	Geothermal,	solar,	tidal,	
wind and hydro systems 
supplies could be counter-
cyclical in NZ and become 
more effective than expected 
in coping with rising 
expectations. Importation of 
energy-dependent processing 
might occur (cf. Tiwai 
Aluminium Smelter).

•	Food	production	seen	as	
a national interest issue to 
sustain people locally and 
in the Australia-NZ zone of 
interest.

•	Efficiency	dilemmas	–some	
sectors find it harder to 
improve as their export 
markets shrink. Moral/ethical 
production factors are keenly 
appreciated in egalitarian NZ.

•	Intergenerational	equity	still	
seen as an ideal. Rejection 
of ‘Darwinian’ perspectives 
begins to appear, triggered by 
left-of-centre leaning parties.

•	Although	distant,	NZ	tries	its	
best to mediate on resource-
driven global conflicts. NZ 
remains a staunch believer 
in the UN but despairs at its 
effectiveness. Public pressure 
not to engage in any resource-
based conflicts outside of 
Australia/NZ spheres of 
interest.

•	New	Zealanders	are	protein	
producers on poor terms of 
trade.

•	Our	unique	selling	point	
would be food, water, 
minerals.

•	Trade-offs	arising	from	this	
would be pricked pressure on 
our conservation estate and 
sustainability vs production 
efficiency.

•	Stricter criteria advocated for 
access to societal assistance by 
those ‘falling by the wayside’ 
as money is scarce.

•	User-pays vs equity-pays 
debate. Taxes rise to help 
maintain NZ’s historical 
egalitarianism, but under 
protest. 10% pay over 50% of 
income tax!

•	A less global perspective – 
more locally focused and 
more introspective behaviours 
evident.

•	Overseas volunteerism 
increasingly unimportant. 
Charity begins at home.

•	Work valued over recreation. 
Recreation requires wealth. 

•	Harmful practices such 
as privacy, technological 
exploitation, socially 
irresponsible practices – 
drugs, personal excesses 
that impinge on society, 
harmful non-conformism 
– increasingly seen as 
reflective of a non-gainfully-
participative underclass. 
Undesirable behaviours are 
dealt with more harshly.

•	Harmful, but unintended, 
consequences arising from 
novelty trigger demands for 
remedial action by those in 
higher income levels. Overall 
there is declining sympathy 
for those with lower socio-
economic status who do 
not strive to improve their 
prospects.
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Context 3 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivarly 
(Continued)

•	Relationships with Australia-
NZ have decreasing relevance 
to Australia’s economic 
interests. Questions: Would 
we continue to supply 
military support or would 
we join with Australia to get 
protection? Could Australia 
find a reason to overcome us 
in some way?

Resource 
scarcity  
(many elements 
lag, some keep 
pace with the 
rest of the 
world)

•	Societal recognition that 
relative abundance is over 
and apprehension that best 
interests are served by self-
interest as trust is increasingly 
harder to secure.

•	You can have anything you 
desire, provided you have 
enough money.

•	A ‘who you know’ society 
provides resources to the few 
rather than the many.

•	Societal pressure to extend 
simpler lifestyles to citizenry 
accompanied by increased 
pressures to exploit untapped 
potential in previously 
undeveloped places – even 
in 1st world countries with 
lower population densities.

•	The belief that we can ‘buy 
time’ by exploiting known 
but untapped resources at 
increasingly higher costs per 
unit of extraction.

•	Greater acceptance of the 
need to innovate locally. 
The distance phenomena is 
ingrained and needs little 
stimulus to get started in 
earnest. Despair that global 
resources have not been 
used wisely; a resurgence of 
Australia-NZ cooperation, on 
food/energy and political bloc 
approaches.

•	Technologies may become 
rather static as state-of-the 
art suffices in terms of price 
and performance. Certain 
dependencies on, for example, 
rare earths, ensure that costly 
recycling extends the half-life 
of consumer technologies 
but likely leaving military 
technologies as before.

•	Hydrogen-from-coal 
technologies might offer a 
competitive advantage.

•	NZ is less impacted by 
climate changes physically, 
but is not immune from 
global socio-economic 

•	Personal contribution to 
efficient use of resources still 
the NZ way. NZ’s well-off 
maintain basic acceptance 
of their responsibility to 
contribute towards a national 
‘equity’ contract.

•	Increasing recognition that 
compromises may need to be 
made with respect to time, 
money, resource use. 

•	Increasing belief that the 
future is less pressing then the 
present – short-termism.

•	No free lunch!
•	Market efficiency gives way 

to pragmatism. Inefficient 
practices may actually 
improve personal prospects 
through higher participation 
rates but less well-paid 
employment. 

•	Possibly a less constructive 
complaint system than before.

•	Increasing satisfaction with 
‘current’ technologies as the 
utility of novelty for its own 
sake declines.
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Tourism in New Zealand situations – using a trilemma framework of ‘society’, ‘resources’ 
and ‘individuals’ for possible rules and properties. This Context envisages tourism in New 
Zealand growing slowly, being tempered with a sobriety that the rest of the world is in trouble 
and we are quite likely to follow. 

Context 3 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivalry •	Tourism is still seen as a 

key element in ensuring the 
world respects us as a nation.

•	Guarded empathy remains a 
cultural objective.

•	Public reticence to invest 
in global understanding 
via curricula in schools, 
particularly language or 
language technologies.

•	Transport systems necessarily 
made more efficient and 
effective through local 
technologies such as gas, 
biofuel or electricity.

•	Recreation is seen as an 
essential, but ‘has to be 
earned’ part of a balanced 
society.

•	Wasteful practices are 
patently unacceptable, that 
is, public investment in 
highly efficient water, waste 
and safety utilities is far less 
affordable and pressures 
district planning.

•	Visa-based travel is essential 
and accepted only from 
traditional sources or 
those with bilateral visitor 
agreements. Personal travel 
overseas is muted as New 
Zealanders avoid conflict.

•	Border security is extreme to 
protect intellectual property 
and stave off unwanted 
economic refugees or 
potential epidemics arising 
from degraded health 
systems.

•	Increasingly selective 
targeting, visa restrictions and 
linkages to trade deals.

•	Resource husbandry now seen 
as a national imperative as 
to do otherwise evinces anti-
social behaviours.

•	Still predominantly a two 
seasons tourism industry 
with increasing diversity into 
hybrid offerings of medium 
to low quality to balance 
capacity, people and cash-
flows. The historical tourism 
business shrinks to a blend 
of conglomerate products to 
improve financial yield.

•	Fewer individual operators, 
more evidence of sustainable 
franchised or similar types of 
service providers for domestic 
and international visitors.

•	Pressure on capital – shift to 
lower capital products.

•	See tourism as a controlled 
activity – ‘I welcome them 
here provided they really pay 
their way’.

•	Tolerance of respectful visitor 
practices, intolerance of 
disrespectful practices.

•	Embrace a more balanced 
lifestyle that includes 
recreation, better health and 
more effective travel at home.

•	Proudly see NZ as an 
international oasis but 
apprehensive that it will be 
ruined if we are not careful.

•	Qualifying visitors see NZ 
as an oasis of normality, a 
microcosm of recreational 
opportunity, an untouched 
world.

•	Visitors must respect NZ or 
stay away.
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Context 3 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivarly 
(Continued)

•	Value over volume because 
we become an expensive 
destination.

•	Emphasis on shared values.
•	Aquaculture is increasingly 

important as natural 
propositions get traded off for 
resource productivity.

•	Resources become pressured.
•	Small protected pockets of 

NZ still remain.
Resource 
scarcity 

•	Societal recognition that NZ’s 
relatively abundant resource 
base is to a sovereign attribute 
to be protected.

•	Some of you can have it 
all, but ostentatious visitors 
are likely to attract public 
disrespect to the despair of 
the tourism sector attempting 
to please them.

•	Inbound travellers tax, proof 
of health and misadventure 
insurance essential. Little 
or no ‘reciprocal’ access to 
health, public utilities etc. 

•	People still generally arrive by 
air, can afford to stay at least 
12 days and travel moderately 
during the months of 
November to April.

•	More efficient and possibly 
similarly comfortable, vs 
today’s, aircraft flying via 
hubbed routes reinstate 
stop-over delays and impose 
Europe-Oceania travel times 
of well over 24 hours. 

•	Possibly a continuation of sea 
travel as it is efficient for older 
travellers who seek security 
and comfort.

•	Personal contribution to 
efficient use of resources is 
grasped part of a national 
‘equity’ contract.

•	Increasing recognition that 
significant compromises may 
need to be made with respect 
to time, money and resource 
use. 

•	Recognition that NZ’s 
comparative abundance is the 
envy of many and heightened 
determination for it to remain 
that way.

•	No free lunch, but always a 
good-natured helping hand to 
those deserving of it!

•	Market efficiency is important 
but effective practices may 
suffice if sustainable. For 
example, service jobs may 
not necessarily be lost in 
such a global climate but 
could conceivably be more 
sought after. Expect overall 
employment to be about the 
same or slightly lower, maybe 
better paid if capital/product 
restructuring improves 
financial yield.
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Chapter 7 
Context 4: A world of rivalry and resource abundance

Pathways to this Context

If preferences could be realised, few organisations would forego the opportunity to plan for 
a future where resources were abundant. This would seem to be a highly desirable future, 
but what if it was also associated with commercial and social behaviours that were extremely 
competitive? Would such a future be as appealing as it first seemed? Even if such a future was 
considered optimistic, the behaviours associated with increasing competition and resource 
abundance have significant implications for current planning in tourism.

Context 4 considers the tourism planning issues that might arise if aspects of the future were 
highly influenced by a real or apparent abundance of resources, and also rivalry for political, 
commercial and individual supremacy at global and national levels. What difference would 
these behaviours make to current planning? Which of these differences should be taken 
seriously enough to incorporate into current plans? An effective strategic plan would have taken 
sufficient consideration of future possibilities and the organisation should be able to cope.

The priorities for this Context were described in Chapter 3 as reflecting the dominance of 
the nation state, then the individual and the world. Nation states were portrayed as being 
exploitative towards its seemingly abundant resources and overbearing towards others who 
might also want them. A nation state need not actually be exploitative itself. The effect may 
be the same if the state either encourages, or at least tolerates, the exploitative behaviours of 
its citizens. The wealth generated by such behaviour enriches individuals who are portrayed 
as being consumptive and self-centred. The world, in similar manner, reflects these tendencies 
through trade, alliances and travel.

The pathways from today and broad priorities and tendencies that shape this Context’s 
possibilities are shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Planning for Context 4
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The priorities and tendencies reflected in this Context cast a different light on the principal 
driving forces of social cohesion and relative resource availability. Behaviours consistent with 
this Context have often been experienced in the past and there is no certain bet that they 
will not arise again. Indeed, tourism in New Zealand has already been impacted by some of 
these behaviours, in some cases apparently favourably. But there is also a darker side to the 
Context, particularly so if resource abundance proves illusory or if rivalrous behaviours prove 
destructive. The following examples exhibit Context 4 behaviours:

Credit expansion: in the years preceding the GFC of 2007, the principal financial sectors 
of the United States and the United Kingdom were envied by many for their highly 
lucrative roles in financing global consumption. An abundance of credit was channelled 
into property markets throughout the world and it seemed that the opportunity for 
generating sizeable profits from speculative activities and services in support of these 
activities would continue unabated. Within the EU, generous credit-funded social 
welfare entitlements heightened expectations of early and comfortable retirement. The 
remuneration received by a great many of those working in ‘Wall Street’ and ‘The City’ 
also attracted attention, most notably for the sums involved and overtly consumptive 
lifestyles. Further controversy arose during the aftermath of the GFC when publicly 
sourced bailout funds were diverted to pay bonuses to many of those who remained. 

Inter-bloc rivalry: the Cold War between the two principal Western blocs of United States 
and the USSR commenced soon after the culmination of World War II and endured for 
about 40 further years. The tensions between these two blocs motivated the development 
of political, social and technological initiatives, each with the intention of demonstrating 
the superiority of one over the other. Seldom was there any regard for the resources 
involved, at least in the early stages. The ‘space race’ exemplified these technological 
initiatives. Each side leap-frogged the other until the United States achieved President 
Kennedy’s public objective for the 1960s: “Landing a man on the moon and returning 
him safely to the earth.” Although the inevitability of the Cold War was quite evident years 
beforehand to politicians such as Churchill, its termination in 1991 was comparatively 
abrupt and predicted by very few. The demise of the Cold War was triggered by USSR 
President Gorbachev, who realised that the assumption of resource abundance in pursuit 
of rivalry with the West was false and he initiated the policy of perestroika in 1986.

This Context does not preclude significant social advancement:

Middle class affluence: although the tensions of the Cold War were real and occasionally 
highly threatening, a beneficial consequence was rapid 1st world growth and a resurgence 
of the middle classes. Periods of low unemployment, improved wages and savings, 
affordable housing, the genesis of pervasive middle class travel, better and more reliable 
nutrition, lifelong education, home and business automation and energy abundance 
represent some of the benefits enjoyed by post-war baby boomers. It should also be 
noted that the aggressive aspects the Cold War were largely conducted under Context 3 
behaviours in buffer states whose citizens enjoyed comparably fewer advantages until it 
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ended in the early 1990s.

There are also tourism examples where resource abundance is assumed and vigorously 
defended. Overcrowding of iconic places seldom generates strident objection from those who 
would benefit. Milford Sound, New Zealand exemplifies some of these behaviours.

Milford Sound: this tourism icon is a spectacular and remote landscape that attracts 
approximately one-and-a-half million visitors each year. A small number of tourism 
providers seek to satisfy visitors’ needs during a daily visiting window that currently lasts 
about four hours. Tensions continue between those claiming the resource to be under-
utilised versus those claiming that visitor intensities make it over-utilised. Those few who 
have invested significant capital to provide visitor services either at or en-route to Milford 
Sound are naturally anxious that their advantage or opportunity should not only continue 
but also grow.

Context 4 behaviours are seldom easily changed, even when evidence might indicate that they 
should. 

Paradigm freeze: few saw the GFC coming and it was reasonable to ask: Why not? The 
appropriateness of accepted financial practices was questioned, whilst at the same time, 
many financial institutions were being recapitalised or guaranteed from public purses 
either side of the Atlantic. For a short time questions arose as to how ‘Main Street could 
be protected from Wall Street?’ However, once these bailouts were in place, an immediate 
sense of relief seemed to deaden imperatives for change, notably to the way ‘Wall Street 
and The City’ operate. Subsequently, it was unsurprising to hear explanations such as 
‘market corrections’ or a ‘reflection of cyclic market behaviour’. More specifically, the 
United Kingdom Prime Minister rejected any EU initiatives for reform that might lessen 
The City’s economic power by changing the way it operates. None of these explanations 
or actions appear reassuring to those who wonder if anything has been learned from that 
crisis.

In similar vein, revolutions are generally preceded by periods of resolute adherence and 
deafness towards alternatives. Within science, this process has been famously documented in 
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Kuhn, 1996). Until an avalanche of necessity introduces 
a new paradigm, rivals receive short shrift if they attempt to either undermine the current – 
imperfect – paradigm or the scholarship of its adherents. 

Although all resources are ultimately finite, apparent abundance or opportunity can trigger 
rivalry on the basis that the greatest gains accrue to early exploiters. Similarly, social programmes 
that fail to take into account future effects, such as funding sources or debt burdens, create 
inequities that restrict the options of subsequent generations – intergenerational inequity. 
Both situations are examples of Context 4 behaviours.

Exploitation: over-fishing within non-territorial waters, disregard for the externalities 
of toxic atmospheric or riparian emissions, aquifer overuse, over-consumption of 
hydrocarbons and the exploitation of tax or legal loopholes are all examples of Context 
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4 behaviours where early and heavy exploiters are likely to receive the greatest benefits at 
the expense of those who might follow. 

This short-term behaviour is the basis of the well-known dilemma called the ‘tragedy of the 
commons’.8 

These few examples demonstrate Context 4 behaviours and situations that could influence 
plans for the future of tourism in New Zealand. As with other Contexts, the behaviours that 
matter the most are those which influence continued access to the resources needed for success 
and survival. 

In today’s world, debate ensues between so-called ‘optimists and ‘cautionists’; the former, 
exemplified by Ridley’s The Rational Optimist (2010), betting on historical continuation of 
humankind’s timely inventiveness. The latter was typified by Arrow et al. (2004), urging 
caution because we do not really understand how to avoid long-term damage from over-
consumption. Context 4 avoids this debate and argues that consideration of a possibly 
rivalrous and resource-abundant future would improve planning. Much relevant historical 
behaviour mimics this Context and planners are invited to consider ‘what if ’ variants of these 
or other constructions pertinent to their particular situations occur? 

What might we expect in Context 4?

The behaviours in Context 4 describe situations that are unlikely to endure for the very long-
term. However, whilst they endure, behaviours are expected to support short-term affluence 
prior to a likely transition into either Context 2 or 3. As in the earlier examples, short-term 
could reflect a period of 25-50 years. Tables of Context 4 behaviours are listed in the chapter 
appendix. These behaviours are divided into the categories of global, national and tourism in 
New Zealand. Each of these categories is further divided into the trilemma relationships of 
society, the individual and resources.

The Monte Carlo simulation analysis of this Context portrays a possible future that steadily 
recovers from the aftermath of the GFC and triggers a new cycle of rivalrous consumption. 
Pre-2026 growth was set to 1.6% to reflect post-GFC history and future uncertainties apparent 
in 2012. 

There are a number of optimistic assumptions that could herald a highly consumptive post-
2026 world. Travel has been a popular pursuit of the steadily rising post-World War II 
middle classes and this assumption has been applied to the model’s post-2026 period. Other 
assumptions include increasing efficiencies within air transport, unabated continuation of 
energy production, affordable and effective solutions that abate or remediate the externalities 
of greenhouse gas emissions and comparatively low unemployment. New Zealand’s post-2026 
GDP growth was set at 3.75% per annum, reminiscent of the early 1960s. In this simulation, 
based on these assumptions, the principal drivers of the economy continue to be the primary 

8  Common pool resources that have finite capacity for exploitation can be exhausted by the rational self interest of a 
few rather than husbanded for sustainable enjoyment by many.
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and manufacturing sectors. GST was set at 18.3% pre-2026 and thereafter at 16%, to reflect 
a more buoyant and lower-taxed economy. A historical approximation of this Context might 
be a continuation of behaviours preceding the Great Depression and the GFC.

The Monte Carlo simulation outputs are summarised in Figures 2 and 3. Again, these are 
not forecasts but serve to prompt strategic questions and responses that would enable an 
organisation to cope ‘if ’ the behaviours and their likely economic implications arose.

For example, many operators would welcome a business-as-usual approach from these 
behaviours for the pre-2026 Context. The Monte Carlo simulation results are influenced by 
behaviours such as low average economic growth, improving post-GFC customer confidence 
in their employment and career prospects, no en-route threats to international visitors and 
increasing regional competitiveness.

However, Context 4 is not really an invitation to business-as-usual strategic planning. 
Its challenges arise from the possibility of a very aggressive behavioural shift arising from 
increasing prosperity in the world’s middle classes. This could be expected to trigger rapidly 
increasing visitor arrivals with accompanying increased expectations. These tourism challenges 
are evident in Figure 4 and some of the issues that might arise from them are shown below.

Figure 3. Monte Carlo simulation 2026-2040+Figure 2. Monte Carlo simulation 2007-2025 

Visitor mix: Context 4 simulation results suggest that arrivals from Australia and Asia 
could increase substantially and rapidly in comparison with America. This contrasts with 
Europe where arrival growth is suggested to be static and supported by VFR rather than 
IFT travellers. The analysis also suggests international visitor length of stay could rise and 
post-2026 to exceed 20 nights. Overnight domestic activities are portrayed as behaving in 
similar vein with stays exceeding three nights. Possibilities such as these would place huge 
strain on capacities unless there was also some mitigation through reduced seasonality.
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Visitor culture: one of the most challenging possibilities arising from the simulation 
analysis of this Context is the nature of a New Zealand tourism industry that is polarised 
between two visitor cultures. Modelling this Context suggests that such a situation could 
arise with our Australian and Asian visitors. How could we satisfy them both? The model 
also suggests a simultaneous challenge; some might call it an opportunity, coping with 
more than twice as many visitor arrivals and satisfying their associated expectations. 

Visitor trade-offs: the simulation analysis portrays post-2026 visitor expenditure rising by 
about 200% compared with 2007. Such a substantial increase in spending could appear 
highly desirable if its implications were disregarded. What might we sacrifice or subordinate? 
How might we convince our communities to remain welcoming? In a rivalrous world, how 
might our communities behave and what rent might they extract to allow tourism to grow 
by this amount? This is an exploitative world. Although Context 4 portrays an abundance 
of resources there is no charity and consumption would need to be paid for.

User-pays: behaviours consistent with the simulation analysis portrayal of buoyant 
tourism performance could include significant user-based charges. For example, charges 
could be levied for community-based resources such as national parks, rivers and lakes, 
popular beaches, museums and galleries, public toilets, visitor-intensive state highways, 
significant bridges and tunnels. In this Context, a road trip between Queenstown and 
Milford Sound might attract visitor-payable tolls on sections of State Highway 94 and 
entrance fees to Milford Sound. We might also expect the development of alternative 
routes to this iconic place. Currently envisaged private sector initiatives such as monorail 
links and tunnels that would struggle for viability in 2012 might easily be justified if the 
arrivals and expenditure levels envisaged by this Context occurred.

Service quality: if Context 4 tourism was founded on the enjoyment of our natural 
landscapes, volcanic activity, the seascapes of our Sounds and Gulfs, high-quality 
recreation and relaxation, then the arrival of about six million visitors (30% Asian) could 
trigger a ruthless commercial approach to product delivery. We could expect visitors’ 
needs to come first, service quality to be peerless and expensive, language barriers to 
disappear, resource consents to be fast-tracked and a trend towards delivery of tourism 
services by large-scale businesses.

Skills and rewards: the service quality driver, particularly post-2026, would need to be 
supported by capable and highly motivated people to satisfy the needs of value-driven 
visitors. As such, we could expect high levels of education to characterise those working 
in visitor industries. Opportunities for career progression, high levels of responsibility 
and accountability would likely be matched with good remuneration and employee 
performance incentive schemes for top performers, for example, options for share 
purchase, profit-sharing, achievement awards and the like. A possible parallel might be the 
behaviours prevalent during the explosive and highly rivalrous growth in the information 
technology sector during the period 1968-1987. Customers are everyone’s business! Poor 
performance would also be likely to attract short, uncompassionate shrift.
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Figure 4. Monte Carlo simulation of Context 4 (all comparisons relate to 2007)
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Post-2026 global and regional narratives in this Context might also illustrate the possibility of 
hegemony, where weaker nations relinquish control over their resources to powerful interests 
in exchange for some economic assistance. For instance, rivalries in pursuit of distant maritime 
resources are already evident in East Asia.

Pacific policy shifts: declining self-sufficiency amongst some Pacific Island states may 
trigger vigorous rapprochement from powerful emerging countries. Countries with 
historical interests in these states now vie with the attentions of others also seeking 
improved opportunities for trade or resource exploitation. 

Individual behaviours in Context 4 are portrayed as consumptive and rivalrous. Manifestations 
of this behaviour could be reflected in the pursuit and consumption of material wealth at 
the expense of social cohesion. We might re-encounter the so-called ‘work-hard-play-
hard’ behaviours of the pre-GFC era. These were substantially debt-driven and centred on 
entertainment, travel, brand zealotry, vehicles, apparel, personal technology and so on. But if 
personal indebtedness was curbed, as a learning outcome of the GFC, we could see lifestyles 
swing towards work and trigger greater transience in relationships.

This individualism could give rise to both fewer children and greater proportions of them 
dependent on contracted caregivers. Consistent with the theme could be stricter criteria for 
access to currently basic social safety nets. 

Individualism: the recent United States Federal statute, the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act (so-called ‘ObamaCare’), suggests an example of how policies that 
exhibit Context 1’s cooperative behaviours might be replaced with the highly rivalrous 
behaviours of Context 4, particularly so in a post-2026 world. This Act reflects Context 
1’s cooperative behavioural style and is directed at those on lower incomes. However it 
has attracted vehement resistance by a great many who believe that Context 4 behaviours 
– greater personal responsibility and less government interference in the conduct of 
business – better reflect the future direction and prosperity of the United States. 

The fabric of phenomena such as technological innovations, the decline of the baby boomer 
cohort and natural disasters are already well founded and relatively independent of Context. 
However, we could expect their effects to be governed by the prevailing Context behaviours. 

If a natural disaster such as a pandemic occurred within Context 4, the prevailing behaviours 
towards those affected might depend on factors such as politics, trade relationships and 
associated risk. For example, rival blocs might be quicker to resort to insulation rather than 
assistance as the disease spread. Moreover, any subsequent assistance could have its price, even 
amongst the less rivalrous. In 2003, there was an example of these behaviours that involved 
tourism in New Zealand.

The SARS dilemma: during late 2002 to mid-2003 an outbreak of the severe acute 
respiratory syndrome (SARS) occurred in Hong Kong and quickly spread to 37 countries. 
Overall, about 8,400 people were infected and 914 died. During the early stages of this 
potential-pandemic there were many in the New Zealand tourism industry who feared 
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a catastrophic collapse in the highly favourable arrivals growth that had been enjoyed 
post-September 11, 2001. There were calls for restrictions on Asian arrivals. Public health 
experts convinced policy-makers that screening procedures could be effective and there 
was no imperative to selectively restrict our trading partners or international visitors. It is 
also fair to note that the United Kingdom foot and mouth disease outbreak of 2001 was 
fresh in the minds of many New Zealanders, as their economic loss from avoided tourism 
greatly eclipsed that of agriculture.

New Zealand is prone to natural disasters and the response to one that devastated a highly 
populated area would likely be driven by prevailing behaviours. 

If an earthquake occurred within Context 4, prevailing behaviours beyond self-help 
could include assistance from those most dependent upon affected exports, and those 
seeking opportunities to gain experience or advantage from the deployment of relief, 
equipment or services to the needy.

An expectation of prior effective risk protection measures would likely prevail; adequate 
insurance for individuals and businesses, a well-supported national protection scheme 
for local government funded through local property taxes, continuity preparedness by 
individuals and businesses, building code compliance and a good standard of service 
from public agencies. Whilst these behaviours might appear more cooperative than 
rivalrous, they would likely arise from the imperative of self-help and disdain for free-
loading. 

We might expect those with genuine needs to receive short-term assistance, but coupled 
with expectations of recourse to self-help as soon as possible. There would be few 
surprises if re-insurance and future planning relied upon relocation away from impaired 
lands or an unqualified adoption of any obvious lessons that avoided future losses. An 
authoritarian reconstruction programme might commence with consultation, but we 
might also expect deliberation, resolution and implementation to be both rapid and 
business-like. A pragmatic and resolute future for the prepared but little sympathy, in 
the long run, for the unprepared! 

Some planning issues for tourism in New Zealand

Although everyone’s situation is different, the common objective of survival or sustainability 
suggests that key dependencies should be robust enough to withstand any conceivable threats. 
In practice, this requires knowledge of the satisfactions demanded by resource providers such 
as customers, staff, suppliers and the community. 

Context 4 offers insights into possibilities that range from mild continuation of business-
as-usual to highly competitive situations where the combination of opportunity and 
competitiveness apply remorseless pressure to either maintain value or fail. In contrast with 
Context 1, where the social components of tourism are challenged, Context 4 challenges its 
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business components. Factors such as innovation, resource protection, efficiency, adaptability, 
quality, insightful marketing, competitive analysis and growth management are some of the 
strategic outcomes ‘if ’ this Context came to pass.

Arguably the present is apparently less resource abundant and not as rivalrous as might 
be painted by Context 4, but as the future unfolds it could be. A resilient strategic plan 
would have considered the most important behavioural factors arising from this Context and 
prepared accordingly.

Below we consider the some of these factors in more detail: 

Product innovation: Many organisations are heavily dependent on the success of mature 
products. In this Context, businesses could expect their products to be continuously 
threatened with obsolescence. Successful adaptability and innovation distinguishes 
the survivors from the ruined. An organisation’s history of successful adaptation 
and innovation can be gauged by measuring revenues in terms of product age. What 
proportion of revenue is generated by products which are one, two, three, four or more 
years old? Ideally, revenues should be weighted in favour of more recent products with 
no critical dependence on more easily threatened mature products. What amounts to 
critical dependence? The amount of revenue loss that would result in unsupportable cash-
flows helps to quantify this dependence. Small and medium businesses without recourse 
to reserve capital could easily be at risk if one of their mature products quickly became 
obsolete or undermined by competitive threats. Even larger businesses could face ruin 
this way. We note the sudden blows to the revenues of many businesses from the effects 
of sudden airspace closure post-September 11, 2001 or the 2010 eruptions of Iceland’s 
volcano, Eyjafjallajökull.

Visitors’ requirements often change rapidly and tourism businesses should also possess 
the well-developed habits of adaptability and innovation. It is safe to suggest the 
ongoing necessity of basic visitor needs such as transport, overnight accommodation and 
sustenance, but in what form? The strategic outcome of this Context includes reflection 
on the organisation’s track record of product innovation and revenue dependence. 
Competitive benchmarking may assist to establish the gap between current performance 
and best practices elsewhere. The objective is to challenge the adequacy of current product 
development processes. Ideally, future products would be drawn from a pool of well-
considered options, where the most appropriate of them could be deployed both rapidly 
and successfully.

Resource policies: the history of resource extraction has also been accompanied by trends 
towards greater safety and remediation of the externalities of subsequent processing and 
usage. These trends have not been uniform; extraction practices that are now deemed 
unacceptable in the Gulf of Mexico might easily prevail in less well-developed areas, 
particularly in exploitative, highly rivalrous or corrupt societies. New Zealand also has 
many natural resources and some of them might attract significant interest in the future, 
especially so if they are believed critical for survival. Access to resources has not always 
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been peaceful. Oil embargoes (United States-Japan 1941), fishing rights (Icelandic Cod 
Wars 1950 and 1970) and oil rights (First Gulf War 1990-1991) have resulted in conflicts 
of varying intensities. This Context portrays a world that might seem undesirable to those 
who shun increasing dependence on consumption and exploitation, but ‘what if ’ New 
Zealand’s future well being depended on export diversification in a more consumptive 
world? How would its public policies develop? There is also a pragmatic perspective. Are 
there mechanisms that could retain visitor interest as well as improve export earnings 
through safe resource extraction? In a world shaped by this Context, solutions that 
might satisfy seemingly opposite perspectives could prove important and avoid rivalrous 
escalations, such as summary appropriation or open conflict.

Growth management: One of the more appealing challenges that arises in strategic 
planning is coping with growth. Unplanned growth is seldom beneficial as very few 
quality factors are scalable without considerable insight and preparation. What if customer 
demand rose significantly? How would capacity and quality be assured? Would current 
systems cope? What new thinking would be needed to ensure continued harmony between 
those internal and external resources that determine customer satisfaction? Efficiency is 
another important consideration. It is easily demonstrated that seasonal products having 
a high proportion of fixed costs do not scale efficiently in rivalrous environments. In 
this case, greater benefit arises from increased utilisation rather than peak capacity. The 
highly seasonal nature of New Zealand’s current visitor arrivals mirrors this situation and 
prompts consideration of how it could be mitigated. Options such as leasing, demand 
restructuring, product diversification or collaboration might resonate with strategic 
planners considering the future possibilities portrayed by this Context.

Mergers and acquisitions are also rivalrous ways to pursue growth. The seemingly desirable 
attributes of economies of scale, market share expansion and competitive position are 
consistent with this Context. One of the impediments attending large-scale mergers 
or acquisitions is complexity. It is difficulty to simultaneously carry on business and 
synthesise multiple well-embedded organisational cultures, each with their own complex 
sets of systems and processes, into one. This impediment can be less evident with small-
scale mergers or acquisitions, for example, SMEs, because of their comparative simplicity. 
As noted in Chapter 3, a well-conducted organisational benchmarking exercise would 
have characteristics in common with a merger or acquisition and would be an effective 
precursor to help mitigate risk.

Applying Context 4

A hypothetical world characterised by sustained rivalrous consumption might appear 
comparatively crass or vulgar by today’s standards, but its behaviours remain highly plausible 
and offer opportunities for improved strategic planning. The value of this Context arises from 
considering what might happen ‘if ’ current dependent behaviours change, only to be replaced 
by those characterised in earlier examples. 
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As with its three counterparts, Context 4 starts from today and is not portrayed as differing 
significantly from them until after 2025. ‘Betting’ the future of an organisation on the 
assumption that some of humankind’s greedier behaviours will never occur defies the evidence 
of history. Strategic planning should be tempered with the expectation that resilience improves 
if the most pertinent factors arising from such behaviours are considered.

The following process applies this approach and identifies the pertinent strategic planning 
factors applying to an organisation that might arise from Context 4.

Applying Context 4 to a strategic plan 
Rivalry and resource depletion

Step Action Outcome

1 Consider social and commercial situations where there 
is high exposure to rivalrous relationships that are also 
encouraged by apparently abundant resources. For example, 
customers, staff, key suppliers, shareholders, the local 
community, other states.

A list of concisely stated 
dependencies necessary for future 
success. 

2 Consider any high risk, low likelihood phenomena that 
might influence you situation. For example, pandemics, 
earthquakes, floods, land subsidence, intrusions, weather.

A list of conceivable risks 
that can also be linked to the 
discontinuance of necessary 
operations.

3 Rank the outcomes of Steps 1 and 2 in terms of potential 
impact. Prioritise day-to-day dependencies ahead of the 
others. 

A list of priorities that can be 
traced to specific dependencies 
that determine the future of your 
situation. 

4 Consider the first ranking priority in Step 3. Ask the 
question: ‘what if ’ greater levels of dependent rivalry or 
self-interest emerged in the future? Where might these 
behaviours arise and how might they appear? How could 
these behaviours affect situations in the future?

Use the tables in the chapter 
appendix to trigger ideas about 
how more aggressive behaviours 
might affect your situation. List 
these ideas and their effects. 

5 Re-consider the first ranked priority in Step 3. Ask the 
question: ‘what if ’ apparent resources became targets for 
rivalrous interest? What resources? How could this affect 
situations in the future?

Use the tables in the chapter 
appendix to trigger ideas about 
how the behaviours associated 
with apparent resource abundance 
might affect your situation. List 
these ideas and their effects.

6 Combine the outcomes of Steps 4 and 5 by reducing 
duplications or commonality. Settle on a list of two or three 
different effects. 

A manageable list of the ideas and 
their effects that best capture the 
essence of Steps 4 and 5.

7 Consider each of the ideas and their effects in Step 6. 
Propose feasible remedial actions that would address them 
in the very near future. Ensure that the remedial actions 
remain consistent with the Context’s theme of rivalry and 
resource abundance. 

Actions that are feasible and 
consistent with the Context are 
now defensible and the best of 
them can be added to the strategic 
plan – the best way of achieving 
future success.
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Step Action Outcome

8 Repeat Steps 4 to 7 with the subsequent priorities, ensuring 
that duplications or commonalities from earlier steps are 
removed. This will very quickly converge to a small number 
of highly relevant actions. 

A justified list of the most 
important actions for the present 
strategic plan that were triggered 
by considering ‘what if ’ Context 4 
shaped the future.

Although recent history has exhibited many of the behaviours that characterise Context 4, 
there is also a well-founded suspicion that humankind’s reach might exceed its grasp. Scenario 
analysis has the advantage of triggering specific and plausible future possibilities ‘if ’ these 
suspicions were unfounded. Scenario planning continues this advantage by directing attention 
onto justified actions that would not only accommodate current objectives but also these 
future possibilities. These advantages are only realised if actions are implemented, because it 
is naïve to expect that a strategic plan could simply be retrieved from its file and pressed into 
service if one of its possibilities ever arose in the future. 

Appendix: Behavioural Tables for Context 4

These tables were compiled by Tourism2050 in 2011 with the assistance of tourism industry 
workshops.

Global situations: using a trilemma framework of ‘society’, ‘resources’ and ‘individuals’ for 
possible rules and properties. In this Context the world becomes more profligate with respect 
to its resources and encourages exploitative and consumptive behaviours amongst states 
and individuals. Resources are treated as though they are relatively abundant, whether from 
innovation or rediscovery.

Context 4 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivalry •	International consensus on 

basic rules and principles. 
Access to essential resources 
is more bilateral than 
multilateral – sometimes 
unilateral in 3rd world states. 
The imperative is national 
and individual advancement. 
Inter-bloc rivalry is 
omnipresent.

•	3rd world issues treated 
exploitatively or via bilateral 
developmental projects. ‘If 
you want assistance, you have 
to pay for it.’

•	Resource abundance also due 
to international successes on 
replacement R&D. Global 
realisation that ‘less is not the 
imperative it might once have 
been for survival’.

•	Awareness of the need to 
address national externalities 
arising from inefficiencies 
as rising standards of living 
everywhere also require better 
environments. Learning not 
to be profligate, but to be 
sensibly well off.

•	A ‘what’s good for me is 
what’s good for society’ 
attitude. 

•	Education is expensive, 
respected, earned and 
contributes to individual and 
societal welfare.

•	Job mobility – competence is 
an international commodity 
in great demand.

•	Ostentatious wealth creation 
is a symbol of achievement. 
1st world taxation increases 
to improve average living 
standards – in social 
infrastructure rather than 
social welfare. The ‘well-off’ 
expect to pay more for better 
amenities.
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Context 4 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivarly 
(Continued)

•	Territorial disputes involving 
resources handled in 
Machiavellian ways, threats 
of escalating conflict if 
strong rivals intervene – 
weak recourse via so-called 
international bodies such 
as UN and its agencies, 
International Court of 
Justice, WTO etc.

•	International standardisation 
(ISO) of best practices 
for maturing consumer 
technologies – export driven. 
Rivalry over standards 
for some innovation, for 
example, technology formats. 
Patents not necessarily 
protected between 1st world 
rivals.

•	Intra-country protectionism, 
that is, primary sector 
protections in US, Europe etc 
to maintain order.

•	Narrower agreement – more 
exclusivity – on international 
exchange mechanisms. 
Resources become the de 
facto money standard. 
Exchange rate manipulation 
might occur – amongst the 
BRICMs.

•	Modern democratic practices 
prevail in the 1st world 
but run into increasing 
difficulty in 3rd world states 
as patronage assumes higher 
importance. Society’s stated 
emphasis is on the individual 
freedom, and responsibility, 
to make your own way in life. 

•	Religious tolerance at 
individual and national levels 
but may be a source of rivalry 
on bilateral issues. 

•	Broader resource-base for 
provision of essential energy, 
for example, heat, light, 
movement/production 
and communications. For 
instance, nuclear, geothermal, 
solar, tidal, wind and hydro 
systems supplied bilaterally 
where necessary. 

•	Average growth slightly 
exceeds historical demand 
rates as technological 
breakthrough couples 
with new discovery. Some 
industrial, but mostly 
consumer-oriented.

•	Food production seen as 
an important requirement, 
obtained bilaterally in 
exchange for other resources.

•	Aggressive bilateral or 
multilateral arrangements 
for the supply of resources. 
These take considerable time 
to negotiate, as the strong 
are unwilling to compromise 
towards the weak.

•	Efficiency is an advantageous 
production factor as it 
improves competitiveness and 
market dominance.

•	Resource usage must not 
interfere with the rights of 
others; a litigious approach to 
transgressors.

•	Entrepreneurial efforts 
focus on effective resource 
exploitation to promote 
growth. 

•	Market-driven prices for 
resources.

•	2nd and 3rd world social 
issues expand as individuals 
flex muscles to improve 
incomes and personal 
freedoms individuals expect a 
say in what happens in their 
societies. It’s permitted unless 
forbidden!

•	A more nationalist 
perspective; frustration when 
other nations do not take 
self-improvement seriously, 
intolerance for wasted 
opportunity.

•	Rivalry implies ‘competition 
to be better’, creating inter-
personal difficulties at work. 
‘Shape up or ship out’.

•	Some concern over the 3rd 
world – ‘what is stopping 
them?’

•	Volunteerism seen as a 
social salve: a mark of self-
independence; that you can 
spare the time to help others.

•	Individually harmful practices 
such as drugs, alcohol, 
tobacco, overindulgences, 
obesity, gambling etc seen as 
an individual’s problem. 

•	Lack of privacy, technological 
exploitation, socially 
irresponsible practices ¬– 
harmful non-conformism 
– increasingly seen as 
undesirable because they 
impact individual freedom 
to act. 

•	Few constraints on 
profiteering from alcohol, 
tobacco gambling as social 
externalities are reflected in 
the legality of action. If its 
legal its moral too!
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Context 4 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivarly 
(Continued)

•	Resource demand raises 
matters of equity for 
underprivileged, but concerns 
are relatively mute. Safety 
nets are in place, but not 
easy to access as self-help is 
universally accepted as an 
obligation.

•	Whilst there might be an 
emphasis on corrective 
recourse between nations, 
intransigence threatening 
others may raise the 
possibility of exasperation 
and disassociation. For 
example with Greece – ‘Leave 
the Euro zone if you cannot 
comply’.

•	Refugees are treated with 
caution as their cost is 
perceived to exceed their 
contribution. 

•	Very competitive.
•	Limited trust.
•	‘Show’ and no ‘teeth’ within 

agencies.
•	Trade-offs would occur.
•	Push towards global 

democracy.
•	New religion/extreme religion 

and questioning of traditional 
values that might lead to less 
religion.

•	Technologies that improve 
individual opportunity 
are favoured. Ubiquitous 
telecommunications, 
cheaper entertainment, 
telecommuting.

•	Greater % of income spent 
on food, entertainment and 
energy than before.

•	Community self-help groups 
for the older generation. Self-
sustainability targets for 1st 
world households still matter, 
because being a burden on 
society is anti-social. 

•	What can my country do for 
me? In terms of individual 
encouragement to excel.

•	Demand for both wealth and 
well-being vs solely wealth in 
earlier times.

•	Education becomes 
competitive for the wealthy – 
a tradeable item, user pays.

•	Importance of individual 
status, ownership, 
materialism, survival 
orientation.

•	Work hard/play hard.
•	More towards material 

possessions than recreation.
•	Strong work ethic/

competitive effort.
Resource 
abundance 

•	Bilateral/multilateral 
agreements on resource access 
evolve.

•	1st world protectionism 
persists for some politically 
desirable production 
methods, for example, 
agriculture, viticulture and 
fishing. 

•	3rd world has less bargaining 
power.

•	Energy resource pricing 
mechanisms match demand 
and generally remain real 
prices over time. This 
stimulates demand. 

•	Collaboration on substitutes: 
technologies/processes/end-
uses prioritised and patented.

•	1st world priority on resource 
shortages and measures to 
ensure a progressive future: 
early hedging on current vs 
future resource needs. 

•	Pre-emptive measures to 
preserve or secure resources 
are enacted at nation state 
level.

•	Effective biotechnologies, 
Nano- technologies, food 
technologies that are more 
efficient are prioritised.

•	Personal contribution to 
efficient use of resources 
is essential. Taxation on 
consumption rises to improve 
social amenity. Demand for a 
better place to live drives this 
in 1st world.

•	1st world compromises must 
be made with respect to time. 
Money obtained via hard 
work is prioritised. Well-
being becomes a close second. 

•	Use of quality re-
manufactured goods is seen as 
nouveaux.
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Context 4 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Resource 
abundance 
(Continued)

•	Climate change issues start 
to be addressed through 
technology breakthrough, for 
example, hydrogen economy.

•	3rd world fragmented. 
Resource exploitation 
prioritised over social 
cohesion. At best, benevolent 
dictatorships and better than 
historical growth. At worst, 
internal conflicts and only 
historical growth.

•	Population growth rates 
decline slightly as family 
sizes shrink and better 
contraception enters the 3rd 
world. This helps to push out 
the risk horizon.

•	Competition for water, 
energy, land, food.

•	Resources will be wasted.
•	Exploitation of 3rd world 

countries.
•	Extreme capitalistic 

behaviour and a push for 
monopolies.

•	Resource efficiencies are as 
important as novelty from 
R&D perspective.

•	Recycling and re-
manufacturing capabilities 
increase dramatically to assist 
resource abundance. 

•	Waste has a value. This assists 
the growth of modestly paid 
employment.

•	Recognition that resource 
sustainability is within 
humankind’s competence if 
we adapt.

•	No free lunch, indeed, you 
always pay for lunch!

•	Market efficiency is 
paramount – inefficient 
practices are ruthlessly 
depressed. Customers 
become ultra-important – 
real complaints provoke real 
action. 

•	Individual standards of living 
in 1st world to rise at least as 
before. Growth in economic 
terms is very important, 
but societal well-being also 
becomes very important 
compared with historical 
times.

•	Individual standards of living 
in 3rd world rise as labour 
diversion into recycling and 
extraction is deemed valuable. 

•	Resource rights determine 
relationships more than ever 
as growth matters.

New Zealand situations: using a trilemma framework of ‘society’, ‘resources’ and ‘individuals’ 
for possible rules and properties. This Context envisages New Zealand being able to cope with 
resource availability as its contribution to food and certain energy production gives it status 
as a trading partner. Climate change is more benign, water availability and food production 
issues are more dependent on R&D and technology than the weather. This Context envisages 
NZ embracing a change in lifestyle where monetary wealth and well-being are both important 
if you want to achieve life’s purpose. Kiwis are competitive, love autonomy and are less 
tolerant of those who do not make a sincere effort to better themselves. We are less laid 
back, competitive at school, on the sports field, in business and we do not take ‘no’ for an 
answer – anywhere. Foreign resources become expensive, so getting educated, finding a job 
and working hard are essential traits. The tall poppy syndrome is almost gone; the new hero is 
an achiever. The world is open to us and we welcome the opportunity to show how good we 
are. Remuneration is generally incentivised in a rivalrous world. If you do not do a satisfactory 
job, someone else will.
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Context 4 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivalry •	Smaller 1st world nations 

such as NZ compete 
effectively to supply healthy 
food products.

•	Better export potential for 
primary produce, but prices 
are tempered in favour of 
value added, that is, we climb 
the yield curve.

•	Increased Oceania cohesion 
with NZ projected as a 
champion of how their 
resources can be exploited 
favourably. An extension of 
NZ’s sphere of interest.

•	Fewer economic/climatic 
refugees from Pacific 
Islands, more emphasis 
on homogeneity vs earlier 
insistence of differences 
amongst societal groups. 
Immigrants are probationary 
– contribute or leave.

•	NZ seen as an exemplar in 
its treatment of international 
issues and a contributor to 
international jurisprudence, 
aid, problem-solving etc. We 
want a level playing field and 
do our best to win on merit.

•	Quality practices become 
a vital component of 
production. The old 
guard ideas replaced by 
fundamental business 
excellence processes. 
Compete or die.

•	NZ a welcoming country 
non-Oceania contributors. 
A ‘Swiss Canton’ approach 
to would-be residents 
from abroad – ‘prove your 
worthiness and you can stay 
as a probationary citizen, 
otherwise stay at our pleasure 
as a fully self-supporting 
visitor’.

•	Primary sector R&D world 
class.

•	Energy R&D in geothermal 
and biotechnology develop.

•	Broader resource-base 
for provision of essential 
energy, that is, heat, light, 
movement/production 
and communications. For 
instance, geothermal, solar, 
tidal, wind and hydro 
systems expertise valued 
internationally. 

•	Food production also seen as a 
commercial issue to maintain 
NZ’s competitive advantage.

•	Efficiency is deemed a 
competitive production factor 
as it improves personal and 
national competitiveness.

•	NZ positively trades its 
intellectual and terrestrial 
resources, but under very 
strict conditions.

•	NZ’s distance to other 
places is compensated for by 
efficient and effective modes 
of transport. NZ is an early 
adopter in non-hydrocarbon 
technologies.

•	Food technologies that 
maximise its reconstituted 
value improve the efficiency 
of exports and differentiate 
products.

•	Modern ‘hydrogen from coal’ 
technologies add to energy 
diversity and export potential. 

•	Biodiversity improves as 
historical pests are brought 
under urgent control as 
they restrict biodiversity – a 
resource for sale, for example, 
tourism.

•	Conservation estate mined 
carefully.

•	Work hard and play harder.
•	Education respected and 

expected as a contribution to 
personal and societal welfare. 
Education incorporates 
basic understanding of 
key PACRIM languages 
– Japanese, Chinese, 
and Spanish – as well as 
continuing to prioritise 
English. Maori language 
declines slowly. Tribalism 
attempts to revisit earlier 
settled grievances.

•	Tolerant of visitors, most 
school-leavers have some 
basic communications skills 
that access 90% of visitors 
– English, Chinese, Spanish 
and Japanese.

•	Numeracy revitalised.
•	Whole-of-life learning more 

widely accepted.
•	Wealth is reflected in balance 

between monetary and well-
being lifestyle.

•	Parts of NZ are for sale to 
the monetary wealthy from 
abroad ‘you cannot export 
the land!’ 

•	Overt materialism at the 
expense of well-being seen as 
gauche. 

•	Earning capacity is focused 
on better material and 
healthier lifestyle. 

•	An individual perspective 
first, then a national 
perspective.

•	In NZ, volunteerism 
associated with well-being – 
the luxury of helping other 
to grow. 

•	Work and recreation equally 
valued. 
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Context 4 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivarly 
(Continued)

•	Exchange rates highly 
relevant as prices are 
primarily set in a resource--
related currency.

•	Well-being emphasised 
as health deterioration 
imposes unreasonable 
constraints on earning 
power. Pharmaceuticals and 
energy become relatively 
more expensive, although 
abundant.

•	Modern democratic practices 
prevail – NZ moves to STV. 
There is polarisation in terms 
of race-based politics or 
tribal identity as the past is 
revisited. 

•	Social safety nets have 
stricter criteria enforced 
and supported by all. 
Expectations of a mutually 
contributing state – ‘what do 
I get in return for what I do 
for my country?’

•	Emphasis on punitive or 
litigious recourses to societal 
conflicts.

•	Overseas dividends are taxed 
at the company rate now 
reduced to less than 20%.

•	Key resource exploration 
under JV control with 
international providers. NZ 
electorate insists on NZ first 
policies.

•	Pension indexed to life 
expectancy at age 50. The age 
of 70 becomes the old age 
of 65.

•	Pensions at 50% of average 
wage.

•	Retirement saving mandatory.

•	Harmful practices that 
perceptively impede 
individual actions, such 
as privacy, technological 
exploitation, red tape, ¬seen 
as very undesirable and 
provoke advocacy for change.

•	Harmful, but unintended, 
consequences arising from 
interpersonal exchanges 
are treated with less 
equanimity than before. 
Personal accountability is the 
watchword.

•	See themselves as NZ citizens 
domiciled in the Pacific.

•	A more ambitious NZ culture 
develops. Getting ahead is 
very important. We start to 
lose the laid-back style as we 
work hard and play hard.

•	Ethnicity can matter if 
advantageous. ‘Who’ you 
know and ‘what’ you know 
are very important.

•	Being a ‘modern Kiwi’ is 
important so long as you get 
your share. 

•	Historical genealogies matter 
as they might deliver personal 
advantage. Tribalism has 
advantages.

Resource 
abundance
(NZ could 
proceed faster 
than world 
trends)

•	NZ’s relatively under-
developed status has provided 
it with a starting point for a 
resource-oriented state. NZ 
is conscious that it can be 
economically exploited by 
global powers, but improves 
into a position of attracting 
foreign capital.

•	Societal recognition that 
resource development is an 
intergenerational obligation. 
People save more too. 

•	A solely materialistic lifestyle 
is balanced with personal 
responsibility. A level playing 
field is everyone’s business.

•	Substitute technologies/
processes/end-uses are up for 
sale. Elasticity of demand 
makes prices more reasonable. 
It is a competitive world and 
there are plenty of options.

•	Steady and measured 
introduction of broader 
taxation base to provide 
a better social and 
infrastructural environment. 

•	National parks have entry 
fees.

•	Personal contribution to 
efficient use of resources is 
expected as waste is seen as 
lost opportunity. Resource 
abundance means reuse too!

•	Personal priorities towards 
self-betterment and greater 
ambition to improve.

•	Recognition that abundance 
creates an intergenerational 
obligation to keep it that way.

•	Education programmes stress 
competitive advantage. In 
NZ this has a slightly more 
human face than we might 
see elsewhere.
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Context 4 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Resource 
abundance 
(Continued)

•	Light-handed regulations 
governing supply of societal 
essentials. Stiffer penalties for 
breaches of regulation. The 
private sector must compete, 
but transparently!

•	Exports grow.
•	CER with Australia
•	Different degrees of 

cooperation and competition 
with the rest of the world 
depending on what is in it 
for us

•	High debt-driven economy.
•	NZ will be seen as a minnow, 

however Australia will be 
seen as strong and natural 
resources.

•	Politically stable.

•	Oil imports prices steadily 
rise as do steel, appliances, 
vehicles, plastics, medical 
supplies and pharmaceuticals. 
Import substitution improves, 
recycling pays. 

•	Redemption payments on 
recycled goods such as glass 
and metal containers. 

•	Resource costs rise, but 
employment also rises to meet 
local needs.

•	Resources would be relatively 
abundant in NZ.

•	Food, water, land, renewable 
energy abundant.

•	Efficiency driven by’ think 
globally, act locally’.

•	‘Bigger is better’.
•	‘More and more’.
•	‘Faster and faster’.
•	NZ needs to keep up with 

other countries.
•	Better for resources – both 

internally and externally.

•	No free lunch, contribution 
expected even from those 
needing a helping hand!

•	Market efficiency is vital 
– inefficient practices are 
encouraged to improve. 
A more constructive and 
improvement-oriented 
complaint system than 
currently the case. 

•	More small enterprises 
become medium-sized 
businesses. 

Tourism in New Zealand situations: using a trilemma framework of ‘society’, ‘resources’ and 
‘individuals’ for possible rules and properties. This Context envisages tourism in this country 
to be different: visitors are part of export New Zealand and it is a ‘pay to see’ world. New 
Zealand is an attractive destination and tourism booms from vigorous patronage, particularly 
from Asia and Australia.

Context 4 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivalry •	Tourism is seen as an 

important element in 
ensuring our contribution 
to PACRIM from which 
we obtain most of our trade 
opportunities.

•	Tourism is promoted but 
businesses are levied to make 
them pay their way.

•	Genuineness and well-being 
is a cultural objective.

•	Resource efficiency important 
to maintain profitability and 
service standards.

•	Still predominantly a two 
seasons tourism industry 
with increasing diversity 
into hybrid offerings of high 
quality low energy to balance 
capacity, people and cash-
flows. 

•	See tourism as a means of 
contributing to NZ’s welfare 
– exports.

•	Intolerance for disrespectful 
practices.

•	Expect lifestyles to prioritise 
wealth, both monetary and 
well-being. Good health and 
effective travel at home but 
particularly to PACRIM, 
particularly Australia, Pacific 
Islands, US, and Asia.
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Context 4 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Rivarly 
(Continued)

•	Public willingness to invest 
in PACRIM understanding 
via curricula in schools, 
particularly language or 
language technologies. 

•	Transport systems become 
over 50% more efficient and 
effective through positive 
access to technologies.

•	Recreation is seen as an 
essential component of 
well-being. Simpler forms 
of recreation encouraged, 
such as cycling, hiking, 
nature-watching, fishing, 
self-propelled water sports, 
photography etc, but luxuries 
are also included. Visitors do 
both!

•	Wasteful practices are 
unacceptable, monitored and 
taxed.

•	Visitor services are high 
quality, customer-driven and 
competitive. You have to be a 
good operator to survive. 

•	Visa-based travel is obviated 
by efficient technology. 
Eligibility is screened at the 
point of departure. 

•	A no-riff-raff policy towards 
visitors.

•	Travel between New Zealand 
and Australia becomes 
domestic.

•	The real experience and 
visitor experience will come 
closer together.

•	Contribution of tourism 
to the economy may 
come down due to other 
destinations competing 
and a move towards virtual 
tourism, internal resource 
tensions etc.

•	Tourism offsets war.
•	NZ is a destination relatively 

more greener than now and 
safer.

•	Licensing and enforcement 
of visitor risk factors – energy 
efficiency, health insurance, 
ability to fund the return trip. 
All of these verified before 
departure.

•	More licensed individual 
operators.

•	More evidence of very well-
run franchised or similar 
types of services providers for 
domestic and international 
visitors.

•	Capacity issues addressed 
by improved home-stay, 
b&b and hostel-like 
accommodation during a 
broader peak.

•	Public estate licensed 
competitively to operators 
for 10-year terms. Open 
tender on renewals to improve 
competition. 

•	Fiercely see NZ as a great 
place to travel around. 
See beyond PACRIM as 
less necessary than before, 
perhaps more luxurious.

•	Visitors see NZ as a 
microcosm of recreational 
and social opportunity – 
‘excellence can also be small’. 
Visitors expect excellence too!

•	Some likelihood of work in 
NZ for ambitious and skilful 
visitors.

•	Visitors respect NZ. Happy 
to pay travel taxes and pay 
their way, but the quality 
must reflect value – or else!

•	Home-stay hosting, b&b 
more favourable – meet 
people. 

•	Group travel increases for 
older travellers (professional 
clubs etc). 

•	Visitors stay about 10-12 
days.

•	International students 
welcomed. Fees are high, but 
competitive.

•	Individuals value their work 
and do not stay away from it 
for long.
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Context 4 Society (possibilities) Resources (possibilities) Individuals (possibilities)
Resource 
abundance

•	Responsible resource 
behaviours are essential to 
preserve the experience. 

•	Visitors do not import 
wasteful habits of the old 
days.

•	Visitors are a serious export 
and must improve the net 
worth of NZ’s well-being in 
terms of resources, likewise 
for domestic visitors too. You 
pay your way. Prices generally 
rise consequently.

•	The industry shrinks to 
provide excellence ¬– 
overcrowding fails to meet 
expectations, poor facilities 
offend competitiveness. 
Tourism becomes much 
more competitive and is 
as serious as agriculture or 
manufacturing. Expect other 
destinations to do the same 
worldwide.

•	No expected change in 
seasonality.

•	Large Asian market/Africa 
emerging/South America 
visitors who are wealthy will 
travel.

•	Tourists will want 
authenticity and experiences 
that cannot be delivered via 
technology.

•	Signature tourism brands/tick 
lists will become common.

•	Revenues generated via 
virtual tourism.

•	Resources are abundant but 
more so because they are used 
more wisely than before.

•	All resources still used 
wisely because tourism is 
very competitive. Substitute 
technologies, processes and 
end-uses to improve efficiency 
and service.

•	People generally arrive by air, 
can afford to stay at least 12 
days, and travel efficiently 
during the months of 
November to May – a seven 
month season.

•	Vastly more efficient aircraft 
flying PACRIM thick-routes.

•	Sea transport also seen as 
novel, and educational, but 
for short cruises that might 
depart from hubs. 

•	Substitute fuels for internal 
and international travel, likely 
bio-based.

•	Monetary resources are 
dependent on excellent 
performance, so visitors 
cannot be expected to have 
long vacations. Older visitors 
might be able to have 50% 
more time, as perhaps 
retirement in a rivalrous 
society is an ideal rather than 
reality. 

•	High expectations of quality 
and service standards. Value 
for money does not mean 
cheap as products are visible 
prior to arrival¬ –technology.

•	Acceptance that compromises 
need to be made with respect 
to time. 

•	No free lunch. You have to 
pay for everything. 

•	Market efficiency is important 
– inefficient practices are 
forced to improve. Possibly a 
more improvement-oriented 
system than currently the 
case.

•	Activities are intrinsically 
energy effective and well-
being-oriented.
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Chapter 8 
Summary and conclusion

The objective of any study is to improve the understanding and usefulness of the topic, and 
future studies is no exception. The paradox about future studies is that its usefulness rests 
not in the future, but the present, the starting point for any form of improvement. Whilst 
it may be interesting to speculate on what the world might be like in 2050, an organisation 
would still need to survive the intervening years to get there. Few Chief Executives or Boards 
of Directors are as interested in the distant future as they are about performance during next 
three to 10 years, so how does this study appeal to their needs?

Tourism2050 has chosen the notional timeframe of 2050 to emphasise the need for a broad 
perspective of what the future might entail, but the processes in the earlier chapters are firmly 
rooted in moving tourism organisations from the present to a much more immediate future. 
Scenario analysis and planning are ideal mechanisms for this, more so if future scenarios 
are meaningful or plausible. The approach adopted here is one developed to engender such 
meaningfulness or plausibility, and it does so by advocating the use of behavioural guidelines 
for the generation of future scenarios.

All forms of future studies rely on the construction of fictional situations, but scenarios that 
are justified as plausible are really no less credible than traditional revenue forecasts that are 
constantly relied upon and are based on the assumed behaviours of prospective customers. The 
difference is that scenario analysis is based on a holistic 360 degree perspective of plausible 
future behaviours, and scenario planning is based on translating these behaviours into 
immediate actions that could quickly strengthen the resilience of an organisation.

New Zealand’s recent Tourism Strategies (2010 and 2015) did not engage in scenario analysis 
and planning for their findings, but they did employ a number of consultative mechanisms 
that are commonly used to establish scenario Contexts. The objective of this research is to 
provide a platform for subsequent tourism strategies, encompassing a rigorous academic 
framework and easy-to-follow processes that have been tested by the industry.

The academic underpinning of Tourism2050 arises from new research. The project’s Advisory 
Panel provided the impetus for this new research as their encouragement for more applicable 
outputs prompted the research question: what constitutes an acceptable scenario? The basis of 
this, now published theoretical work was the set of plausibility criteria described in Chapter 
2. These criteria are applied in the form of a four-part test. The first two parts of this test for 
an acceptable scenario establish whether the rules and properties that reflect present situations 
are respectively, cogent and coherent, with those relied upon to reflect a conjectured future 
situation. The third part of test is sustainability – purpose and chance lie at the heart of all 
action and should be demonstrable. The final part of the test is the ancient razor of Occam, 
that is, where alternatives emerge, then simplicity is more preferable than complexity. 
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Theoretical criteria are appealing to academics but can also help to improve the effectiveness of 
praxis. Industry prefers techniques that are both easy to explain and apply in practice, but such 
techniques should also be effective – nobody wants well-intended efforts to be inexplicably 
unsuccessful. A good approach that would make the plausibility criteria for effective scenario 
construction practical, is to embed them in suitable procedures or frameworks for future 
studies. Procedures and frameworks are distinguished by their inclusion of embedded rules, 
relationships and properties and they may also be constructed to reflect purposeful behaviours 
between their elements. Chance-like impacts may also be applied to them. If a procedure 
or framework has all of these attributes, it is more likely to promote plausible outputs than 
intuitional alternatives.

A trilemma behavioural framework was described in Chapter 3. This framework recognises 
the familiar tensions that occur between resources, society and individuals and can reflect 
purposeful actions that arise as a result of these tensions. It can also accommodate Tourism2050’s 
behavioural framework, even where possible situations are envisaged to arise out of great 
variations in social cohesion and resource availability. A trilemma is also a simple framework, 
but has wide applicability where outcomes are dependent on trade-offs and compromise and 
is therefore quite appropriate for tourism where the expectations of visitors, the host society 
and resources must harmonise.

Chapters 4 to 7 apply Tourism2050’s plausibility criteria and trilemma frameworks to four 
possible future Contexts. In each case, the plausibility of a range of possible future situations is 
considered. History is not necessarily a good guide to the future, but the lessons from history 
demonstrate that the behaviours driving Tourism2050’s scenarios are meaningful and have 
plausibility and there is no good reason to suggest that they could never happen again. Every 
possibility, even the apparently gloomy Context 3 described in Chapter 6, is shown to have 
had recent historical provenance. This should further encourage planners to also consider the 
implications of gloomy, but plausible, behaviours as there are lessons contained in them that 
can lead to improved resilience. 

These four chapters focus on societal, individual and resource behaviours but they do not 
prioritise the phenomenological opportunities that might possibly occur with advancing 
technologies, baby boomer ageing, middle-class expansion and so on. These phenomena are 
important to future studies, but most of them are relatively Context-independent. Moreover, 
phenomena are generally enablers or contributors towards, rather than root causes of, the 
behavioural dimensions used in Tourism2050.

Each chapter also identifies and develops strategic planning challenges in a systematic manner 
and the combination of all four of them provides a holistic perspective of likely possibilities. A 
‘perfect’ organisation would consider all of them, develop responses and implement changes 
that would improve its resilience to most of the conceivable challenges that could occur in the 
near future. These factors represent one of the greatest benefits that arise from a behavioural 
approach to scenario analysis and planning. The Tourism2050 approach can provide a 360 
degree encompassment of the challenges an organisation is likely to face in the future. 
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Figure 1 summarises all of the challenges developed in Chapters 3 to 7 and places them in 
their prioritising Context.

These challenges are not exclusive to a particular Context, but arise naturally from generic 
behaviours that could easily arise within the New Zealand tourism industry if future situations 
were shaped by Context behaviours. There are also other challenges that could equally arise if 
Tourism2050 were applied to a particular sector, such as transport or accommodation. All of 
these challenges have real implications for current strategic plans. The year 2050 was chosen as 
the device to start the process of critically thinking about what we might need to do to survive 
well into the future!

Each chapter presents tables that capture and summarise behaviours within each Context that 
are manifestations of the different driving forces; those reflecting international, national, societal 
and individual characteristics and those relating to behaviours aligned to the acquisition, use 
or exploitation of resources. Each chapter also demonstrates how such tabulated behaviours 
may be interpreted and applied to tourism situations by applying Tourism2050’s plausibility 
criteria through a set of practitioner procedures.

These procedures and their associated tables have been tested in industry workshops. They 
can be relied upon to deliver the high priority factors that would need to be implemented 
to accommodate future changes in critical dependencies such as customers, suppliers, the 
community, staff or resources. 

Organisations applying these procedures could expect to develop a much more robust 
strategic plan from the investment of modest effort. Similarly, policy-makers in local or 
central government must also plan for uncertain futures and these practitioner procedures 
and behavioural tables are also appropriate for their needs. Tourism2050’s plausibility criteria, 
methodological frameworks and practitioner procedures all emphasise and promote justified 

Figure 1. Summary of challenges arising from Tourism2050’s behaviours
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actions that can be implemented in the current environment, as it is naïve to assume that plans 
could be dusted off and applied in the future if challenges arise quickly.

Indeed, Tourism2050 is all about making the present as future-proof as possible.
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